
Drinking water 'facility' at a hostel for girls inside the Sports Academy in Dimapur. 
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A Mao girl holds up a handful of cherry blossoms at a reception to welcome Manipur Chief Minister N Biren Singh to   
the 1st Manipur Cherry Blossom-Flower Festival at Mao Gate in Manipur on Sunday.
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 23° 09°

Agartala 27° 14°

Gangtok 17° 05°

Guwahati 25° 15°

Imphal 24° 10°

Itanagar 23° 12°

Shillong 17° 08°

Delhi 27° 10°

Kolkata 28° 13°

Chennai 30° 25°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 19° 10°
DIMAPUR 26° 16°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA 3mn 86%
DIMAPUR NIL 88%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals

WEATHER
TEMPERATURE
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Nagaland Sports Coaches Association calls for system overhaul; wants involvement of NIC coaches in policy-making   

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The 
Nagaland Civil Service Asso-
ciation (NCSA) has asked Chief  
Minister TR Zeliang to withdraw 
all NCS officers from election-
related duties because, according 
to the association, the state gov-
ernment’s recent decision to rec-
ommend personnel of  non-state 
civil services for selection into 
IAS-cadre post had shown that 
the state had 'lost all confidence 
in NCS officers.'

The NCSA issued a press 
release on Sunday informing to 
have written to the chief  minister 
to register “our deep displeasure 
with the recent outcome”, and 
also seek his ‘positive interven-
tion’. It listed out three points for 
the chief  minister to act on:
 Review the cabinet sub-com-

mittee's decision to recom-
mend the existing vacant post 
of  IAS for selection from   
non-SCS.                      

 An inquiry committee be set 

up and a report be furnished 
on the facts and actual de-
velopments that led to the 
present and 'unnecessary cri-
sis regarding IAS induction'  
and appropriate action be 
taken against the officials re-
sponsible, as per the rules.

 As the decision of  the state 
government has shown that 
the state had 'lost all confi-
dence in the NCS officers,' the 
government should withdraw 
all NCS officers from election 
related duties and responsi-
bilities including proposed 
RO (Returning Officers) and 
AROs (Assistant Returning 
Officers). The government 
shall be held solely respon-
sible for any adverse action 
taken against any NCS offic-
ers in the event that they are 
unable to perform their duties 
in this regard. 
It warned the chief  minister 

that should the government fail 

to address the three demands, the 
NCSA said to reserve the 'right to 
resort to any action deemed fit,' 
without further notice. 'As one 
of  the state services IAS quota 
which was vacated on the retire-
ment of  a NCS inducted IAS 
officer, is being arbitrarily given  
to the other services. We stand 
shocked and outraged at this un-
precedented decision of  the cabi-
net to violate a time honoured 
convention and take it as an act 
of  betrayal.

'It is a big blow to our morale, 
a major affront to the service and 
a blatant dismissal of  the sacri-
fice, struggles and efforts of  the 
NCS officers made over the past 
50 years to the state. The role of  
the service has multiplied, and 
so has the paradigmatic shift in 
the focus of  governance and the 
NCS has always delivered,' the 
statement read. 

It reminded that it was the 
NCS officers, numbering a ‘little 

under 300’, who were stationed 
at the remotest corners of  the 
state “maintaining peace in all 
corners of  our conflicted state.”  
The NCS officers, it stated, had 
earned their position having gone 
through ‘the rigorous and com-
petitive NPSC (Nagaland Public 
Service Commission) selection 
process’. 

“We are not here by chance 
or favour. As our chosen career 
path we have worked tirelessly 
to fulfil our duties and roles as 
administrators, magistrates and 
policy makers. As mentioned 
earlier, majority of  our officers 
spent the larger part of  their ca-
reer manning the remotest and 
most challenging administrative 
areas of  the state. We cannot af-
ford to ‘proxy’ our presence – we 
are present, available and func-
tioning.

“Through all the numerous 
challenges in our careers, the 
eventual induction into the IAS 

is a career incentive and distinc-
tion to look forward to. The state 
civil services all over the country 
are the natural and viable feeder-
service for the IAS for all practi-
cal reasons. To be very plain, the 
state civil services do the same 
work as the IAS in every sphere 
and at every level and the induc-
tion into the IAS is a recognition 
of  this fact,” it stated. 

The association also stated 
that the NCS officers have suf-
fered many an injustice for years 
as a result of  the government’s 
‘sheer disregard of  not only the 
service but also of  government 
rules and mandates in our state.’

“While other state civil serv-
ants in the rest of  India and our 
neighbouring states still hold the 
encadred posts as HoDs, project  
directors of  all mission mode  
projects, etc., the NCS find our-
selves robbed of  all these posts 
which have been taken away over 
the years,” the statement read. 

Dimapur, Nov. 26 
(EMN): While welcom-
ing the NSCN (IM) dis-
claiming two alleged 
cadres arrested recently 
in Dimapur, the Surviv-
al Nagaland group has 
termed the clarification 
of  the armed group in the 
newspapers as ‘totally ar-
rogant and a mockery to 
ground reality.’ 

In a press release is-
sued on Sunday, the 
group stated that the ‘of-
ficial designation’ of  Ka-
bir Ahmed was widely 
published as Raja Peyu 
NSCN-IM. “If  the media 
report of  21.11.17 was un-
true, was there immediate 
inquiry made to Dimapur 
police by the NSCN-IM 
authority? 

“It was Kabir Ahmed 

and Nazmul Islam who 
defamed the Naga nation-
alism, and not the SN. In-
stead of  punishing them, 
why NSCN-IM blaming 
SN of  not verifying the 
persons?” (sic) it asked. 

According to the 
group, the NSCN (IM) 
had not only avoided an-
swering the queries but 
also pointed fingers at 
the state police's crime 
branch. “We would like to 
remind Naga indigenous 
public that SN move-
ment is manned by like-
mined individuals and 
people with passion to act 
against becoming another 
Tripura. 

Any faction or organi-
sation acting against SN's 
intervention amounts to 
(sic) anti-Naga,” it stated.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 
(EMN): Announcing that 
they were ‘bleakly staring 
at the darkest Christmas 
and New Year,’ a commit-
tee representing residents 
of  13 villages/colonies 
located between Dhob-
inullah and Thahekhu vil-
lage, has   demanded that 
the Nagaland government 
either install a 20 MVA 
transformer at Metha sub-
station ‘before the festive 
season’ or face public 'dis-
turbances.'

The Joint Action Com-
mittee of  13 villages/colo-
nies—which came to the 
fore not long ago when 
it  led a series of  protests 
and shutdown to demand 
road repair works between 
Dhobinullah and Thahek-
hu village—on Sunday is-
sued a statement contain-
ing said warning. 

Since the ‘breakdown’ 
of  a 20 MVA transformer 
at Nagarjan sub-station, 
it stated, power supply to 
the six areas comprising 
‘Dhobinullah, DC court, 
Discipleship Bible College, 
Thahekhu, Town area and 
PWD colony’ had been se-
verely affected. “Whereas 
the actual requirement at 
the sub-station to supply 

Eastern Mirror Desk 
Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN):  
The sports facility avail-
able in a state is normally 
a pointer to development 
paving way for sportsper-
sons, and those with the 
potential to grow. The 
availability of  sports facili-
ties work in the advantage 
of  a sportsperson and, by 
extension, the state. 

However the lack of  
sports facility and the 
system of functioning in 
Nagaland have curtailed 
sportspersons. It is also 
responsible for the state’s 
poor participation at sport-
ing events in the regional or 
the national level. 

Expressing concern  at  
the declining condition of  
sports and sportspersons 
in the state, the Nagaland 
Sports Coaches Associa-
tion (NSCA) on Sunday 
addressed a press confer-
ence on Sunday at the 
State Sports girls hostel in 
Dimapur, appealing to the  
Nagaland government to 
give priority to the state’s 
sportspersons and acad-
emies. 

“The state government 

had ensured stipend, uni-
form, accommodation and 
stadium, training facilities, 
and tournament sponsors 
to state sports academy stu-
dents. However till date the 
assurance remains vague,”  
said a member of  the as-
sociation. 

Another member 
pointed out that the al-
location for sports in the 
2016-17 budget was an 
embarrassing amount of  
Rs. 2 lakh. And there is 
no budget for tournament 
participation. “We are 
not training the players to 
keep them restricted only 
to trainings but they need 
exposure. When other 
neighbouring states can 
afford to provide air travel 
for their players, our state 
cannot even provide sec-
ond class train tickets,” the 
coach lamented. 

Drawing attention 
to the functioning of  the 
state’s department of  Youth 
Resources and Sports, the 
NSCA members opined 
that the department’s ad-
ministrators should be 
retained for a period of  at 
least five years. Change of  

One that would  
have the fruit must  

climb the tree. 

~ Thomas Fuller

Residents say Dimapur stares bleakly 
at darkest Christmas and New Year 

"The people have bought 
all the candles, poor public 

representatives like us have no 
choice but to burn money to 

have some light"

~ Arien

Sindhu loses to Tai in 
Hong Kong Open final  |  P12

NCSA serves ultimatum to chief minister Survival Nagaland 
responds to NSCN (IM)

‘Restore power supply 
or face public disturbances’ 

Dimapur faces ‘indefinite 
bandh’ on sand import 

Falsehood is the hallmark of 
Modi government – Arun Shourie

Kohima police announce  
traffic restriction 

Nagaland's ailing sports structure seeks urgent resuscitationMirror Takes
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Miss World Manushi Chhillar 
gets glorious welcome in India  |  P10

Terrorism almost daily routine, 
must be fought 'unitedly' – Modi  | 

guard frequently affects the 
planning, leaving room for 
loopholes. “There are lots 
of  loopholes if  we have to 
discuss thoroughly.”

According to the 
coaches, even the basic 
rights of  the sportsperson – 
such as the 5% government 
job quota for medal win-
ners – have been routinely 

denied. “The sportspersons 
are managing with the 
daily allowance of  Rs. 150 
per day and this year the 
department has not pro-
vided a single equipment 
and sports material to the 
students (at the academies) 
even after a memorandum 
was brought to their notice 
on Oct. 10 2017.”

The NCSA listed una-
vailable basic training 
uniforms, pathetic condi-
tions of  accommodation 
facilities, absence of  first-
aid care; poor infrastruc-
ture and failure to provide 
sporting equipments, and 
having to base their diet on 
a meagre daily allowance 
of  Rs. 150 per day. Those 

were  some of  the issues 
the association wanted to 
bring to the notice of  the 
chief  minister and his col-
leagues. 

“Lack of  these facili-
ties is a big disadvantage 
for children who have po-
tentials to become a sport-
sperson and also for those 
seeking career in sports. It 
is also a loss for the state 
to miss out on promising 
sportspersons and for the 
enthusiastic sportsperson 
too,” one of  the coaches 
said. 

The coaches’ associa-
tion was of  the view that 
there was a need to reform 
the sports policy, sports 
planning board and sports 
administration by giving 
room to experienced sport-
spersons who are National 
Institute of  Sports (NIS)-
certified coaches. Their 
experiences in the field 
as well as knowledge in 
policy-making should be 
utilised by the state gov-
ernment, the association 
members felt. 

“We have 34 qualified 
NIS cadre coaches work-
ing together in the sports 

department covering 13 
sports discipline: athlet-
ics, archery, badminton, 
basketball, boxing, foot-
ball, handball, hockey, 
lawn tennis, sepaktakraw, 
taekwondo, volleyball and 
wrestling, out of  which 
the government has given 
an opportunity to seven 
disciplines as state sports 
academy Kohima and state 
sports hostel Dimapur 
– athletic girls (18), sepa-
ktakraw girls (15), football 
boys (32) girls (32),  boxing 
boys and girls (20), archery 
boys/girls (34), taekwondo 
boys (30), and wrestling 
boys/girls (30),” they high-
lighted.

“This year’s enrolment 
at the sports academies and 
sports hostels is 211 stu-
dents who come from vari-
ous backgrounds. However 
with the lack of  basic re-
quirements and infrastruc-
ture, the coaches are help-
less to promote sports in 
the state. The only support 
we can provide is to train 
them while our demand for 
simple basic requirements 
and change in system re-
mains,” the coaches stated.   

power to these areas is 30 MVA, 
the sub-station has only 10 MVA 
owing to which power supply has 
been most erratic affecting all and 
sundry including students appear-
ing for exams, business establish-
ments etc., to mention a few. 

“The supply of  power to these 
areas on rotational basis also could 
not be provided properly since the 
wires are 35 years old which can-
not carry the load. The wires have 
remained the same without any re-
placement ever since the establish-
ment of  Metha sub-station,” the 
committee reminded. 

It stated that with the onset of  
festive season, the residents were 
‘pessimistic about putting up deco-
rative items thinking about the futil-
ity of  such exercise due to almost 
no power supply.’  

The residents, according to the 
JAC, were wondering “whether 
a government exists in Nagaland 
since roads are being washed away, 
bridges are collapsing, engulfing 
darkness at night and yet there is no 
sign of  any improvement in these 
sectors.” 

While demanding the instal-
lation of  said power transformer, 
the committee warned that failure 
to meet the demand would compel 
the residents to ‘initiate stringent 
steps which may disturb the day-to-
day activities’ of  the department in 
concern  as well as the state govern-
ment. “It would only augur well for 
the state government to pay heed 
to this demand of  the public who 
would not take the responsibility of  
any untoward incident in the event 
the authorities turn a deaf  ear.”

Our Correspondent 
Diphu, Nov. 26 (EMN): Sand 
dealers of  Karbi Anglong 
have announced an ‘indefinite 
bandh’ on supply of  sand to 
Nagaland. 

Members of  Sand Ma-
haldars and Suppliers Asso-
ciation (SMSA) of  Karbi An-
glong told a press conference 
at Manja in Assam on Sunday 
that the restriction will con-
tinue until a sand dealer from 
Dimapur identified as Raju 
Pareek withdraws a police 
complaint he had filed against 
some SMSA members on Nov. 
25 last. 

According to the publicity 
secretary of  SMSA, Premson 
Killing, ‘some people from Na-
galand’ were involved in illegal 
sand mining from ‘mahal’ no. 
9 at Holy Cross, Disobai in 
Karbi Anglong. He said that 
‘maha’ no. 9 “has already ex-
pired since Jan. 7 2017, and 
the (Assam) Forest department 
has invited fresh tender for it.”

But few people, including 
Raju Pareek from Dimapur, 
continue to extract sand il-
legally using excavators and 
other machineries, he claimed. 

“It was on the night of  
Nov. 24 around 10 pm that, for 
enquiry, members of  SMSA 
have stopped some dumpers at 
Mohendijua between Manja-
Longnit road of  NH-36 under 
Manja PS, carrying sand to Di-
mapur. In the process a heated 
argument took place between 
the drivers and handymen of  
the dumpers and members of  
SMSA,” Killing said.

As fallout of  this argu-
ment, he said, Pareek and ‘his 
colleagues Raju Yadav and 
Adam Goilu’ filed an FIR at 
Manja police station against 
six members of  SMSA alleg-
ing indulgence in extortion 
and carrying of  arms. 

‘Third party involved’ 
The Karbi Longri and NC Hills 
Liberation Front (KLNLF) has  
hinted at involvement of  an 
unnamed ‘third party,’ during 
a separate press conference.  
The chairman of  the outfit, 
P Dilli said that the KLNLF 
would ‘have to intervene if  
such trend will continue to go 
on’ while referring to ‘some 
unscrupulous persons’ indulg-
ing in illegal sand mining. 

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (IANS): Renowned jour-
nalist and former Union Minister Arun Shourie 
on Sunday alleged that "falsehood" was the "hall-
mark" of the Narendra Modi government and it 
has failed to fulfill several promises such as on 
generating jobs.

He also urged the people of the country to 
minutely judge the work of the government.

Participating at the Times Lit Fest here, Shou-
rie, who was a minister in the Atal Bihari Vaj-
payee's NDA government, said that he can give 
many examples of that in the form of full page 
advertisements in the newspapers showing "gov-
ernment statistics of generating over five and half  
crore job by MUDRA scheme" only.

"But we should not be surprised at this.... 

falsehood has become the hallmark of this gov-
ernment," he said.

Shourie also stressed that we should not ex-
amine what a person or leader has been doing for 
a long time but examine their work "minutely".

Citing Mahatma Gandhi, he said: "Very im-
portant point that Gandhiji use to make 'don't go 
by what he has been doing but go by his character' 
and 'what can you learn about his character?'. 

"And we have missed that twice both in the 
case of (former Prime Minister) V.P. Singh and 
Narendra Modi. They just say whatever is con-
venient at the moment," he said.

He also urged the people to not go by the thing 
by what Modi is saying now, but go by what he 
has been saying all along. 

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The Kohima police authorities on 
Sunday informed that traffic along the stretch of  NH-29 near  the 
old KMC dumping site will be completely restricted from 8 pm, 
Nov. 27 till the ongoing repair works are complete.

A press release from Kohima police has requested commuters 
to avoid travelling on said stretch of  NH-29. “Cooperation of  the 
general public in this regard will be highly appreciated,” it stated. 



MITE celebrates 5th 
batch graduation day

‘Book of emotions: 
Unstained’ released

AR organises awareness lecture and vet. camp 

Seminar on ‘nurturing 
the potential of every youth’

NPF mourns

NCCAF triennial conference

BJP Zunheboto vice president removed
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CORRECTIONS
News item under caption “Mima clan flays AR’s ac-
tion,” published in this daily on Nov. 26 issue in Page 
5, should be read as “in wee hours on Sep. 27” and 
not as rendered.

The Pro-Vice Chancellor of Nagaland University with principal and graduating students on during the 5th MITE graduation day on Nov. 25.

BJP officials with Zunheboto district party workers after the joint meeting in Zunheboto.

Resource person with participants at Kohima Phom Baptist Church on Saturday.

The two accused under custody 

Seen are glimpses of activities carried out by the Assam Rifles at Tuli and Pedi.

Shongmo Khiamnyungan releasing the ‘Book of emotions: 
Unstained’ with the author Mongshai Khiamniungan (right) on 
Sunday.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
WOMEN HELPLINE: 181

DIMAPUR (STD CODE: 03862)

Bethesda Ambulance Service                 9615053217, 9615520007

CIHSR 242555, 242533

Police Control Room 7085055050

Dimapur District Hospital 232224

Diphupar PS 7085055032

East PS 7085055030

Faith Hospital 248912, 9436004220

Fire Station (Chumu) 282777

Fire Station (Dimapur) 7085378850, 232201

GRPS 7085055031

Medziphema PS 7085055033

MH (Metro) Hospital 227930/231081

Mobile Unit Commander 7085055046

Nikos Hospital 248285, 232032

Niuland PS 7085088035

Sub-Urban PS 7085055036

Traffic Control -1 7085088038

Traffic Control -2 7085088039

West PS 7085055034

Women Cell 7085055037

Zion Hospital 231864, 224117, 227337

KOHIMA (STD Code: 0370)

Bethel Nursing Home 2224202

Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Childline Kohima 1098

Chiephobozou PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045506
8575045516

Fire Stations 2222952

IRCS Ambulance Service 2244350

Kezocha PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045549
8575045538

Khuzama PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045505
8575045515

NHAK 2222916

North PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222222, 8575045501
8575045510

Oking Hospital 2290080, 2290146

Police Control Room 100/2244279, 8575045500

South PS
Officer-in-Charge

2222111, 8575045502
8575045520

Tseminyu PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045507
8575045517

Zubza PS
Officer-in-Charge

8575045508
8575045518

MOKOKCHUNG (STD Code: 0369)
Chopper Service 8974151974/ 9615776811

Christian Hospital, Impur 2262214

Dr. Imkongliba Hospital 2226216/2226394

Faith Hospital Ambulance 9436004220, 9856051827

Fire Station 2226225

Hope Ambulance Service 8415827895/9856277674

Hotel Metsuben 8014587442/ 2226373

IRCS Ambulance Service 09402993002

Lifeline Ambulance 9436439707/ 9862447893

Mokokchung PS 1 2226241

Power House 2226221/2226293

Sewak Gate PS 2 2226213

Traffic Control 9485232691

Tuli Police Station 9485232693

Women Cell 9485232692

Woodland Nursing Home 2226263

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
The Modern Insti tute 
of  Teachers Education 
(MITE) celebrated the 5th 
graduation day on Saturday, 
with Pro-Vice Chancellor 
Nagaland University Prof. 
Ramesh C Gupta as chief  
guest.

The programme com-
menced with the invocation 
prayer by Seyiesel Hibo. 
The college principal, 
Devanand Sinha welcomed 

the gathering and highlight-
ed the result of the college. 
He also requested the pro 
vice-chancellor to help in 
the process of upgrading to 
M.Ed course at MITE.

 Prof. Gupta in his 
speech talked about the edu-
cation and its evolution in 
India. Stressing on the need 
of  proper education, he 
said “importance of dream 
and the need of  creating a 
good one on time should be 

desired.” 
On the occasion, the 

institute also felicitated As-
sistant Prof. Imkongsenla 
Longchar for conferring 
Doctorate on the topic “A 
study on the effectiveness of  
District Institutes of Educa-
tion and Training (DIETs) 
in Nagaland.”  University 
and college toppers, subject 
distinction holders and the 
graduates were also felici-
tated.

The chief guest also in-
augurated the North East 
Career Club.

S Songamla delivered 
the valedictory speech on 
behalf of the 2015-17 batch. 
A special song was present-
ed by the 1st Semester and 
cultural dance by the 3rd 
semester student-teachers. 
The president of MITESUB 
extended the vote thanks 
while benediction was pro-
nounced by Vikedo.

One ‘arms dealer’ apprehended
The 32 Assam Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR (North) 
during the operation at Kushiabil village, Dimapur on Nov. 
24, apprehended one person identified as Puming (50 yrs) 
of Kushiabil village.

According to the release, one Point 22 mm Pistol with 
magazine and 35 live rounds of  Point 22 mm and other 
incriminating items were recoevered from his possession. 

The accused alongwith recovered arms and ammuni-
tion is said to have been handed over to East Police Station, 
Dimapur for further investigation.

IMFL worth 2.5 lac seized 
The 28 Assam Rifles under the aegis of HQ IGAR (North) 
during the search operation at Merapani, Wokha on Nov. 
24, intercepted one suspected Bolero bearing registration 
No. NL 07 6356 and recovered IMLF worth Rs. 2,50,000.

In this connection, one person identified as Nchbemo 
Ngullie (34 yrs), Son of Chumdemo Ngullie, resident of  
Okotso village under Wokha district was apprehended. The 
apprehended individual along with recovered IMFL is said 
to have been handed over to Bhandari Police Station for 
further investigation.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The poetry book entitled ‘Book 
of emotions: Unstained,’ authored by Mongshai Khiam-
niungan was released on Sunday by Panso BDO Shongmo 
Khiamnyungan at Khiamniungan Baptist Church in 
Dimapur. 

The 22-year old author is a graduate from St. Joseph’s 
College Jakhama and is currently pursuing her master de-
gree in Literature. She started writing at the age of 14 after 
the loss of  her father and to her credit has released two 
books titled “Book of emotions” and “Book of emotions: 
Expressions” in 2010 and 2012. 

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
The Naga People’s Front 
(NPF) has expressed shock 
at the untimely demise of  
Khriengulie Seyie (Khris) 
Son of  Phrenyümo Seyie, 
vice president (Central) 
Naga People’s Front of  
Tuophema village on Nov. 
25. He was 47. He was left 
behind with three sons, one 
daughter and wife.

The NPF said late Seyie 
was an upright banker, a 
loyal husband, dedicated fa-
ther and an honest citizen in 
the society. He was working 
as assistant branch manager 

Vijaya Bank. Dimapur till 
his breath last. 

The death of  a sincere 
banker at such a young age 
is irreplaceable to Naga 
society, said the NPF.

At this time of grief, the 
NPF central fraternity, rank 
and file extended condo-
lences to his wife Keduon-
gunuo Seyie and her four 
children.

The party also prayed 
to the God to grant solace 
and strength to the bereaved 
family to overcome grief  
and eternal rest of  the de-
parted soul.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The Nagaland Community 
Conserved Areas Forum (NCCAF) will hold 1st Triennial 
Conference on Nov. 30, 11 a.m. at the conference Hall of  
Red Cross Complex, Kohima. 

Therefore, all CCAs members have been requested to 
attend the conference positively.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): With 
the to motivate the students to 
conserve the rare and migrating 
Amur Falcon, the 3 (Naga Hills) 
Assam Rifles under the aegis 
of  HQ IGAR (North) organ-
ised awareness lecture on Amur 
falcon at Government High 

School, Jotsoma on Nov. 24. 
The lecture was followed by an 
interactive session with students.

Another awareness lecture 
on ‘Drug Free Nagaland’ was 
organised by 36 Assam Rifles 
under the aegis of  Headquarters 
IGAR (N) at Government Pri-

mary Health Care Centre, Pedi 
on Nov. 24. 

The lecture emphasised on ill 
effects of  drugs on society and its 
preventive measures. The event 
was attended by villagers of  Pedi 
and neighbouring villages.

Meanwhile, the 44 Assam 

Rifles under the aegis of  HQ 
IGAR (North) conducted a 
veterinary camp at Tuli, Mokok-
chung district on Nov. 24. The 
camp was conducted by the vet-
erinary team of  14 Mobile Field 
Veterinary Hospital, Dimapur 
and Assistant Commandant Jai 

Bhagwan.  
The aim of  the camp was 

to provide medical assistance 
and treatment to livestock and 
local pets of  the needy people. 
Altogether 789 livestock were 
examined and free medicines 
were given to their owners.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
The Phom Students’ Un-
ion Kohima (PSUK) or-
ganised a career guidance 
seminar on the theme, 
‘Nurturing the potential of  
every youth’ on Saturday 
at Kohima Phom Baptist 
Church.

Resource persons for 
the seminar were EAC 

Wangan Phom and Dr. 
MO UPHC Seikhazou Ao 
Meren Longkumer. 

Menlom Phom, who 
recent ly  c leared NCS 
exam, exhorted the gather-
ing. Sharing his experience, 
he encouraged and chal-
lenged the participants say-
ing that “if  he can achieve 
such dream whose earlier 

foundation was based at 
village then those who were 
born and brought up in 
towns and cities must set 
for higher goals.”

Speaking on competi-
tive exam, preparation and 
career in the civil serv-
ice, Wangan shared how 
he started preparing for a 
state civil service and gave 

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
The Bharat iya Janata 
Party (BJP) Zunheboto 
district president Shikuto 
Sema through a press re-
lease informed that Vikaho 
Zhimo has been removed 
from the post of  district 
vice president for violation 
of  the party constitution 
and committing anti party 
activities on several counts 
with immediate effect.

“The party leadership 
crisis created by district 
vice president, Vikaho Zhi-
mo in the district for some 
time was resolved with 
five presidents and four 
Morcha leaders and ex-
tended unconditional sup-
port to the leadership of  
district president Shikuto 
Sema,” the release stated. 

This was announced 
by the district president 
during a joint meeting of  
BJP Zunheboto district 
in-charge, Hurui Zeliang 
and state vice president, 
Sengkathung along with 
district office bearers, man-
dal presidents of  respective 

WEATHER FORECAST IN OTHER DISTRICTS 
Max Min DP RH RF

WOKHA 19.6 11.6 11.2 60 NIL

ZBT 22.5 15.5 19.3 88 NIL

MON 25 14.2 13.1 88 NIL

TUENSANG 20 16 18.9 98 NIL

MKG 22.2 17 18 87 NIL

PHEK 20 8.2 10.9 98 Nil

KIPHIRE 22.4 12.2 11.5 95 NIL

SECHÜ ZUBZA 21 11 11 63 NIL

LONGLENG - - - - -

TSEMINYU 23 14.4 14.6 68 Nil

JALUKIE -- - - - -

MANGKOLEMBA 27.8 18 17.4 63 NIL

*Dew Point (DP) *Relative Humidity (RH) * Rainfall (RF)

Source: Department of Soil & Water Conservation, Nagaland 

constituencies and morcha 
leaders at party office Zun-
heboto on Nov. 15.

In the meeting, Ze-
liang spoke on various 
party issues and appealed 
the Mandal presidents to 
speed up the formation 
works of  booth level work-
ers in all the polling sta-
tion. 

He also interrogated 

the Mandal presidents and 
Morcha leaders and ex-
amined the leadership the 
crisis in the district. He en-
couraged the party work-
ers to patch up if  there is 
any past differences and 
work hard to face the 2018 
state election. 

Sengkathung while ex-
horting party functionar-
ies, said if  BJP comes to 

power in 2018 election 
shall strive to eradicate the 
corruption and stand firm 
to bring development in 
the state. 

He also mentioned that 
the BJP government at 
the centre is corrupt free 
government and working 
for the uplift of  the poor 
and downtrodden people 
in the country. 

some basic methods and 
ideas to be follow by an 
individual while prepar-
ing for competitive exams. 
He also shared the pattern 
and process of  competitive 
exam is conduct. Further 
he advised the participants 
to always keep God in the 
first place so that one can 
be successful in life.

Dr. Longkumer while 
sharing on studies and ca-
reer in technical line, he 
said one need to come out 
from the comfort zone and 
start preparing for one’s 
chosen path. 

He encouraged the par-
ticipants to pursue their 
studies and career basing 
on their interest so that one 
can excel. “In the present 
competition world we don’t 
need to be the best only in 
one way or field but across 
we need to be the best in 
order to achieve something 
great,” he said.

Crime Beat 
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K Therie, second from left, seen here with officials of the Congress party during the Clean Election 
programme in Kohima town on Saturday evening.

EM Images

Cong. youths launch Clean Election campaign Nagaland’s international Trade Expo envisions big
From big business dreams to swanky Audi, to food and rock music, 
organisers feel platform could be state’s launch pad onto big arena    

ENCSU appeals for ‘patience’ as SIT probes scholarship 

‘Public equally responsible for corruption in Nagaland’ 

Kohima Bureau 
Kohima, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
Youths of  the Congress 
party have launched a 
Clean Election campaign 
noting what they stated 
was the magnitude of  cor-
ruption, mismanagement 
and malpractice in the  
Nagaland government.

The Nagaland Pradesh 
Youth Congress (NPYC) 
launched the campaign 
“Clean Election: Youth 
for change and save Naga-
land” (sic) at the Congress 
Bhawan in Kohima town 
on Saturday evening.

The president of  the 
Nagaland Pradesh Con-
gress Committee (NPCC), 
K Therie, addressed the 
Congress youth members. 
He said that majority of  
voters in the state are in 
the age group of  18-40 
years. The youths can 
speak up and be a strong 
force for ‘clean’ elections 
to bring changes, he said. 
They can be the change by 

avoiding proxy-voting and 
electoral malpractices, he 
said. Then, he said, Na-
galand will see a ‘new ray 
of  hope’  for better govern-
ance and development.

The politician high-
lighted corruption in the 
state’s government. Therie 
said that the present gov-
ernment was a ‘party-less 
government,’ functioning 
without political objectives 
or vision for the people; it 
is ‘just to loot the state ex-
chequer for personal gain 
and not for development.’

The vision 2030 docu-
ment of  the state govern-
ment is a ‘flip flop docu-
ment because nothing has 
been implemented by the 
state government so far,’ 
the NPCC president said.

Therie remarked that 
if  the current trend of  
corruption continues in 
the same government for 
the next five years, he has 
‘decided to retire from his 
political career.’ The Con-

gress president said that 
there were around 1, 50, 
000 unemployed youths 
including 80,000 educated 
youths in the state. He ac-
cused the Nagaland gov-
ernment of  lacking a hu-
man resource   policy to 
address the issue of  youth 
unemployment. The cen-
tral government has a 
policy to employ at least 
10,000 youths per day 
across the country but the 
state government’s policy 
for creating employment 
opportunities is ‘zero per-
cent,’ the Congress presi-
dent lamented. 

Supporting the cam-
paign for ‘clean’ elections 
initiated by the Nagaland 
Baptist Church Council, 
the NPCC president said 
that there were more than 
1800 churches in Naga-
land including those from 
other denominations.  He 
said ‘everybody will not 
change but if  15 to 20% 
follow clean elections, 

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): All roads 
lead to the first Nagaland Interna-
tional Trade Expo (NITex) with its 
inauguration by chief minister of Na-
galand TR Zeliang on Nov. 24 at the 
Agri Expo site at 4th mile in Dimapur. 
A long-felt gap for an event of its scale 
has finally been fulfilled, the Busi-
ness Association of Nagas (BAN) has 
stated. The organisers issued a press 
release on Sunday offering updates 
about the mega event. 

The programme was all about 
‘living up to the core of  the associa-
tion’s vision to promote entrepreneur-
ship among Nagas and strengthen 
Nagaland by ushering the state to-
wards booming economy and self-
reliant state.’ The business exposition 
materialized from long meticulous 
planning and hard work by the organ-
izers. It was supported by multiple 
agencies including the government of  
Nagaland and the Union Ministry of  
Textile, ministry of  MSME, Ministry 
of  Industry and Commerce and the 
North East Council; Federation of  
Industry and Commerce of  North 
East Region. 

The governor of Nagaland BP 
Acharya visited the expo on the 25th 
and inaugurated the MSME pavilion. 
He then had a luncheon and visited 
various pavilions ‘signifying the im-

portance of NITex for the state of Na-
galand,’ the organisation explained.

The NITex is a two-way platform 
effort by the BAN to bring technology, 
equipment, machines, market, and 
services at the doorstep of entrepre-
neurs and manufactures of Nagaland, 
at the same time promoting the local 
products and potential to the outside 
market. 

From the rest of the country and 
northeast region, participants include 
organisations from the construction 
sector, real estate, automobile, textile, 
handicraft, gems and jewellery sector, 
and agriculture-equipment manufac-
turers and government departments. 
A big business summit 
With four more days to go, the busi-
ness event has lined up more activities 
besides business showcasing. Start-
ing from Nov. 28 and till the 29th, a 
much-awaited business summit will 
be inaugurated by Member of  Parlia-
ment Niphieu Rio, the press release 
informed. The business summit will 
address various contentious issues 
and explore opportunities in the Na-
galand Special Development Zone 
(NSDZ); explore prospects in trade 
with neighbouring countries, building 
community farming and market link-
ages and building competent human 
resources, the press release stated. 

‘The summit will have resource-
ful eminent personalities in the field 
of business, trade, commerce along 
with the delegate level participation 
of Bhutan Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, Federation of Indus-
try and Commerce of North Eastern 
Region, North East Federation on In-
ternational Trade and Confederation 
of Indian Industry,’ the press release 
stated. BAN encourages all the entre-
preneurs, business community, NGOs 
and stakeholders to participate in this 
crucial business summit and share 
their thought and exchange their ideas.

Further, during Nov. 28-30, the 
expo will host an open-air concert 
which will be inaugurated by minister 
of Road and Bridges Dr. Neikiesalie 
Kire. The open-air concert will start at 
5 pm every evening and will showcase 
and promote various local talented 
artists performing along with regional 
stars such as Alobo Naga, Tali Angh 
and Fiona and Mawitei from Mizo-
ram, the press release informed. 

“Apart from the business opportu-
nity the expo also has been organized 
keeping in mind the visitors of all age 
group and families with food court 
offering multi-cuisine and kids play 
zone. The expo is being opened from 
10 am to 9 pm for the public and busi-
nesses,” the updates added.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN):  The East-
ern Nagaland College Students’ Union 
(ENCSU) has appealed to students to 
‘have patience’ now that the ‘scholar-
ship issue’ is ‘under investigation’ by a 
Special Investigation Team (SIT). The 
organisation issued a press release to 
the media on Sunday informing that  
investigations were underway led by 
Renchamo P Kikon, IPS. 

‘The ENCSU appeals to the stu-
dents community to kindly have pa-
tience since the scholarship issue is 
under the investigation under the very 
able and efficient leadership of Rench-
amo P Kikon, IPS, as chairman (SIT). 
The ENCSU also would like to make 

this earnest appeal to all not to mis-
judge the union’s stand to have wel-
comed the SIT for investigation but to 
extend fullest cooperation so that our 
fight for justice and rightful share is 
achieved,’ the press release explained. 

The ENCSU has assured that it 
will keep fighting until justice is deliv-
ered as demanded. ‘The ENCSU also 
make this assurance that no stones will 
left unturned. It has also come to our 
concern that there are so many spuri-
ous, suspicious and misinformation 
circulating against the union but the 
ENCSU reiterates and asserts its stand 
not to compromise our fight under any 
circumstances,’ the press release stated. 

The organisation reminded the 
government and the department in 
concern that the scholarship should be 
released in full on or before Nov. 30. 

‘Failure to fulfil the ENCSU’s gen-
uine demand will compel the union 
to resort to our own course of action,’ 
the group cautioned. 

“Further, the ENCSU also make 
this appeal to the SIT to expedite the 
investigation process so that the report 
is submitted on time to the govern-
ment for further action. The union 
also assured to extend our unceasing 
and fullest cooperation to SIT during 
the course of investigation,” the ENC-
SU added. 

KG-2182
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then there will be a differ-
ence and will bring chang-
es in the future.’  

Vilhousielie Kengu-
rusie, president of  the 
NPYC, delivered the 
keynote address at the 
programme. He said that 
the achievement of  the 
present state government  
can  be filled ‘in a single 
page’ if  it were to be noted 
down. However, he said, 
the failures of  the govern-
ment will not be enough 
for ‘even thousand pages.’

The Congress leader  
nonetheless held the pub-
lic equally responsible for 
‘demanding money’ dur-
ing elections. In this re-
gard, he said, the public 
cannot go against the gov-
ernment then.

The Congress leader 
urged the youths, particu-
larly the educated, to strive 
for clean elections and be a 
good influence on the rest 
of  the society. Corruption 
in the state is at its highest, 
he said. Protests and agita-
tions by many sections of  
the state’s community are 
due to corruption, he said. 
He has urged the youths 
in general to be ‘wiser’ in 
selecting political leaders.

Members of  the party’s 
youth units and All Na-
galand College Students’  
Union attended the pro-
gramme.
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Centre plans to link North East 
to SE Asia — Governor Mukhi 

Four kidnapped Tripura bank 
officials remain untraced

‘Manipur govt. to construct Mao Market at a cost of Rs. 1-2 cr’

Air Deccan ready for ‘UDAN’ 
from NE in December 

‘KAAC to meet CM and HM on 
autonomous state of twin hill districts’ 

AR reaches out to veterans in Arunachal Pradesh

Rajnath 
Singh to visit 
Meghalaya on 
December 7

Chamling approves allotment 
of built-up space to STPI 

Manipur Minister Shyam to ride bicycle every Thur. to work   

CPI(M) will face real opposition in Tripura election —Madhav 

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (PTI): 
The Centre is considering 
linking Guwahati with all 
major South East Asian 
nations by flight services 
as part of  a plan to improve 
connectivity to the North 
East and boost the region’s 
trade prospects, Assam 
Governor Jagdish Mukhi 
said today.

A plan to develop the 
Assam city as a major hub 
for trade with the 10-na-
tion ASEAN bloc is being 
worked on, he said.

The governor said ef-
forts were on to set up con-
sulates of  all the 10 mem-
ber-countries of  ASEAN 
(Association of  Southeast 
Asian Nations) in Guwa-
hati, and to re-open tradi-
tional trade routes between 
the North Eastern states 
and South East Asia.

Mukhi said the Centre 
was working on an “ambi-

tious plan” to boost the 
economic growth of  the 
resource-rich North East.

Among the steps being 
considered was the linking 
of  the region through land, 
air and water with the “vi-
brant economies” of  South 
East Asia, in sync with 
India’s Act East policy.

“In 1950, the per capita 
income of  (undivided) As-
sam was much higher than 
the national average. The 
region lagged behind af-
ter Independence as tradi-
tional trade routes with all 
the countries in South East 
were snapped. We are try-
ing to revive them,” he told 
PTI in an interview.

Mukhi, who took over 
as Assam Governor in Oc-
tober, said he had proposed 
to the Centre to tweak its 
UDAN scheme on regional 
air connectivity to link Gu-
wahati with all the ASEAN 

countries.
He indicated that the 

issue of  enhancing connec-
tivity between the North 
East and South East Asia 
may figure during the 
ASEAN-India commemo-
rative summit, being held 
here on January 25. The 
heads of  governments of  
all 10 ASEAN countries 
are expected to attend the 
meet.

“We want to develop 
Guwahati as a major trad-
ing hub with South East 
Asia. We are thinking of  
having 300 daily fights to 
and from Guwahati. We 
want to significantly boost 
the economic growth of  
the region. If  we can link 
the North East with South 
East Asia by air, water and 
rail connectivity, then the 
North East will grow at 
an unimaginable pace,” 
Mukhi said, adding that the 

Centre was seriously deal-
ing with the issues.

The UDAN scheme 
is aimed at boosting air 
connectivity to and from 
unserved and under-served 
airports and making fly-
ing more affordable. The 
Guwahati airport currently 
handles around 50 flights 
daily.

He said the Centre was 
also working on linking the 
region with major ports of  
the neighbouring countries 
through waterways.

S e v e r a l  A S E A N 
member countries have 
expressed an interest in 
investing in the North East, 
besides seeking improve-
ments in connectivity. The 
ASEAN comprises Thai-
land, Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, 
S ingapore,  Myanmar, 
Cambodia, Laos and Bru-
nei.

Agartala, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
D e s p i t e  a  m a n h u n t 
launched by security forc-
es, four Tripura Gramin 
Bank officials kidnapped by 
armed miscreants remained 
untraced, police said on 
Sunday.

“The counter-insurgen-
cy trained TSR (Tripura 
State Rifles) and other 
security forces continued 
their combing operations 
in West Tripura, Khowai 
and Gomati districts to look 
for hostages (kidnapped on 
Friday night),” Gomati Su-
perintendent of Police Bijoy 
Debbarma told IANS.

He said: “We will contin-
ue the manhunt till the four 
officials are located. We have 
asked the Border Security 

Force to intensify vigil along 
international borders so that 
the four are not whisked 
away to Bangladesh by their 
captors.” Senior police of-
ficials, including state police 
chief Akhil Kumar Shukla, 
are supervising the comb-
ing operations, launched 
immediately after the bank 
officials were abducted while 
returning to Agartala in a 
vehicle through Teliamura 
in Khowai district.

These include Tripura 
Gramin Bank Taidu Branch 
Manager Tanumoy Bhat-
tacharjee, 30, Sujit Chandra 
Dey, 28, and Raktim Bhow-
mik, 31, in a car and bank 
official Subrata Debbarma, 
32, on his motorcycle. Both 
vehicles also remain un-

traced. 
The officer said police 

was not sure whether the 
abduction was carried out 
by armed miscreants or a 
terrorist group.  “The exact 
location from where they 
were kidnapped is not yet 
known,” Debbarma said.

Families of the officials 
said an unidentified person 
called up and demanded Rs 
20 lakh each for the release 
of the bank staff. Police and 
intelligence officials had 
earlier apprehended that 
terrorists may resume activi-
ties in the state ahead of the 
February 2018 assembly 
elections. Police said there 
was not a single extremist-
related incident in Tripura 
since 2015.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
Manipur Chief  Minis-
ter Nongthombam Biren 
Singh inaugurated the 
Flower Festival-1st Ma-
nipur Cherry Blossom Fes-
tival held at the Kayinu 
village at Mao Gate,110 
km north of  Imphal in Ma-
nipur’s Senapati bordering 
Nagaland on Sunday. 

The three-day long fes-
tival is being organised  
with the theme ‘celebrat-
ing nature’s abundance’ by 
the Mao flower growers’ 
Association and district 
administration of  Sena-
pati in association with the 
Institute of  Bioresources 
and Sustainable Develop-
ment, Indian Council for 
Cultural Relation, Govern-
ment of  India, Horticulture 
and Soil Conservation, 
government of  Manipur, 
Tourism department, Trade 
and Commerce and Public 
Health Engineering de-
partment, government of  
Manipur.  

Speaking on the occa-
sion, Chief  Minister Biren 
announced that the gov-

Shillong, Nov. 26 (PTI): Low cost 
airline Air Deccan is all set to start 
operations under the regional connec-
tivity scheme (RCS), also known as 
UDAN (Ude Desh Ka Aam Nagrik), 
from December 15 this year, airport 
officials here said today.

Under the Centre’s UDAN scheme, 
air fares are capped at Rs 2,500 per 
person for an hour’s flight to Tier-2 
and Tier-3 cities in which the govern-
ment will provide subsidy for flying 
with such low fares.

“Air Deccan authorities have given 
the schedule saying that they would 
start operating from December 15, 
this year,” M K Nayak, the director of  
Shillong airport told PTI.

The low cost carrier (LCC) will 
use an 18-20 seater aircraft to carry 
out the operations, the airport direc-
tor said.

Air Deccan will use Shillong as a 
hub and it will connect the hub with 
other destinations in the region such 
as Agartala, Aizawl and Imphal, he 
said.

The airline will also operate flights 

between Kolkata and Agartala, the 
director added.

The Centre had recently asked Air 
Deccan to start operations from the re-
gion by making Shillong as a hub after 
the airline failed to meet the deadline 
for launching flights on the routes it 
had bagged under the UDAN scheme.

At present, Alliance Air, the re-
gional arm of  Air India, connects 
Shillong to Kolkata.

The airport director said since 
Shillong airport is a hub for regional 
connectivity, the Airports Authority 
of  India (AAI) has provided facilities 
for refuelling aircraft.

In this regard, Oil India Limited 
has also completed setting up the re-
fuelling facility within the vicinity of  
the airport and another oil company is 
about to complete the refuelling facili-
ties, he said.

Nayak also said that a growth in 
the tourism sector is also expected 
once Air Deccan starts operating 
flights.

The northeastern region will im-
mensely benefit, he said.

Our Correspondent 
Diphu,  Nov. 26 (EMN): Karbi Anglong 
Autonomous Council (KAAC), Chief Ex-
ecutive Member (CEM), Tuliram Ronghang 
said the KAAC have sought a meeting with 
the Prime Minister Narendra Modi and 
Home Minister Rajnath Singh concerning 
the long pending issue on Autonomous State 
of the twin hill districts of Assam. The date 
for the meeting will be informed through the 
Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda Sanowal 
on Nov. 30. This information was conveyed 
by Ronghang during the foundation stone 
laying for construction of metal and black 
topping road from Bhalukjan to Parokhowa 
under Nomati constituency for an estimated 
amount of  Rs. 90 lac for 1750 metres on 
Sun. Nov. 26.

Ronghang said apart from food and 

potable water, good construction of road for 
transport and communication is also one of  
the basic needs. Therefore during the ten-
ure of parivartan, tenders have been called 
for more than Rs. 100 cr. amount through 
KAAC for roads development.

Besides the memorandum which was 
apprised by the Dengaon Sports As-
sociation, includes field improvement at 
Dengaon playground, construction of  
Galary Cum market shed and these will 
be taken into due consideration and will 
be executed at the earliest through KAAC 
assured Ronghang.

The program was attended by KAAC, 
EM in charge of  Irrigation Department, 
Amarsing Tisso EM KAAC, local MAC 
Nomati, Ritesh Enghee and other dignitar-
ies.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
To maintain the association 
and deepen the bond of  
brotherhood and camarade-
rie with its veterans, Jairam-
pur Battalion of the Assam 
Rifles under the aegis of  
Director General Assam 
Rifles and DAO division 
conductedAssam Rifles Ex 
Servicemen (ESM) rally at 
Jairampur on Sun. Nov. 26 
stated a press release.  

The event was presided  
over by DIG of Patkai Rak-
shak Sector Assam Rifles in 
presence of  Commandant 
Jairampur Battalion of As-
sam Rifles. 

Honoring the contri-
bution of  martyrs who 
laid down their lives in the 
service of the nation, brave 
women and widows of the 
brave soldiwers were fe-
licitated during the pro-
gramme. More than 300 
people, including Ex- serv-
icemen, Veer Naris along 
with their families and civil 
dignitaries, were present in 
the programme. A number 

Shillong, Nov 26 (PTI): 
Union Home Minister 
Rajnath Singh will visit 
poll-bound Meghalaya on 
December 7 to meet booth-
level BJP workers, party 
officials said.

Singh will also inaugu-
rate a party office in the state.

“The Union home min-
ister will address about 3,000 
party workers at the booth-
level ‘karyakarta sammelan’ 
covering assembly constitu-
encies of  East Khasi Hills, 
Ri Bhoi, West Khasi Hills 
and Shillong City,” BJP state 
president Shibun Lyngdoh 
told PTI.

The state BJP, which is 
gearing up to contest in all 
60 seats in the state, is also 
preparing the visit of its na-
tional president Amit Shah 
and other top party function-
aries this year, Lyngdoh said.

Gangtok, Nov. 26 (PTI): 
Sikkim Chief  Minister Pa-
wan Kumar Chamling has 
granted in-principle approv-
al for allotment of space in 
the state capital to Software 
Technologies Parks in India 
(STPI), for upscaling the 
existing infrastructure and  
to build a state of art incuba-
tion centre, official sources 
said.

The sanctioned 7000 sq 

ft of built-up space in Gang-
tok will be handed over to 
the STPI in about a week s 
time, Chamling assured Rai, 
the sources said today.

He said that the proposal 
was intended for the benefit 
of the people of Sikkim and 
will bring about a synergy 
between the IT infrastruc-
ture and the policy of  the 
government to encourage 
and support start-up ven-

tures, and other programmes 
of the government.

The STPI DG said the 
facility will be a world class 
incubation centre which will 
provide robust bandwidth, 
state-of-the-art facility, net-
work operating centre, apart 
from providing employment 
to the people of  Sikkim, 
an Information and Public 
Relations Department (IPR) 
release said.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
Manipur’s Consumer Affairs, 
Food and Public Distribution 
Minister Karam Shyam will 
ride bicycle to office every 
Thursday. Minister Shyam 
made an announcement in 
this regard at the flagging off  
ceremony of  ‘Cyclothon’ from 
Indian Oil Corporation depot 
at Malom in the outskirt of  
Imphal on Sunday.

“Riding bicycle is a mes-
sage to all the citizens about 
the importance of  fuel con-
servation,” says Shyam, who 
was elected on the Lok Jan-
sakhti party ticket in the last 
assembly polls. “As a political 
leader and as a citizen of  the 
State, we must encourage and 
promote cycling

.So I will start riding bi-
cycle from my quarter to of-
fice on every Thursday.” He 
also appealed to parents and 
guardians to promote using 
bicycle among students and 
youths instead of  two wheeler 
vehicle and cars. Since oil is 

Agartala, Nov. 26 (PTI): 
BJP National general sec-
retary, Ram Madhav today 
said that the ruling CPI(M)  
will face ‘real’ opposition in 
the Tripura assembly elec-
tion scheduled to be held in 
February next year.

“This time election in 
Tripura would be a dif-
ferent election. Earlier, at 
least for the last 25 years 
the state has witnessed elec-
tions without opposition. 
CPI(M) did not face any 
opposition because it had 
always a clandestine link 
with the opposition Con-
gress,” Madhav told report-
ers here.

But this time (2017) 
they (CPI-M) would face 
the real opposition, he said 

Madhav said after the 
Gujarat assembly election, 
the BJP would launch a 
vigorous election campaign 
in Tripura and top BJP 
leaders including Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi 
would hit the campaign 
trail.

Madhav said “we have 

EM Images

Manipur’s Consumer Affairs Minister Karam Shyam (1st from left) and IOC officials riding bicylcles during  
the flag-off function of a cyclothon in Imphal on Sunday.

EM Images/ Caisü Mao

Manipur Chief Minister N Biren Singh is welcomed with cherry 
blossoms at Manipur’s 1st Cherry Blossom Festival at Mao Gate in 
the north eastern state of Manipur

PTI

Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU) members shout slogans during an election rally in Agartala on Sunday.

recently moved the Elec-
tion Commission to rectify 
the electoral rolls through 
an intensive revision before 
the elections. There is huge 
number of  fake and dead 
voters in the rolls which 
need to be cleaned.” 

A delegation of  the 
party led by party s central 
observer Sunil Deodhar 

met the full bench of  Elec-
tion Commission of  India 
(ECI) in Delhi on Friday 
and alleged that more than 
one lakh fake and Bangla-
deshi voters were included 
in the electoral rolls.

Madhav said the BJP 
has also demanded that the 
state administration should 
work impartially so that 

election could held in a free, 
fair and fearless atmosphere 

Asked, if  they (BJP) 
wants to delay the election 
process in the name of  
intensive revision, Madhav 
said, “We do not want elec-
tion to be delayed. We want 
election to be held on time, 
but we want an error free 
electoral roll.” 

ernment would construct 
Mao Market in Imphal at 
the cost of  Rs. 1-2 cr. soon. 

He said that a Transit 
Accommodation costing 
around of  Rs 3 cr. would 
be constructed at Mao for 
the doctors and teachers, 
who are being posted in the 
region adding that a new 
transfer policy would be 
introduced from 1st Janu-
ary, 2018. Under this trans-
fer policy, every employee 
would be posted at hilly 

areas for 2 years on rota-
tion basis. 

He also announced that 
a water supply scheme to 
provide safe drinking water 
to the people of  Mao. Stat-
ing the importance of  hav-
ing the office of  Additional 
Deputy Commissioner of  
Senapati for smooth ad-
ministration, he stressed 
that the State government 
has earmarked a sum of  Rs 
64 cr. for the proposed. 

Informing that around 

39 MOUs has been signed 
between the Government 
and Business Investors, 
Entrepreneurs etc. in the 
recently concluded North 
East Development summit 
in Imphal, he claimed peo-
ple living in the remotest 
part of  the State would be 
benefited from the MOUs 
being singed.

 Acknowledging Ma-
khel as a historic place 
of  the State, he said that 
the Government would 
set up a Heritage Centre 
at Makhel and Rs 1 cr. 
would be sanctioned for 
the purpose for initial stage. 
He assured that whatever 
development projects/ 
schemes announced by the 
new government would be 
implemented at any cost.

Assuring that  con-
struct permanent struc-
tures at Kayinu Village 
(Flower Festival Site) af-
ter discussions with Ar-
chitects, Mao Council, 
organisers of  Cherry Blo-
som Festival and Tourism 
Department he also an-
nounced that such festi-
vals in Mao will be a part 

of  the Manipur Sangai 
Festival from 2018. 

 Works Minister Th 
Biswajit in his speech said 
the Bhartia Infra Projects 
Limited have been en-
trusted for the repair and 
construction of  National 
Highways in the State and 
the work is going on full 
swing. He also informed 
that every villages of  the 
State would be electrified 
by 2018. 

Minister for Forest and 
Environment Th. Shyam-
kumar, Minister for Tribal 
and Hills Affairs N. Ka-
yasii, Minister for Art and 
Culture L. Jayantakumar 
Singh, Minister for Agri-
culture V. Hangkhanlian, 
Minister for CAF & PD 
Shri Karam Shyam. Minis-
ter for PHED Losii Dikho, 
Deputy Commissioner 
of  Senapati Shri Athem 
Muivah, President, Mao 
Council M Dilli, Director 
of  IBSD Prof  Dinaband-
hu Sahoo, ADC members 
etc. attended the function 
wherein Chief  Minister 
along with the dignitaries 
planted Cherry trees.

of  stalls were set up for 
speedy redressal of  the 
grievances of  the Ex-serv-
icemen, their widows and 
family members, including 
pension-related issues. 

During the programme, 
a number of  experts made 
them aware about the wel-
fare schemes offered by the 
Assam Rifles. 

On the occasion, veter-
ans and their families were 
also provided free medical 
check-up and medicines 
by specialist doctors. As a 
prelude to rally, Comman-
dant Jairampur Battalion 
conducted interaction with 
Assam Rifles Ex-Service-
men and addressed their 
grievances. 

DIG of Patkai Rakshak 
Sector while addressing 
the Ex-Servicemen lauded 
them for rendering their 
service to the nation with 
dedication and sincerity.  
Encouraging the Ex-Serv-
icemen he stated that their 
contribution and sacrifice 
were praiseworthy and they 
should take pride in being a 
part of the oldest Para Mili-
tary Force of the country. 

He asked to encourage 
their children to join the 
forces so as to serve the 
nation with dedication. He 
assured the gathering that 
welfare of veterans and veer 
naris is a top priority for As-
sam Rifles.

 He stated that this rally 
was organised with an aim 
of  reaching out to the As-
sam Rifles Ex-Servicemen 
fraternity renewing bonds 
between serving and retried 
personal, felicitating veer 
naris, gallantry award win-
ners and addressing griev-
ances pertaining to pension 
and other benefits.  

non-renewable source of  
energy we must use alter-
native sources for conserva-
tion. Manipur requires 70 
kilolitres of  petrol, 200 kl 
of  diesel and 80 kl of  cook-
ing gas monthly.

Appreciating Prime 
Minster Narendra Modi 
as a visionary, Minister 
Shyam said we must follow 
his advice not to use petrol 
or diesel once a week. He 
also said it is the collective 

responsibility to use fuel 
judiciously and make fuel 
conservation an integral 
part of  our lifestyle.

If  cycling becomes pop-
ular among the citizens the 
government can consider 

providing special lanes for 
cyclists,he said inform-
ing that 80% of  crude oil 
requirement of  India is 
imported and remaining 
20% (37.46 million met-
ric tonnes) is produced in 
India.

Minister Shyam along 
with Former VC, Manipur 
University Prof  H Tombi 
Singh, IOC officials and 
around 100 cyclist enthu-
siasts rode bicycle from 
Malom till Keishampat Oil 
Pump in Imphal during 
the day’s occasion. The 
Cyclothon is being held 
across the country from 
November 12 till Decem-
ber 31, 2017.

In Manipur it was or-
ganised by Public Sector 
Oil Companies in asso-
ciation with Petroleum 
Conservation Research 
Association under the aegis 
of  Ministry of Petroleum & 
Natural Gas, Government 
of  India. 
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EPFO may 
lower interest 
rate for 2017-18

Microsoft now selling Samsung Galaxy Note 8 online

CBDT asks I-T to 
slap higher tax rate on 
fraudulently revised

E-payments to be permitted for charging electric vehicles

T-Hub joins hands with 
Microsoft to launch accelerator

‘AI, machine learning new 
tools to fight cyber attacks’

Remission in levies notified 
for textiles, apparel post-GST

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (PTI): Retirement 
fund body EPFO may lower interest rate 
on provident fund deposits this fiscal 
compared to 8.65 per cent provided to its 
4.5 crore members for 2016-17, a labour 
ministry official said.

The Employees’ Provident Fund Or-
ganisation (EPFO) is likely to cut interest 
rate on the grounds that it is directly credit-
ing exchange trade funds (ETF) units into 
provident fund accounts and lower yields 
on other investments, particularly bonds.

“Employees Provident Fund Organisa-
tion may cut rate of  return on provident 
fund deposits for 2017-18 due to lower 
income on bonds and its plan to credit ETF 
investments directly into the account of  
subscribers,” the senior official said.

However, the official said the EPFO is 
still to work out the income projection for 
the current fiscal, which would become 
the basis for crediting rate of  interest in 
subscribers account for this fiscal.

Earlier on Thursday, the EPFO ap-
proved an accounting policy for valuation 
and accounting of  equity investments 

which was prepared in consultancy with 
IIM Bangalore.

The policy will enable the body to 
credit ETFs units into the provident fund 
account of  the subscribers by this fiscal 
end. Thus every account holders will see 
their provident fund balance in the form 
of  cash balance and ETF units.

Though the dividends on ETFs will be 
credited into the subscribers account but 
the members would be able to realise the 
entire rate of  return on these equity linked 
investments at the time of  withdrawals.

The subscribers will also have the 
option to withdraw money while taking 
advances from their accounts, either by 
liquidating ETF units or from cash com-
ponent.

The finance ministry has been nudging 
the labour ministry to align the EPF rate 
with its small saving schemes like public 
provident fund.

In December last year, the EPFO 
trustees had decided to lower the rate of  
interest on EPF to 8.65 per cent for 2016-
17 from 8.8 per cent provided for 2015-16.

San Francisco, Nov. 26 
(IANS):  Microsoft has 
started selling Samsung 
Galaxy Note 8 from its 

online store that comes 
packed with pre-installed 
apps like virtual assistant 
Cortana, Word, Excel, 

OneNote and Outlook.
Dubbed as the Micro-

soft Edition, Samsung Gal-
axy Note 8 also includes 
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Microsoft Launcher, An-
droid Authority reported 
on Sunday.

“This comes just after 
it began selling the Razer 
Phone and the Samsung 
Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 
Plus last week. In fact, if  
you are looking to pick 
up the Galaxy S8 or Gal-
axy S8 Plus, Microsoft has 
them on sale, dropping the 
price by $150,” the website 
said.

Microsoft Launcher 
helps users with personal-
ised feed, housing access 
to calendar, documents and 
recent activities.

Galaxy Note 8 has 
industry-first “Infinity Dis-
play”. The 6.3-inch display 
with a resolution of  1440 x 
2960 pixels delivered sharp 
and deep colours.

The edge-to-edge dis-
play with 18.5:9 aspect 
ratio offered maximum 

viewing area.
The device with 6 GB 

RAM and 64 GB inbuilt 
storage (expandable up to 
256 GB) houses a 64-bit 
Exynos 8895 octa-core SoC 
(system on chip), handling 
heavy-graphics games with 
ease with “Vulkan API” 
support. Samsung has also 
made the “S-Pen” more 
powerful.

Even though Micro-
soft has reported a fall in 
Surface PC line and Win-
dows phones revenues, the 
Redmond-based tech giant 
is aiming for new devices 
called “Surface Phones” 
and has made its patent 
public.

According to media re-
ports, Microsoft CEO Satya 
Nadella has confirmed that 
Microsoft will “make more 
phones, but they will not 
look like phones that are 
there today.”

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (PTI): The 
CBDT has asked the taxman to go 
over with a fine tooth-comb scrutiny 
cases where a taxpayer has filed a 
revised income tax return (ITR) post 
demonetisation and directed them 
to slap “higher tax rate” in instances 
where black money is detected.

The policy-making body of  the 
I-T has issued a two-page instruction/
directive to all regional chiefs of the 
department on November 24, stipulat-
ing the way forward while assessing 
scrutiny cases selected for suspicious 
financial activity, post note ban.

“Unaccounted income so assessed 
in scrutiny assessment is liable to be 
taxed at a higher rate without any set 
off losses, expenses etc. under section 
115BBE (treatment of tax credits) of  
the I-T Act,” the Central Board of Di-
rect Taxes (CBDT) instructions said.

The instructions, accessed by 
PTI, also ask the taxman that claim 
of  “enhanced sales (especially by 
business category of taxpayers) may 
be compared with the central excise/
VAT returns.” 

“The idea behind the CBDT direc-
tive is that the legal provision of filing 
a revised or belated ITR is not misused 
and black income is not shown as 
white in the aftermath of demonetisa-
tion by a taxpayer.

“The assessing officers will comply 
with these new directions or guide-
lines in conducting over 20,000 cases 
of  scrutiny, already selected by the 
department based on their financial 
activity post note ban,” a senior I-T 
official explained.

Issuing a stern warning to asses-
sees trying to misuse the provision of  
revising I-T returns, the CBDT had 
earlier said that those drastically alter-
ing the forms to revise income will face 
scrutiny and penal action including 
prosecution. The provision to file a 
revised return under the income tax 
law has been stipulated for revising any 
omission or wrong statement made 

in the original return of income and 
not for resorting to make changes in 
the income initially declared so as to 
drastically alter the form, substance 
and quantum of the earlier disclosed 
income, the CBDT had earlier said.

Under Section 139(5) of  the I-T 
Act, a revised ITR can only be filed 
if  any person who has filed a return 
discovers any omission or any wrong 
statement therein.

The CBDT has also asked the 
AOs to check the “genuineness and 
creditworthiness” of those people to 
whom the assessee has reported the 
additional sales in the revised returns, 
post the note ban of November 8 last 
year.

“The source of cash in hands of  
the person who had made payments 
to the assessee has to be verified care-
fully and the past profile of the asses-
see concerned should be thoroughly 
analysed,” the directives issued on 
November 24 said.

The CBDT also directed the tax-
man to minutely check and stressed 
that it would be “crucial to examine 
the trend and business practices of a 
particular assessee while ascertaining 
the legitimacy of  the transactions 
disclosed in a belated return, filed post 
demonetisation.” 

In such cases which are already 
chosen for scrutiny, it said, some 
instances “might indicate that asses-
see had filed revised or belated return 
merely as a cover up to explain the 
cash deposits in bank accounts.” 

The tax department had conduct-
ed 900 searches between November 9, 
2016, and March this year, leading to 
seizure of assets worth Rs 900 crore 
including Rs 636 crore in cash.

The searches had led to the dis-
closure of Rs 7,961 crore undisclosed 
income, official data had said.

During the same period, the de-
partment conducted 8,239 survey 
operations leading to detection of Rs 
6,745 crore of black money.

New Delhi ,  Nov.  26 
(IANS): In yet another 
move to curb pollution, 
electric car users will be 
permitted to pay for charg-
ing of  their electric vehi-
cles through digital means, 
following the government 
accepting the recommenda-
tions of an expert commit-
tee, informed sources here 
said on Sunday.

The Committee for 
Standardisation of  the 
Protocol for Charging In-
frastructure, set up by the 
government, has also recom-
mended adopting uniform 
standards for electric vehicle 
(EV) charging stations in 
the country so that EVs of  
various models by differ-
ent manufacturers can be 
charged at any station.

“The customers need to 
be billed for the charging and 
payment needs to be made. 
There are multiple options, 
including debiting the user’s 
account based on VIN (ve-
hicle identification number).

“Direct debiting the 
funds to user’s equip-
ment based on VIN will 
be adopted. Alternately, a 
mobile application to be 
defined, which allows a user 
to charge using BHIM or 
Bharat QR code or other 
digital payment schemes 
specified by Indian Govern-
ment, to be used both for 
AC (alternating current) as 
well as DC (direct current) 
chargers,” the committee 
said in its report. 

Hyderabad, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
T-Hub, India’s largest technology 
incubator, has joined hands with 
Microsoft to launch its first acceler-
ator programme which will allow 
start-ups to scale to the next level.

The 90-day accelerator pro-
gramme of  T-Hub Microsoft 
Accelerator to be launched from 
February next year will enable en-
trepreneurs to access new revenue 
channels and help them figure out 
shortcomings in their distribution 
channels and fine-tune them.

Jay Krishnan, CEO, T-Hub, 
told reporters on Saturday that en-
trepreneurs from around the world 
can apply for the programme and 
10 of them will be selected. The 
programme will be conducted in 
three batches during 2018.

The partnership between 
T-Hub and Microsoft was an-
nounced on Saturday during 
‘Road to GES’ organised jointly 
by T-Hub and Ink Talks.

Jay announced the tie-up in the 
presence of T-Hub COO Srinivas 
Kollipara, Anil Bansali, MD, 

R&D, Microsoft and Navin Asra-
ni, Director, Products, Microsoft.

Later, Jay and Srinivas told 
reporters that Microsoft would 
make no investment in the accel-
erator but they could use their sales 
channels to help sell the products 
to outsiders.

They said T Hub, which com-
pleted two years recently, had been 
focusing on early stage start-ups 
but it now through accelerator 
it was looking at growth stage 
or startups that are beginning to 
take off. T-Hub also runs its own 
proprietary nano accelerator pro-
gramme.

B.V.R. Mohan Reddy, Found-
er and Chairman, Cyient, who is 
also one of the director of T-Hub, 
said the facility launched by Tel-
angana government in association 
with the International Institute of  
Information Technology (IIIT), 
Hyderabad, Indian School of  
Business (ISB) and NALSAR 
University of Law had incubated 
300 start-ups. T-Hub currently has 
160 start-ups.

Helsinki, Nov. 26 (PTI): 
Cyber security companies 
are turning to artificial intel-
ligence and machine learn-
ing tools to ward off grow-
ing number of  attacks on 
networks, Finland- based 
internet security firm F-
Secure said.

As the world is fast 
moving towards Internet 
of  Things and connected 
devices, deployment of  ar-
tificial intelligence (AI) has 
become inevitable for cyber 
security firms to analyse 
huge amount of data to save 
networks from infiltration 
attempts, F-Secure’s Secu-
rity Advisor Sean Sullivan 

said.
Networks are persist-

ently exposed to threats like 
malware, phishing, pass-
word breaches and denial of  
service attacks.

On a daily basis, F-
Secure Labs on an aver-
age receives sample data 
of  500,000 files from its 
customers that include 
10,000 malware variants 
and 60,000 malicious URLs 
for analysis and protection, 
Sullivan said.

For humans, it is a big 
task to go through such huge 
amount of  data and ma-
chine learning tools and AI 
are lending a helping hand 

at this stage, he said.
Machine learning can be 

used to train logic designed 
to detect suspiciousness 
based on the structure of a 
file or its behaviour or both, 
another Security Advisor 
Andy Patel said.

Sullivan said any abnor-
mal behaviour of  a file is 
flagged by AI which helps in 
detecting threats at an early 
stage without much damage 
being done to the network.

Patel claimed behav-
iour models enable them 
to take preemptive steps to 
save their customers from 
ransomware attacks like 
‘Locky’.

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (IANS):  In a move 
to boost textile exports, specifically of  
readymade garments and made-ups, the 
government has notified change in rates 
under the scheme for Remission of  State 
Levies (RoSL) on exports of readymade gar-
ments, made-ups, and under the Advance 
Authorization-RoSL for garments, follow-
ing the implementation of the Goods and 
Services Tax (GST).

According to an official statement here, 
RoSL rates are now up to a maximum of 1.7 
per cent for cotton garments, 1.25 per cent 
for man made fibres (MMF) as well as silk 
and woollen garments, and 1.48 per cent for 
apparel made of blends. 

“Rates are up to a maximum of 2.20 per 
cent for cotton made-ups, 1.40 per cent for 
MMF and silk made-ups and 1.80 per cent 

for made-ups of blends,” the statement said. 
“For sacks and bags made of jute, the 

rate is 0.60 per cent. The RoSL rate for gar-
ments under AA-All Industry Rates combi-
nation is 0.66 per cent,” it added. 

The rates are effective retrospectively 
from October 1, 2017.

Meanwhile, the Directorate General of  
Foreign Trade has announced an increase 
in the rates for incentives under the Mer-
chandise Exports from India Scheme for 
readymade garments and made-ups from 2 
per cent to 4 per cent of the value of exports, 
with effect from November 1, 2017 till June 
30, 2018. 

According to an official statement, the 
estimated annual incentives on this count 
would be Rs 1,143.15 crore for 2017-18 and 
Rs 685.89 crore for 2018-19.

month it will invite bids for supply 
of a second lot of 10,000 e-vehicles 
around March-April next year. 
Electric car makers Tata Motors 
and Mahindra & Mahindra had 
emerged as successful bidders in its 
first tender for 10,000 cars finalised 
last month.

The governments’s National 
Electric Mobility Mission Plan 
launched in 2013 aims at gradually 
ensuring a vehicle population of  
about 6-7 million electric and hy-
brid vehicles in India by 2020. The 
vision enunciated two years ago is 
for India to have 100 per cent EVs 
by 2030. However EESL Manag-
ing Director Saurabh Kumar said 
the major roadblock in realising 
this vision is the lack of e-vehicle 
charging infrastructure.

In this connection, the 
report suggested that me-
tering be done as per units 
consumed for charging each 
vehicle, along with a grid-
responsive billing.

The committee also ad-
vised setting up a massive 
charging infrastructure for 
EVs, while the government 
has adopted the panel’s re-
port on Bharat Public EV 
Charger Specifications, the 
sources said. 

A study by the Society 
of Manufacturers of Electric 
Vehicles (SMEV) released 
earlier this week showed 
Gujarat, West Bengal, Uttar 
Pradesh, Rajasthan and Ma-
harashtra have emerged as 
the top 5 states in EV sales. 

Its survey of  EVs sold 
during the last fiscal showed 
that 1,926 of  these were 

sold in Maharashtra, 2,388 
in Rajasthan, 2,467 in Ut-
tar Pradesh, 2,846 in West 
Bengal and 4,330 in Gujarat, 
which made it the to the top 
in bringing the maximum 
number of  e-vehicles on 
road.

“In addition, 25,000 e-
vehicles were sold across 
India between 2016-17,” an 
SMEV release said.

“As far as other states 
are concerned, there is a dire 
need for them to go electric 
on an urgent basis,” SMEV 
Director (Corporate Affairs) 
Sohinder Gill said in a state-
ment, adding that challenges 
such as delay in subsidies 
and weak infrastructure 
need to be addressed.

State-run Energy Effi-
ciency Services Ltd (EESL) 
announced earlier this 
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Gargantuan Task

N
o one should envy Rahul Gandhi although the 
fact that he is born with a silver spoon in his 
mouth. It is also a fact that his entry in to pol-
itics was smooth as he belongs to the famous 

Gandhi-Nehru family. There is no denying that so far his 
party had made all efforts to protect him from all sorts of  
criticism, though it had never failed to bestow credit on him 
even at slightest pretext. But Rahul Gandhi will be robbed 
of  all such advantages once he becomes the Congress presi-
dent in the beginning of  next month. There will be no one 
to protect him from any failures. To survive in the post he 
will have to ensure electoral success for his party which has 
become rare these days. He will have to keep it in mind the 
golden rule of  democracy which says that one who can get 
votes for his party is eligible to become the leader. Other-
wise, he will have to vacate his place for another leader. 
More importantly, in this battle he will be the lone warrior.

Besides, Rahul Gandhi is not as lucky like his father 
Rajiv Gandhi. As a matter of  fact, Rajiv Gandhi became 
the prime minister even before being elected as the leader 
of  the Congress Parliamentary Party (CPP). The then Pres-
ident Zail Singh faced lot of  criticisms for this decision. 
Besides, when Rajiv became the prime minister, he didn’t 
face much opposition. Whatever opposition existed during 
that time was virtually blown away by the strong sympathy 
wave following the assassination of  the then Prime Min-
ister Indira Gandhi. So Rajiv was able to easily win the 
general elections in 1985 with the highest number of  seats 
in the history of  Independent India. Thus creating a record 
which is yet to be broken.

But unlike Rajiv Gandhi, the Congress president in 
waiting will have to start virtually from scratch. At present 
the Congress is not in power at the Centre. More, apart 
from Karnataka, the party is not in power in any of  the ma-
jor states in the country. The situation is so bad that even 
in some states the party’s presence is limited to signboards 
only. Rootless leaders are plenty in the party. But it is diffi-
cult to find even one single leader with mass support base in 
the party. The situation has encouraged the ruling Bharati-
ya Janata Party (BJP) to give a call for ‘Congress Mukt 
Bharat.’ Besides, his main opponent will be Narendra Modi 
who is way ahead of  Rahul Gandhi in terms of  popularity, 
experience and effectiveness. One should not forget the fact 
that very recently Narendra Modi has been ranked among 
the top three influential leaders in the world. So it will not 
be easy for Rahul Gandhi to bring back the old glory of  the 
party. Over the years BJP has emerged as an alternative of  
the Congress party. Presence of  regional parties in most of  
the states has also made the task difficult for the Congress. 
So far we have not seen a magic wand in Rahul Gandhi’s 
hand. So to revive the party the new Congress president has 
to work really hard. So he should be given sufficient time 
to prove himself. After all he is taking over the reins of  the 
party at a crucial juncture.

It is arguably our most valuable and worth-
while social attribute, but in human nature’s 
paradoxical way, quite undervalued. Friend-
ships can last lifetimes but more frequently 

are subject to changing status, other interests (or 
self-interest), other companionship and so on. But 
the one place we can find it eternal and unalloyed 
-- apart from Plato’s World of  Forms up in the sky 
-- is within a book.

Fervent and compulsive readers, across a wide 
spectrum of  genres, know very well that true, long-
lasting and even unlikely friendships can be found 
in the stories they have long-cherished (and re-read 
compulsively). And it is also worth realising that 
many of  global literature’s most famous protago-
nists would not survive long, prosper much, be as 
popular or even come to our knowledge without 
their friends.

Imagine if  d’Artagnan from Alexandre Du-
mas’ “The Three Musketeers” had not met Athos, 
Porthos, or Aramis; or Sherlock Holmes without his 
long-time friend and biographer Dr John Watson, 
Harry Potter without Ron Weasley or Hermione 
Granger or Tintin without Captain Haddock.

This is not to say there are no betrayals, break-
ups or misunderstandings in the world of  fiction 
-- if  so, then a lot of  crime, revenge, romance (es-
pecially those involving triangles) and more would 
not exist.

But, friendships, where they occur in this realm, 
are more key to the plot, character development 
and the protagonists’ purposes, though they may 
not always be uneventful and solidly continuous.

There can be ruptures -- as between Harry and 
Ron in “The Goblet of  Fire” and “The Deathly Hal-

Valued More in Fiction: 
Friendship Across Literary Genres

Vikas Datta | IANS
lows”, or the Tintin-Haddock arguments in “Tintin 
in Tibet” or “Tintin and the Picaros”. There is often 
(a lot of) exasperation. As Dr Watson recounts in 
“The Valley of  Fear”: “... but I’ll admit that I was 
annoyed at the sardonic interruption. ‘Really, Hol-
mes,’ said I severely, ‘you are a little trying at times’.”

Friends may even drift apart -- as happens in 
“The Three Musketeers” sequel “Twenty Years 
After” (but readily come together again as it subse-
quently shows), or may even find themselves work-
ing at cross-purposes -- d’Artagnan-Porthos and 
Athos-Aramis are on opposite sides in this book 
but do reconcile and resume their friendship.

But beyond these famous examples, there are 
several others -- perhaps lesser known -- with some 
notable friendships. Lets look at, say, half  a dozen 
of  them across various spheres, times and duration.

Ian Fleming’s James Bond is a skilled, lone op-
erator but even he has need for allies-cum-friends 
like Felix Leiter and Rene Mathis (in the books), 
but one of  his outstanding associates was ‘Darko’ 
Kerim Bey of  “From Russia With Love” (1957), 
who becomes more of  a friend than colleague in 
their brief  time together.

Head of  Station T (Turkey), and thus drawn in 
as Bond comes to Istanbul to meet a defecting Rus-
sian, Kerim Bey is ruthlessly efficient -- killing an en-
emy behind an attempt on his life himself  and foil-
ing most of  Bond’s pursuers -- but also gregarious 
and fond of  high living. As he says, his epitaph could 
be “This Man Died of  Living Too Much”. Unfor-
tunately, his existence was limited to this one book.

If  you think friendship here cannot be between 
opposite sexes (save Harry-Hermione or so), then 
do read Peter O’ Donell’s “Modesty Blaise” series, 
comprising 11 novels and two short story collec-
tions spanning 1965-96. While rough-hewn Willie 
Garvin is gang leader-turned-freelance adventurer 

Modesty’s trusted right-hand man in all her enter-
prises, he is also a close, platonic friend who regu-
larly seeks her advice in various matters, both oper-
ational and personal. Even their enemies know that 
targeting only one of  them will be lethal, because 
the other will make it his or her mission to ensure 
they regret it -- permanently.

Another enduring friendship is between Omar 
Yussef  Sirhan, the Bethlehem schoolteacher-
turned-detective in Matt Beynon Rees’s Palestine 
Quartet, and his PLO operative-turned-police 
chief  Khamis Zeydan, who despite his prosthetic 
arm, saves his rather reckless friend in all their four 
outings -- in Bethlehem itself, in Gaza, in Nablus 
and then in New York, while keeping up a level of  
badinage with him.

Then there are some unlikely friendships -- 
between Yashim, a eunuch, and Ambassador of  
(then non-existent) Poland to the Ottoman Empire 
Stanislaw Palewski in Jason Goodwin’s historical 
mystery quintet set in Istanbul of  the 1820-30s; 
between Pekkala, the Tsarist investigator, and Ma-
jor Kirov, his commisar minder-turned-admirer, in 
Stalinist Russia in Sam Eastland’s seven-volume 
“Pekkala” series; and several others that show that 
some desirable things only reach their ideal form in 
a fantasy world.

But those who deprecate this state should taken 
a lesson from an old-world German diplomat who 
tells a Soviet agent in “Dark Star”, the second of  
Alan Furst’s atmospheric World War II spy novels, 
when a sort of  friendship or at least confluence of  
interests arises: “We are equals in this affair. If  you 
don’t want us, we don’t want you”. 

Simple words, but hard to do in real life.
(Vikas Datta is an Associate Editor at IANS. The 

views expressed are personal. He can be contacted at 
vikas.d@ians.in) 

God gives us a new start.

When we brought our adoptive son home from overseas, I 
was eager to shower him with love and provide what he had 
lacked over the preceding months, especially quality food, 

since he had a nutritional deficit. But despite our best efforts, in-
cluding consulting specialists, he grew very little. After nearly three 
years, we learned he had some severe food intolerances. After re-
moving those items from his diet, he grew five inches in just a few 
months. While I grieved at how long I’d unwittingly fed him foods 
that impaired his growth, I rejoiced at this surge in his health!

I suspect Josiah felt similarly when the Book of the Law was 
discovered after having been lost in the temple for years. Just as 
I grieved having unintentionally hindered my son’s growth, Josiah 
grieved having ignorantly missed God’s fullest and best intentions 
for His people (2 Kings 22:11). Although he is commended for do-
ing what was right in the eyes of the Lord (v. 2), he learned better 
how to honor God after finding the Law. With his newfound knowl-
edge, he led the people to worship again as God had instructed them 
(23:22–23).

As we learn through the Bible how to honor Him, we may grieve 
the ways we’ve fallen short of God’s will for us. Yet we can be com-
forted that He heals and restores us, and leads us gently into deeper 
understanding.
Thank You, God, for showing me how to live in a way that pleas-
es You. I’m sorry for the ways I’ve not done that in the past. Help 

me to honor and obey You now.

BIBLE READ:   2 KINGS 22:1–4, 8–13  
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

When the king heard the words of the  
Book of the Law, he tore his robes.           

    ~   2 Kings 22:11

9-point agreement
1. The agreement had clearly de-

fined subjects as ‘self-administered sub-
jects’ and ‘jointly administered subjects, 
a kind of  diarchy system seen in Mont-
Ford Reform proposed for Indians. In-
cidentally, Gandhi rejected the proposal 
and adopted Swaraj (self-rule) policy 
and program.  

2. Point No. 2 (Executive powers) 
and point no. 6 (Boundaries) clearly 
defined self-administered areas – Naga 
National Council (NNC) controlled 
areas.

3. It had provision for observation 
of  implementation and review after 10 
years. In other words, 9-point agree-
ment kept the door open for further dis-
cussion after ten years. 

4. NNC insisted for separate imple-
mentation but the constituent assem-
bly ignored it and tried to incorporate 
the articles (1 to 8) of  9-PA into sixth 
schedule of  the draft constitution of  free 
India. NNC objected to such incorpo-
ration and made clear that it would not 
accept the draft sixth schedule. 

5. The constituent assembly offered 
three assembly seats in Assam legisla-
tive assembly and Autonomous District 
Council under Assam State. NNC re-
jected both. Voluntary total non-partici-
pation in the elections of  republic India 
in 1952 and 1957 were decisive show of  
solidarity to that effect. 

16-point agreement
1. NPC neither proposed nor insist-

ed for separate implementation of  the 
agreement. Instead, NPC pushed hard 
for constitutional status. 

2. Constitution amendment bill 
called ‘The Nagaland Bill, 1962’ was 
passed by Indian parliament and ‘The 
Nagaland Act, 1962’ created Nagaland 
as the sixteenth state in the Union of  
India. The Government of  India (GOI) 
created the State by enacting separate 
Act (The Nagaland Act, 1962). That 
was the major difference with other trib-
al states (erstwhile hills excluded areas 
of  Assam) created in the sixth sched-
ule. The 13th Constitution amendment 
created Article 371A, promising safe-
guards to Nagas as agreed in 16-PA. It 
allotted two MP seats in Indian Parlia-
ment based on delimitation of  seats by 
population ratio like all other States.  

3. The Nagaland Bill, 1962 left out 
two points from the agreement; point 
12 (consolidation of  forest areas) and 
point 13 (consolidation of  contiguous 
Naga areas). The GOI failed to imple-
ment those points separately. The GOI 
also dishonored point 2 (the Ministry 
in-charge, by shifting Nagaland from 
MEA to MHA in 1972).

4. NPC tried to end Naga aspiration 
for independence by accepting consti-
tutional state (Nagaland State) in the 
Union of  India. It was plain from the 

contents of  16-point agreement that 
NPC accepted statehood as final. The 
result is obvious. Statehood has become 
India’s liability. That is why the GOI is 
still looking for solutions to problems of  
her own creation. 

5. Sixteenth point agreement had no 
provision for review after a timeframe. 
This is one of  the major differences be-
tween 9-point agreement and 16-point 
agreement. 
Analytical perspective
NNC’s idea and objective at the time of  
signing 9-Point Agreement was to keep 
Nagas and Naga territories partly as 
self-administered areas (transferred list) 
and partly, as jointly administered areas 
(reserved list) with India as the guard-
ian power. Unlike 16-point agreement, 
9-point agreement did not even propose 
for externally administered areas. Nagas 
also rejected ‘Mandatory State’ because, 
once independent India received man-
date from British to govern Nagaland, 
there would be no turning back for Na-
gas. Right from pre-independent India 
period, NNC had fought to stay out of  
Indian Union. When that did not work, 
NNC declared Naga independence on 
August 14, 1947, one day ahead of Indian 
independence. From that day onwards, 
our rights became nation and national-
ity rights. That was historical fact. NNC 
successfully uphold its policy of staying 
outside Indian Union up to 1960. Regret-

tably, Naga People’s Convention (NPC) 
did some damage to that policy by signing 
16-PA with GOI on July 28, 1960, facili-
tating the GOI to enact Article 371A. 

On April 4, 1960, NNC warned 
NPC not to create a mal-situation by 
trying to set up ‘condominium’ (joint 
rule) in Nagaland because independ-
ent Nagaland had already formed Pro-
visional National Government called 
Federal Government of  Nagaland. 
NPC ignored NNC’s warning and went 
ahead to sign 16-PA. It left out other 
Nagas. That was the greatest setback 
for Nagas. NPC applied the policy of  
‘divide first and consolidate later’. The 
policy betrayed Nagas as evident from 
non-implementation of  point 12 and 
13 of  16-PA. Until 1957, NNC was in 
complete control of  Naga territories. 
The GOI too took NNC as the only au-
thentic body representing the entire Na-
gas. The GOI had political discussions 
with NNC only. After statehood, the 
GOI could no longer ignore the State 
government. It created a mal-situation 
as predicted by NNC and that mal-
situation has continued until today. In 
desperate quest for solution, will Nagas 
create another mal-situation, jeopard-
izing Naga nation’s interest for decades 
again? God will judge and posterity will 
condemn for any misadventure.

Dr. K. Hoshi
Phek Town

Indians got wealthier faster than 
peers in most countries, yet, in-
equality remains stark. Accord-
ing to the report, “While wealth 

has been rising in India, not every-
one has shared in this growth. There 
is still considerable wealth poverty, 
reflected in the fact that 92 per cent 
of  the adult population has wealth 
below $10,000,” Credit Suisse Re-
search Institute’s Report,2017 said.

Total wealth here has risen four-
fold between 2000 and 2017, reach-
ing$5 trillion in mid-2017. Wealth in 
India has grown 9.2 per cent per an-
num, faster than the global average 
of  6 per cent even when taking into 
account population growth of  2.2 
per cent annually. That’s a yearly rise 
of  9.9 percent, second only to the 
10.1 percent growth seen in the U.S. 
Share of  wealth fails to match the 
population share as the population 
share exceeds the wealth share by a 
factor of  almost 10 in the country. 
The average wealth per adult here is 
estimated at $5,980 in mid-2017.

Wealth in India grew 9.9% in the 
past 12 months to touch $5 trillion 
in mid-2017, Credit Suisse Research 
Institute’s 2017 Global Wealth Re-
port showed. India’s wealth growth 
of  $451 billion is the 8th largest 
wealth gain globally by any coun-

try. The number of  millionaires in 
India grew 21.3% to reach 2, 45,000 
in mid-2017, owning $988 billion. 
Among them, ultra high net worth 
individuals grew 41.5% to 1,820, 
which is ranked 14th globally

India was the second-most un-
equal country in the world in terms 
of  distribution of  wealth. India not 
only has one of  the highest levels of  
inequality in the region, but it also 
shows very large increases in ine-
quality since 1990. Over the next 20 
years, 500 people will hand over $2.1 
trillion to their heirs -- a sum larger 
than the GDP of  India, a country 
of  1.3 billion people. In India, the 
richest 1% own 53% of  the coun-
try’s wealth, according to the latest 
data from Credit Suisse. The richest 
5% own 68.6%, while the top 10% 
have 76.3%. At the other end of  the 
pyramid, the poorer half  jostles for 
a mere 4.1% of  national wealth. 
Indian millionaires control around 
45% of  total wealth in India. Indi-
ans make up a chunk of  the world’s 
poorest population, Residents of  
India are heavily concentrated in 
the lower wealth strata, accounting 
for over a quarter of  people in the 
bottom half  of  the distribution, the 
poorest 10 per cent have seen their 
share of  income fall by more than 15 

per cent.” the Credit Suisse report 
said. 
What needs to be done?
 It is time to build a human economy 
that benefits everyone, not just the 
privileged few. Government must be 
employer and more jobs created for 
the poor. Others measures needs to 
be taken for reducing the inequality, 
such as more progressive taxation, 
introducing an inheritance tax, not 
reducing the corporate tax rates, in-
creased spending in healthcare and 
education, and resurrecting small 
and medium enterprises. Income re-
distribution is achieved by fiscal pol-
icy mainly, but it does not limit itself  
to income transfers from the rich to 
the poor. In informal markets, fiscal 
incentives for poorer entrepreneurs 
can encourage them to enter the 
formal sector, provide social secu-
rity for them, and they make easier 
to pay taxes according to status and 
profits. On the other hand, fiscal 
incentives for banks can encourage 
them to lend money to poor people, 
providing guarantees of  payment 
and creating funding programmes 
targeted to the poorest deciles.

Prof  Mithilesh Kumar Sinha
Finance Officer

Nagaland University, Lumami

“ Surely God is good to Israel, to those who are 
pure in heart.”

“He who loves a pure heart and whose speech is 
gracious will have the king for his friend.”
Everyone loves honor but the favor of  

the scripture rest more on the pure in heart. 
The desire for love and affection comes 
to everyone but in the end some receives 
it while the others don’t. The gift of  this 
beauty is sacred that those who are clothed 
in it begins to shine in the powers of  it. The 
ones who has it will always desire to see the 
good of  others even as their desire for the 
truth increases. The desires of  these God’s 
beloved will always be established in love 
and faithfulness. 

The king of  Israel was one such among 
them who invested in this venture and won 
God’s favor. Though the Lord raised him 
up to the highest, the heart of  this king 
was always humble and contrite before 
God. Such great was God’s grace at work 
in him that in all that he did God’s favor 
rested heavily upon him. This man knew 
God and as God established his reign, he 
deeply meditated on God’s law. The Lord 
was good to him and as he honored God’s 
desires God honored his reign. For as this 
truth teaches, the investment in purity 
must get deeper as our relationship with 
God gets better. The message in this is that 
God’s favor will always be with those who 
are pure in heart. The Lord our God invites 
everyone in this.
( Psalm 73:1 ) ( Proverbs 22:11 )

Ambrose.J.Chakre

Table: Change in Household Wealth by Region

Africa Asia Pacific China Europe India Latin America North America World

Total Wealth in 2017 
(in $bn) 2,499 55,052 29,000 79,639 4,987 8,107 101,005 280,289

Change in total wealth 
over 2016-17) in % 0.9 0.7 6.3 6.4 9.2 3.9 9.9 6.4

Source: Credit Suisse Global Wealth Report, 2017

Poverty Among the Rich in India: A Contrast The Pure in Heart 
are God’s Beloved

Lessons To Learn From Past Agreements

DAILY
PATH

Knowing Better
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): You’re probably 
doing better financially than you have for a long 
time, but you still might not have reached some 
of  the monetary goals you’d set. This could be 

on your mind today. If  you aren’t careful, you could work 
yourself  into a frenzy. It might be more productive to calm-
ly find a way to progress more quickly. You can do it.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): Your parents or 
another couple close to you may be quarreling, 
and you might be expected to take sides. Don’t 
do it! It’s better to stand aside and let them work 

it out for themselves while reminding them that you care for 
them both. The best you can do under these circumstances 
is try to help mediate a compromise, but finding a win/win 
situation could be hard.

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): Someone you 
know well could be saying one thing to you while 
your intuition tells you another. Your friend is 
probably troubled by something embarrassing. 

Don’t press for information. It will come out in good time. 
If  you want to help, distract your friend by taking him or 
her out to dinner or a movie. This should take your minds 
off  the trouble for a while.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): A female friend 
may seem to be upset with you and might not 
admit it. If  you ask what’s wrong, she’ll prob-
ably say, “Nothing.” Use your intuition to de-

duce what’s bothering her and then try to make it up to her 
in some way. You might want to reevaluate your friendship. 
She may be too uncommunicative. The term “acquain-
tance” might suit her better than “friend.”

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): Emotions might run 
high with today’s astral energies. Your friends 
may be snapping at each other and even getting 
into quarrels. Stay out of  it! It’s best to concen-

trate on getting the problem taken care of  and take away 
the reason for the tension rather than try to control it. Hang 
in there.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): Some people with 
whom you spend a lot of  time could get into a de-
bate over spiritual or metaphysical concepts. This 
could make you and everyone else very uncom-

fortable. This isn’t the time to try to mediate. Both parties 
involved are too attached to their points of  view. It’s best 
just to nip it in the bud and ask them not to discuss it now. 
Change the subject!

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Disagreements and 
hot tempers could hinder the completion of  an 
important project. There may be a detail to the 
plan that some people just can’t agree on. It’s 

best to attempt to rework it rather than try to bring everyone 
around to the current point of  view. Everyone is too tense to 
listen to reason. Instead, hear what they have to say and act 
accordingly. Remain objective!

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21): You might 
have gotten home later last night than is good for 
you, and you may feel a little tired and dragged 
out. Take your vitamins and don’t use coffee as a 

stimulant. Take a brisk walk to clear your head and get the 
endorphins going. It will lift your spirits. This will enable 
you to function as sharply as you normally do. Watch out 
that those late nights don’t become a habit!

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21): Your emo-
tions may cloud your intuition today. You might not 
pick up on the thoughts and feelings of others the 
way you normally do, and you could feel at a disad-

vantage. This is only a temporary condition. Today you’ll just 
have to rely on logic. This could be helpful in the end. Intuition 
is at its most useful when it’s combined with intellect.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): Today 
you might feel especially passionate and desir-
ous of  some time alone with your significant 
other. However, your partner may be detained 

by other responsibilities or might not be in the mood. This 
could be frustrating, but don’t get angry. You aren’t being 
rejected, although it might seem that way. Make a date for 
tomorrow. Better late than never!

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): Your sig-
nificant other may be expected at your house 
tonight but not show up, and may not even 
communicate with you. This might cause you 

to be understandably worried. Don’t make yourself  crazy. 
All signs are that your partner is OK. Traffic is the likeliest 
culprit keeping the two of  you apart. Your friend may show 
up a lot later than expected.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): Someone you need 
to contact for information may be temporarily un-
available. You might have to try to find whatever 
you need somewhere else. This could be difficult. 

You could go in circles as you’re referred to someone who 
refers you back to the person you can’t reach. You might have 
to put off this problem and work on something else.

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

The Importance of Anthropology in Public Private and Business Sector

How Cultivated Individuals Can Become Barbarians in a Crowd

Global Entrepreneurship Summit: Put Indian Women Entrepreneurs First

...continued from previous issue
Symbolic Anthropology: Symbolic 
anthropology studies how symbols 
and ideas are formed and gain mean-
ings among different societies and cul-
tures. In every society, certain activities 
and ideas stand for many things. To 
understand another people’s way of  
life, one has to learn the meanings of  
their symbols and the occasions and 
situations when they are appropri-
ately used. Symbols are often demon-
strated in their behaviour but they can 
be more abstract. An anthropologist’s 
job is to understand the meaning and 
interpretation of symbols. Symbolic 
anthropology studies symbols and the 
processes, such as myth and ritual, by 
which humans assign meanings to 
these symbols to address fundamental 
questions about human social life. 
Cognitive Anthropology: Cogni-
tive anthropology is the study of the 
knowledge of differentiation, classifi-
cation and categorization of natural 
objects. Anthropologists who are in-
terested in recording the ways people 
think and perceive in different socie-
ties, i.e., how they make decisions and 
how they classify natural objects such 
as plants and animals, call themselves 
cognitive anthropologists. Language is 
the most distinctive type of symbolic 
cultural product of man. All ideas and 
the entire thought process are a func-
tion language. Speech and verbal im-
ply codification of the complex stimuli 
of experience into finite categories sup-
plied by the grammar and vocabulary 
of a particular language. Codification 
simplifies the task of organizing and 
retaining information. This is referred 

to as cognitive organization. Cognitive 
anthropologists attempts to study cog-
nitive organization of different people.
Urban Anthropology: To study the 
urban and industrial establishment and 
developments is the major task of ur-
ban anthropology. During sixties and 
seventies, anthropologists who were 
primarily concerned with tribal stud-
ies initiated and promoted several sig-
nificant researches on urban industrial 
centres. After decolonization of third 
world countries by their foreign rulers, 
there was a spate of industrialization 
in an effort to develop their economies. 
Despite financial constraints and lack 
of infrastructure the efforts on the 
part of their people picked up gradu-
ally. Establishment of industrial units 
necessarily led to the growth of Urban 
Centres around them. 
Benefits of  Anthropology in day to day life
Personal Benefits: You grow intellec-
tually, in part because you’re forced to 
question some of the basic assump-
tions that most people take for granted 
throughout their entire lives. Is gender 
a social or biological construct? What 
is the meaning of marriage? How 
did past cultures deal with practical 
problems like hygiene? What makes 
someone beautiful? How are humans 
evolving today? You more seriously 
consider your identity, and the factors 
that shaped who you are. The cultural 
norms, social expectations, political 
history of your society, language, re-
ligious background, human relation-
ships, and interactions with technol-
ogy and ideas have helped make you. 
You learn a lot about yourself. This 
isn’t something to be taken lightly. You 
make some effort to understand and 
appreciate different cultures, and you 

learn from them. Even if  you don’t 
necessarily adopt other cultural norms, 
you accept tolerance and subjectiv-
ity. You are less likely to make false 
judgments of others, and you seek to 
understand rather than blame or hate. 
You see the good (and less good) in the 
ideas and practices of others.
Professional Benefits: You become 
better at interacting with other people, 
understanding their wants, needs, and 
interests. You become a better commu-
nicator and listener in the workplace. 
By making an honest attempt at aware-
ness of the issues that others face, you 
become better equipped to help resolve 
them and mitigate tensions in the 
workplace. You become a better co-
worker. You’re better equipped to en-
gage in business with other people. If  
you’ve checked the news lately, we sort 
of live in a transnational society where 
it’s becoming routine for people, ideas, 
and commodities to cross borders. 
This often results in culture “shock” or 
“clash” and those that can react appro-
priately in situations of social unease 
are better off. If  you are more sensi-
tive to the values and norms of others, 
you are less likely to cause offense and 
more likely to conduct good business.
Social Benefits: Anthropology is gen-
erally qualitative, and identifies and 
highlights cultural nuances in ways 
that blunt statistics never will. It’s 
ground-level work, physical interac-
tions with people and their social con-
texts. It’s one of the only ways that we 
can actually see what’s happening. We 
can quote poverty statistics day and 
night, but what do we know of the 
poverty situation in the U.S. (or else-
where) without witnessing it firsthand? 
The same can be said of education, 

healthcare, etc. Anthropology brings 
about real change. Anthropologists 
aren’t just a bunch of ivory tower pro-
fessors and armchair activists that talk 
the talk without walking the walk. 
Basically, all of these are real-life ap-
plications of anthropology. Believe it 
or not, anthropological knowledge has 
(and should have) a great hand in shap-
ing foreign policy, foreign aid, foreign 
business practices, domestic policy, etc.
Anthropology in Nagaland
Humans are innately curious crea-
tures. We want to know where we 
came from, how we have evolved as a 
species and where we might go next. 
We want to know how other people 
are similar to and different from the 
people we know. Anthropology an-
swers those queries for humanity. It 
gives us a solid picture of our human 
origins and blends together the various 
human cultures into one large journey 
of humanity from the beginning of  
our existence to the present day. In do-
ing so, it can also help us understand 
more about where our cultures might 
be going in the future because we pre-
dict future trends based on our past 
growth and progress. But Anthropol-
ogy in Nagaland is very negligible, 
it is sad to say that hardly any of our 
parents or educators or for that mat-
ter even our teachers don’t realised the 
beautiful subject called Anthropology. 
It is the fact that the importance of  
Anthropology is rising immensely in 
all the sectors of development in the 
world but it’s hardly evolving in our 
state. It is also fact that Anthropology 
is taught only in Kohima Science Col-
lege Jotsoma, giving a Bachelor degree 
and only a year ago it was upgraded 
to Master degree. It is also learned 

that Master degree is provided in Na-
galand University for the past 4 years 
only. The subject Anthropology is very 
old subject but it is not provided or 
given importance by the government 
of Nagaland or Nagaland University 
or any other academic institutions for 
that matter. I urge the colleges to pro-
vide Anthropology in undergraduate, 
graduate and even doctorate so that 
students can become professional in 
the field of Anthropology keeping in 
mind the needs of Anthropologists in 
this present world. Anthropology is a 
subject where they emphasis the well 
being of a community as well as an 
individual’s development, recently ap-
peared in the local dailies about the 
Anthropology students of Kohima 
Science College where they went to 
study Mopungchuket’s social institu-
tions and they have covered the sub-
jects such as village’s political struc-
ture, land holding system, impact of  
tourism, body mass index and blood 
pressure. They studied the hierarchy 
of the Putu Menden (village council), 
its powers and function, the pattern 
of land use in the village, the cycle 
of jhum cultivation, impact of tour-
ism and future prospects of tourism in 
the village and determined the height, 
weight and blood pressure of villagers’ 
physical index. This studies show that 
the interaction between the students 
and the villagers and the complete 
picture of a village social institution 
through them. There are many Nagas 
anthropologist but the job opportuni-
ties in academic field are very limited 
since the institutions which provide 
Anthropology is very few in the state 
and the job creation in public sector for 
anthropologists is very less or not at all 
in our state. In this case I request the 

government, the bureaucrats, business 
group, entrepreneurs to employ or to 
make use of the Nagas anthropologist 
who are just ready to make use of their 
ideas of applied Anthropology what 
they have learnt during their studies, 
research, practical’s, ethnographic 
fieldwork, dissertations, presentations, 
seminars, symposium etc. It is also fact 
that many western anthropologists 
have wrote about the Nagas but hardly 
any books or research have been done 
by the students who have studied An-
thropology, it is high time for us to 
write our own cultures, customs, reli-
gion, moral values, ethics where than 
the authenticity of the story become 
genuine and reflect the true sense of  
our past glorious generations. So im-
parting micro studies in Anthropology 
in school and colleges can be of tre-
mendous source of knowledge, a da-
tabase for developing and formulating 
macro-level strategies, planning and 
execution of programs and projects 
of our state government as well as 
private enterprises. The programs to 
be effective and successful need to be 
charted out and chalked out taking 
into account the socio-cultural context 
of our state being affected by it as well 
as their constraining politico-economic 
scenario and power structure of our 
state. Today, Anthropological work 
has gained momentum and Anthropo-
logical knowledge and expertise is well 
documented, acknowledged and ac-
claimed the world over in all branches 
of refinement and development. Thus, 
Naga anthropologists can be employed 
for both research activities as well as 
implementation of intervention pack-
ages or policy formulation of our state.

Manjahtillman@gmail.com
Concluded

If you can bear it, go to YouTube 
and watch a video of a far-Right 
rally in Europe or the United 
States. It tends to be a boisterous 

spectacle verging on outright may-
hem – and you, the concerned viewer, 
might wonder why many of those as-
sembled appear so angry and full of  
hatred, so receptive to the provoca-
tions of a showman-in-chief goading 
them to expressions of intolerance and 
violence. What has happened to them, 
these otherwise friendly, engaging, 
law-abiding people?

Sigmund Freud wrote Group Psy-
chology and the Analysis of the Ego 
(1921) with a version of this question 
in mind. Freud, you say? He’s dead, 
outdated and irrelevant, critics assert, 
a theorist of the late-19th-century 
bourgeois mind with little to say to our 
sophisticated modern selves. But I dis-
agree – in fact, I’d argue that aspects of  
his work are more relevant than ever.

In Group Psychology, Freud asks 
why crowds make a ‘barbarian’ of  
the ‘cultivated individual’. Why are 
the inhibitions enforced by social life 
so readily overwhelmed by all that is 

‘cruel, brutal and destructive’ when 
we join together with others? And why 
does the crowd need a strong leader, 
a hero to whom it willingly submits? 
The crowd – which is, after all, just 
an evanescent massing of humanity, 
a gathering that will quickly disperse 
once its task is finished – is oddly ‘obe-
dient to authority’. It might appear an-
archic, but at bottom it’s conservative 
and tradition-bound.

Freud argues that neither sugges-
tion nor contagion – the idea that I am 
impelled to do what you do, to imitate 
you – can account for the paradoxical 
character of the crowd as both power-
ful and submissive. Rather, he propos-
es, it is love and all the emotional ties 
through which love is expressed that 
bind people together in a crowd. This 
might seem counterintuitive, in light 
of the crowd’s passionate anger. But 
it’s worth following Freud here.

First, this Freudian love is no sen-
timental thing. It encompasses a broad 
range of feelings, from self-love (or 
narcissism) to ‘friendship and love for 
humanity in general’ to the intensity 
of sexual union. Freud argues that it 
is these so-called ‘libidinal ties’ – ties 
fuelled by sexual energy – that distin-
guish a group from a mere collectivity 

of individuals. This applies regardless 
of whether the crowd is spontaneous 
and short-lived (like a rally) or in-
stitutionalised (like the army or the 
church). Freud is realist enough to 
acknowledge that manifestly loving, 
intimate relations among people are 
often tinged with hostility. You need 
only consider the ‘feelings of aversion’ 
that exist between husband and wife, 
or indeed feelings that characterise 
other long-lasting relationships, such 
as between business partners, between 
neighbouring towns, or on a grander 
scale between south and north Ger-
man, Englishman and Scot. Love and 
hate are closely related.

But the hostility that runs through 
relations among intimates pales in 
comparison with the aggression we di-
rect toward strangers. There, our ‘read-
iness for hatred’ is everywhere evident. 
So, as Freud sees it, it’s all the more 
striking that these antipathies vanish 
in the crowd: ‘individuals in the group 
behave as though they were uniform, 
tolerate the peculiarities of its other 
members, equate themselves with 
them, and have no feelings of aver-
sion towards them’. The crowd unites 
as it gives vent to hateful sentiments. 
This seems plausible to us now; hatred 

directed at the Other has long proven 
a powerful source of solidarity. But 
Freud also sketches a less immediately 
plausible scenario: members of the col-
lective forgo the ordinary pleasures of  
rivalry and dislike among themselves, 
and instead adopt en masse an ethos 
of equality and fellow-feeling. (A 2004 
translation renders Freud’s title not 
Group but Mass Psychology, truer to 
Freud’s original Massenpsychologie.)

The mass does this by directing 
its passions to the leader, an outsider 
whom it treats as a superior. This lead-
er’s pull is powerful enough to neutral-
ise the intra-group hostilities, Freud 
says. Conjuring up a remarkably con-
temporary scene, he asks us to imagine 
a ‘troop of women and girls’, besotted 
by a musician and jostling round him 
after a performance, seeking his favour 
and perhaps a snippet of his ‘flowing 
locks’. Each seeks to prevail over the 
others, but they all know that they’re 
better off  in renouncing their individ-
ual, rivalrous desires for the star’s love 
and instead uniting around their com-
mon love for him. They don’t pull out 
each other’s hair; each gets something 
of what she wants – the opportunity 
to pay homage to him and to feel en-
livened in doing so. As at a rock con-

cert, so in social life more generally. 
Identification with the leader trumps 
envy among individuals, knitting the 
group together.

There’s definitely some sleight of  
hand here; Freud isn’t interested in 
how the rock star’s fans decide to stop 
fighting among themselves but only 
in the fact that they do. His account 
is stronger descriptively than analyti-
cally. But his notion of identification 
is still a powerful tool for dissecting 
mass behaviour. For Freud, a success-
ful leader invites the crowd to identify 
with him, which in his usage involves 
a big dose of idealisation. Think here, 
Freud says, of the little boy’s identifi-
cation with his father – the boy wants 
to grow up and be like him. Identifica-
tion can also be based on the percep-
tion of commonality with someone 
else, the sense that there’s something 
shared between us. The leader is at 
once larger-than-life and familiar, big-
ger than I am and just like me. He’s he-
roic and at the same time recognisably 
human.

Today, these dynamics converge 
in the figure of Donald Trump and 
his acolytes. Like Freud’s exemplary 
leader, Trump invites identification. 
In the eyes of his supporters, he’s both 

an idealised hero capable of extraor-
dinary feats (‘Make America Great 
Again!’), but also an ordinary guy just 
like one of them. His gilded lifestyle 
is aspirational but his tastes are acces-
sible (a ‘beer taste on a Champagne 
budget’, as one commentator put it 
in The Guardian). Trump’s roiling re-
sentments, fears and disgusts are open-
ly on display, inviting and authorising 
imitation. And he is a master of play-
ing to the crowd’s desire for transcend-
ence, deploying his own grandiosity to 
make them feel part of something big-
ger than themselves. First, he points to 
the crowd’s humiliation: ‘We’re tired 
of being the patsy for, like, everybody. 
Tea party people… You have not been 
treated fairly. You talk about marginal-
ising.’ Then he declares himself  their 
tribune: ‘At least I have a microphone 
where I can fight back. You people 
don’t!’ Finally, he shares his power 
with them, telling the crowd: ‘You 
don’t know how big you are. You don’t 
know the power that you have.’ Trump 
and the crowd are one; the identifica-
tion is complete.
(Elizabeth Lunbeck is a professor of  the 

history of  science at Harvard University. 
Her latest book is The Americanization 

of  Narcissism (2014).)

On November 28-30 in Hyderabad, 
India and the US will jointly host 
the Global Entrepreneurship Sum-
mit. This is the eighth annual sum-

mit which was the brainchild of former US 
President Barack Obama. It has been held in 
other locations such as Istanbul, Dubai and Sil-
icon Valley. The theme for this year’s Summit is 
“Women First, Prosperity for All”.

The Summit provides India and Hydera-
bad an excellent opportunity to showcase the 
exceptional progress and achievements that 
have been made by Indian entrepreneurs in a 
number of areas such as information technol-
ogy, media and entertainment, and health-care 
and life sciences.

It also provides the chance to call attention 
to the fact that there is a need to do much more 
in India in order to put Indian women entre-
preneurs first.

The Modi administration has placed some 
emphasis on women entrepreneurs.

For example, in April, the administration 
launched a Stand-up India scheme which pro-

vides loans from Rs 10 lakh ($15,500) to Rs 1 
crore to women entrepreneurs and entrepre-
neurs from the scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes (SC/ST). The Stand-up India programme 
is projected to reach up to 250,000 borrowers.

The question is: What percentage of those 
borrowers will be women entrepreneurs? This 
is a central question because there is a dearth 
of women entrepreneurs in India and various 
studies have shown that women entrepreneurs 
in the country are among the most disadvan-
taged in the world.

In spite of an increase of women business 
owners and operators over the past several 
years, entrepreneurship still remains a male 
bastion in India. A recent study by the Nation-
al Sample Survey Organisation found that only 
14 per cent of Indian business establishments 
are run by females. The same study disclosed 
that most of the women-run businesses -- 79 
per cent -- were self-financed.

These are bothersome findings. Even more 
bothersome is what is discovered when the 
status of Indian women entrepreneurs is com-
pared to that of woman entrepreneurs around 
the world.

In 2015, The Global Entrepreneurship and 

Development Institute (GEDI) issued a report 
containing its Female Entrepreneurship Index 
ranking countries “with respect to the condi-
tions present that will fuel high potential female 
entrepreneurship development”. India was 
near the bottom on that Index, ranking 70th 
out of 77 countries.

In 2017, MasterCard issued its Index of  
Women Entrepreneurs ranking countries based 
on an assessment of: Women’s Advancement 
Outcomes; Knowledge Assets and Financial 
Access; and Supporting Entrepreneurial Con-
ditions. India ranked 49th out of 54 countries.

The MasterCard report noted “there is sig-
nificant potential to harness the untapped po-
tential of women’s entrepreneurship in India”.

I would propose that the public and private 
sectors in India collaborate to develop a com-
prehensive and integrated three-pronged ap-
proach to “harness the untapped potential” and 
address the critical need to put Indian women 
entrepreneurs first. Those prongs should be:

* Educate and empower women to become 
entrepreneurs

* Ensure adequate financial resources to 
support their entrepreneurial ventures

* Provide mentoring to promote success in 

entrepreneurship
The education for women to become en-

trepreneurs should be multifaceted, stressing 
not only “book learning” but also providing 
the hands-on skills and abilities required to run 
a business. It should also be directed towards 
preparing women to enter fields in which there 
are too few female business owners today, such 
as information technology, manufacturing, and 
engineering.

Numerous studies have found that women 
in emerging markets have much more diffi-
culty in securing loans than men and have to 
rely on their own financing. That is why the 
World Bank launched a Women Entrepreneurs 
Finance Initiative (We-Fi) this year to provide 
venture capital support to help women start 
and grow businesses. India should tie into and 
develop a programme to replicate We-Fi.

Unless they come from a family that has a 
business or have worked in a business, women 
entrepreneurs have seen no role models and 
have had no coaching on how to start, run and 
build a business. A mentoring programme can 
fill that gap.

In the US there is a non-profit organisa-
tion called Service Core of Retired Executives 

(SCORE) that provides free mentoring serv-
ices to business owners. India could establish 
a programme similar to SCORE dedicated to 
women entrepreneurs.

It could recruit both retired and active pro-
fessionals from all sectors -- business, govern-
ment, academia, nonprofit -- to be mentors 
in the programme. A programme of this type 
could be coordinated through the financial 
institutions making loans to women entrepre-
neurs.

In conclusion, the Global Entrepreneurial 
Summit will place the spotlight on the achieve-
ments of India’s entrepreneurs and the signifi-
cant contributions they have made to build the 
country’s economy. The Summit can also be 
used as a magnifying glass to increase the focus 
placed on women entrepreneurs.

If this is done and Indian women entrepre-
neurs are put first, they will dramatically accel-
erate the country’s economic development in a 
manner that will benefit all and put India first.

(Frank Islam is an entrepreneur, civic leader 
and thought Leader based in the Washington DC 
area. The views expressed are personal. He can be 

contacted at ffislam@verizon.net)
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President Ram Nath Kovind with Chief Justice of India Justice Dipak Misra, Union Law Minister Ravi 
Shankar Prasad, and others at the inauguration of the Constitution Day Celebrations at Vigyan Bhavan 
in New Delhi on Sunday.
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AAP convenor and Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal during 
a convention to mark the party’s 5th Foundation Day at Ramlila 
Maidan in New Delhi on Sunday.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
PM concerned over Global Warming
New Delhi, Nov. 26 (IANS): Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi on Sunday expressed concern over global 
warming. “All of  us are experiencing global warming 
and climate change now,” Modi said in the 38th edition 
of  his monthly radio programme “Mann Ki Baat”.  
“There was a time when winter would set in even 
before Diwali. And now, December is knocking on our 
doors, yet winter is advancing at a leisurely pace.” But 
Modi made no reference to the smog that enveloped 
the capital recently, raising serious environmental and 
health concerns.

Jaitley slams Pakistan
Surat, Nov. 26 (IANS): Finance Minister Arun Jaitley 
on Sunday snubbed Pakistan for supporting terrorism. 
“Those who carried out the Mumbai terror attack nine 
years ago have been left isolated in the world... The 
whole world is saying that a nation which supports 
terrorism has no place in the world,” Jaitley said here 
ahead of  the Gujarat Assembly elections. He said 
the situation in Jammu and Kashmir had improved. 
“Today, the situation is such that whoever becomes the 
commander of Lashkar knows he will not survive more 
than two-three months.”

Militants attack Congress 
leader’s house in J&K
Srinagar, Nov. 26 (IANS): Militants attacked a Congress 
leader’s house in Jammu and Kashmir’s Bandipora 
district on late Saturday, officials said on Sunday. Police 
said a few shots were heard on late Saturday evening near 
the house of Imtiyaz Parray, Congress leader and the son 
of slain counter-insurgent commander, Kuka Parray, in 
Hajin area in Bandipora district. “We are ascertaining 
the facts,” police said.  Imtiyaz Parray, who was at home 
when the attack took place, told reporters the militants 
opened fire and also hurled a grenade at his home. 
“Fortunately, nobody was hurt,” Parray told reporters.

Who is to blame for Gujarat 
Nano factory failure, asks Rahul
New Delhi, Nov. 26 (IANS): Congress Vice President 
Rahul Gandhi on Sunday cited the falling demand for 
Tata Nano cars, being built in a Gujarat plant, and 
questioned who was responsible for the failure of  this 
‘Make in India’ project. “PM’s pet “Make in India” 
project just died. (RS) 33,000 crores of Gujarati taxpayer 
money turned to ash. Who is accountable?” he said in a 
tweet from his official account, adding a report about the 
failure of the cars in the market. According to reports, 
the car may be phased out due to falling orders. ATata 
Motors has a plant for the Tata Nano at Sanand, in 
Gujarat’s Ahmedabad district.

Aadhaar:Lawyers’ body suggests 
setting up privacy commission
New Delhi, Nov. 26 (PTI): In the wake of  growing 
concerns over Aadhaar data misuse, a lawyers body 
has suggested setting up a ‘privacy commission’ to 
regulate and protect individuals’ information. The 
Indian National Bar Association (INBA), however, 
has supported collection and integration of  citizens’ 
data, saying it was “necessary for better and effective 
governance delivery”. “Given the ongoing concerns, 
controversies surrounding the misuse of  individual 
data (Aadhaar), it is obligatory that the government 
sets up a ‘privacy commission’ with power to award 
damages and compensation as is the norm in many 
developed countries,” INBA has said in a statement. It 
has said several countries, including Australia, have a 
privacy commission with powers to award damages and 
compensation to aggrieved citizens. The lawyers body 
expressed the view at a conference organised by it on the 
occasion of the 68th Constitution Day. The conference 
was attended by lawyers from several countries.

Traffic offender invokes CMO to 
skip fine
Panaji, Nov. 26 (IANS): Goa Chief Minister Manohar 
Parrikar on Sunday directed the police chief  to probe 
a video in which an unidentified traffic offender is 
heard threatening a traffic policeman by taking the 
name of the Chief Minister’s Office to avoid paying a 
fine. A statement issued by the Chief Minister’s Office 
said: “The Chief  Minister has directed the (police) to 
investigate the matter involving an unknown person 
using the CMO’s name frivolously to evade getting 
booked by traffic police.” The video, which went viral on 
Saturday, shows the person who is stopped by the traffic 
police for a minor offence bragging about his contacts in 
the CMO and warning the police that he will complain 
against them to the CMO. In the video it is unclear 
whether the traffic offender eventually pays or not the 
Rs 100 fine the police had imposed on him.

Mangaluru woman rescued from 
Saudi returns home
Mangaluru, Nov. 26 (PTI): A 43 year-old woman from 
here, rescued after being allegedly kept confined at house 
by her employer in Saudi Arabia, arrived here today. 
Vijaya working as house maid for the last two years in 
Dammam in Saudi Arabia, was not allowed to contact 
her family or return to India by her employer, her family 
said. An acquaintance of her family at Vamanjoor here 
informed some people from the coastal Karnataka who 
are working in Saudi Arabia about her plight. Following, 
this the Indian Social Forum (ISF) took up the matter 
and brought it to the notice of the Indian embassy there. 
The ISF managed to trace her and registered a complaint 
in the labour court in Dammam and after a legal battle, 
she was set free. She returned to here via Mumbai after 
completing due procedures. Vijaya was received at the 
airport by her family members today.

263 coins, shaving blades and needles 
removed from man’s stomach
Satna, Madhya Pradesh, Nov. 26 (PTI):  In a rare 
surgery, doctors in Madhya Pradesh’s Rewa district 
removed a chain, as many as 263 coins and shaving 
blades — a total of 5 kilograms of iron objects — from 
a man’s stomach. The doctors said the man is currently 
under observation.  The 32-year-old Mohammed 
Maqsood, from Sohaval in Satna district, was taken 
to the state-run Sanjay Gandhi Medical College and 
Hospital on November 18 after he complained of  a 
stomach ache.  Dr Priyank Sharma at the Sanjay Gandhi 
Medical College and Hospital said a team of six doctors 
surgically removed 10-12 shaving blades, four big needles, 
a chain, 263 coins, besides pieces of glasses--collectively 
weighing 5 kilograms, from the stomach of Mr Maqsood 
on Friday. “The patient was not in a good frame of mind 
and it seems he swallowed these objects secretly,” Dr 
Sharma said, adding that Mr Maqsood is doing well and 
is currently under the observation of a team of experts. 

Terrorism almost daily routine, 
must be fought ‘unitedly’ — Modi
New Delhi, Nov. 26 (PTI): Recalling 
the sacrifices of  brave citizens in the 
Mumbai terror strikes nine years ago, 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 
Sunday said terrorism posed a global 
threat “almost as a daily routine”, and 
stressed it had to be fought ‘unitedly.’

Modi said even a few years ago, 
when India talked about the threats of  
terrorism, not many in the world were 
ready to take it seriously

“Now that terrorism is knocking 
at their doors, every government in the 
world, those who believe in humanity, 
governments with faith in democracy, 
are seeing this as one of  the biggest 
challenges,” he said in his monthly 
radio programme ‘Mann ki Baat’

Terrorism, the prime minister 
said, threatened humanity across the 
world

“Terrorism has taken an ugly 
shape and has become a global threat 
almost as a daily routine... Terrorism 
has challenged humanity. It is bent 
upon destroying humanitarian forces. 
So not only India but all humanitar-
ian forces will have to keep fighting 
unitedly to defeat the menace of  ter-
rorism,” he said in his address

India, he stressed, was the land of  
Lord Buddha, Lord Mahavir, Guru 
Nanak and Mahatma Gandhi and 
gave the message of  love and non-
violence to the world

Modi said while November 26 

was observed as Constitution Day, 
the nation could not forget that on this 
day nine years ago, terrorists launched 
attacks across Mumbai

“The country remembers and 
bows to those brave citizens, police-
men, security men and each one who 
lost their lives then. This country can 
never forget their sacrifice,” he said

He also recalled the role of  the 
Indian Navy in war and peace ahead 
of  Navy Day to be celebrated on De-
cember 4.

While most navies of  the world 
allowed women on their warships 
only in later years, a large number of  
women played leading roles in the 
Chola Navy, about 800 or 900 years 
ago, he said, referring to the Chola 
Empire.

He said while many recall the role 
of  the navy in war, the force had also 
played a key part in extending hu-
manitarian aid to India’s neighbours

On the Armed Forces Flag Day 
observed on December 7 every year, 
Modi said this was a day to take 
pride in, and to show respect to the 
country?s armed forces

He said between December 1 and 
December 7, a campaign is being or-
ganised to spread information about 
the armed forces

“Throughout the week every one, 
old or young, should wear the flag... 
Experiences and acts of  valour of  

those from the armed forces...can be 
posted on a hashtag for the armed 
forces flag day (#armedforcesflag-
day),” he suggested

He said this was also an occasion 
to collect funds for the welfare of  ja-
wans, for dependants of  those killed 
and the rehabilitation of  those injured 
during wars. He pointed out that cash-
less donation was also possible

To mark World Soil Day on De-
cember 5, Modi wondered what 
would happen if  there was no fertile 
soil in the world

“The very thought is dreadful. 
There will be no soil, no plants and 
trees will grow... Serious damage is 
caused because of  an excessive use of  
urea. Can our farmers... resolve that 
by 2022, when we complete 75 year of  
our independence, they will cut down 
the urea usage to half  of  what is being 
used presently,” he asked

Wishing people on the occasion of  
Id-e-milad-un-nabi, to be celebrated in 
the coming days, he said in the new 
year, people should forget their sor-
rows and remember their joys

“Can?t we share five of our posi-
tive life experiences of the past year? 
Come, let us share our positive ex-
periences with #PositiveIndia on the 
Narendra Modi App or MyGov portal

“If  you remember positive events, 
then you will be in a mood to do good 
around you,” he said.

Note ban had major impact 
on stone-pelting incidents
Surat, Nov. 26 (PTI): Fi-
nance minister Arun Jait-
ley today claimed that post 
demonetisation those who 
used to distribute money to 
stone pelters in Jammu and 
Kashmir were “not able to 
gather” even 100 young peo-
ple to carry out the attacks.

“On November 8 last 
year, we introduced note ban 
and it had a major impact. 
Those who used to distribute 
money to stone pelters are 
not able to gather even 100 
youth to pelt stones in the 
past eight to 10 months after 
demonetisation,” Jaitely 
said.

He was speaking after 
listening to Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi’s ‘Mann Ki 
Baat’ here with BJP workers.

The minister also said 
that “those who orchestrat-
ed” the 2008 Mumbai terror 
attacks stand isolated today.

“When they (Pakistan) 
released the person who did 
it (Hafiz Saeed) two days 
ago, the entire world said in 
one voice that the country 
is supporting terrorism and 
such a country shouldn’t be 
a member of the world fam-
ily,” Jaitley said.

Speaking about the Cen-
tre, he said: “Now, you have 
a government which works 

towards increasing the coun-
try’s power, credibility and 
tries to project our case to the 
world with strength.” 

The senior BJP leader 
claimed that for the first 
time the security forces have 
an upper hand in Kashmir 
valley.

“Our biggest problem 
is Kashmir. Narendrabhai 
government inherited a situ-
ation where there was a civil 
disobedience- like situation 
three years ago. Thousands 
of stone pelters would gather 
to protest against stray in-
cidents. Terrorists would 
mount attacks with impu-
nity and Hurriyat leaders 
could close down the valley 
with one call.

“Today, the situation has 
changed. The person who 
becomes the commander of  
Lashkar (terrorist outfit LeT) 
knows he will be alive for 
two to three months. The in-
telligence network has been 
strengthened right down to 
the village level,” he added.

“The Hurriyat leader-
ship stands exposed today 
as it has been revealed from 
where they used to get mon-
ey,” he said, referring to 
money laundering cases 
filed against some of  the 
Hurriyat leaders.

BJP did what Pakistan, ISI 
couldn’t in 60 years — Kejriwal

Over 10,000 policemen for Ivanka Trump’s visit, GESPunjab Assembly’s 3-day 
winter session starts today

Make Constitution meaningful: Kovind

New Delhi ,  Nov.  26 
( IANS):  Delhi  Chie f  
Minister Arvind Kejriwal 
on Sunday accused the BJP 
of dividing India on Hindu-
Muslim lines and said it had 
done in three years what 
Pakistan and its ISI could 
not do in 60 years.

“Pakistan’s  biggest 
dream is to divide Hindustan 
on the lines of Hindus and 
Muslims. Those who’re 
dividing the country on 
the lines of  Hindus and 
Muslims are ISI agents,” the 
Aam Aadmi Party leader 
said at the party’s National 
Conference here.

“Under the veil  of  
patr iots,  they’re anti -
nationals. They want to 
weaken the country. This 
dream has been harboured 
by Pakistan. What Inter-
Services Intelligence could 
not do in 60 years, the BJP 
has done in three years,” 
he said and asked voters in 
Gujarat to defeat the BJP.

Thousands of  party 
worke r s  pa r t i c ipa t ed 
in the conference at the 
Ramlila Maidan here, from 
where the India Against 

Corruption movement led 
by Anna Hazare started and 
later gave birth to the AAP 
party in 2012. The event 
drew participation from 22 
states.

Ta lk ing  about  the 
D e c e m b e r  G u j a r a t 
elections, Kejriwal said: 
“I request the people of  
Gujarat to give your vote to 
the candidate or party who 
can defeat the BJP.”

“If  somewhere, the 
AAP is winning, give your 
vote to AAP. If  any other 
party is winning, give the 
vote to them. But defeat the 
BJP,” Kejriwal said.

S p e a k i n g  o n  t h e 
occasion, AAP founder-
member Kumar Vishwas 
said the party had moved 
away from the path it set out 
on and has to find the right 
way forward.

“Don’t you think we 
have gone somewhere 
else from where we were 
moving to five years ago? 
We have to find the right 
way,” the AAP leader said.

He a lso  ca l led  for 
introspection on the part 
of the AAP leadership and 

New Delhi, Nov. 26 (IANS): President 
Ram Nath Kovind on Sunday said that the 
Constitution was not an “abstract idea” and 
it has to be made meaningful for ordinary 
people by connecting it with theit daily life 
and needs.

“The Constitution empowers the 
people as much as people empower the 
Constitution and what they have done 
to uphold the Constitutional values,” the 
President said in his inaugural address at 
a function here, organised by the Supreme 
Court, to mark the Constitution Day.

Pointing out that the executive, 
legislature and the judiciary must respect 
each other’s domain, he said at the heart of  
the Constitution was “trust” -- trust in each 
other and it is this trust that is inherent in 
the Constitution.

The President also released two books 
“The Constitution at 67” and “Indian 
Judiciary - Annual Report, 2016-2017” on 
the occasion.

Chief  Justice of  India Dipak Misra 
said that Supreme Court believes in 
Constitutional sovereignty and the only 
religion which “all of  us should follow is 
Constitutional religion”.

Stressing that “we must accept 
constitutional sovereignty and we must 
surrender to it”, he said: “Citizens right 
have be at the pinnacle, at the zenith, 
there can’t be any compromise on the 
fundamental rights.”

The CJI said that no fundamental right 
was absolute but fetters to it have to be 
scrutinised.

Union Law Minister Ravi Shankar 
Prasad said that the public interest litigation 
must not become a substitute for governance 
which must remain with the elected people 

who are mandated to look after governance.
On proactive judiciary, he said that the 

founding father of the Constitution gave the 
responsibility of law making and framing of  
policies to those elected by the people and it 
should be left to them.

Mentioning that  judic iar y has 
“latent accountability”, Prasad said that 
“Independence of  judiciary is important, 
but at the same time probity and propriety 
was also important” and with this comes 
the importance of maintaining the balance 
in three organs.

In his Constitution Day lecture, former 
Chief Justice of India Justice R.C. Lahoti 
said that judiciary must maintain self-
restraint and must avoid encroaching 
upon the domain of the legislature and the 
executive.

The tension between the three organs 
was “inevitable” and is “welcome”, 
the former CJI said, pointing out that 
“democracy without  discipl ine is 
democracy without future”.

Attorney General K.K. Venugopal 
described the PIL as a “boon” which has 
now touched every sphere of life.

However, he said the courts must take 
the government on board on the question 
whether issues before the courts, in public 
interest, are achievable or what are the 
budgetary positions.

Stressing that it has to be “collective 
effort”, Venugopal said that pronouncing a 
judgment was one thing but to implement it 
and achieve the results was quite a different 
thing.

He also said the top court can’t take 
recourse to Article 142 to invoke powers 
that the Constitution has not envisaged 
for it.

cadres. “We should think 
about ourselves as to where 
we started five years ago 
and where we are now.”A

Vishwas said some party 
leaders do not talk about 
social activist Anna Hazare, 
under whose leadership 
many of them participated 
in the 2011 anti-corruption 
movement. “Anna was the 
creator of this campaign.”

Referring to the AAP 
National Council meeting 
held this month, he said 
his name was not in the list 
of  speakers at the event. 
However, he said, he will 
not go anywhere and stay 
in the party.

I n  O c t o b e r,  A A P 
revoked the suspension of  
AAP MLA Amanatullah 
Khan, who had accused 
V i s h w a s  o f  b e i n g  a 
traitor.  In May, Khan 
was suspended, days after 
making the accusation and 
Vishwas was named AAP 
incharge of Rajasthan.

While thousands of  
party volunteers in the crowd 
sported the trademark AAP 
white cap with the party 
symbol “broom”, many like 
Munesh Rani, 53, had the 
broom symbol and “AAP” 
painted on their cheeks.

AAP party flags with 
Kejriwal’s face and party 
symbol dotted the ground 
as volunteers waved them 
as AAP leaders spoke from 
the stage.

Party leaders, including 
Delhi Ministers Manish 
Sisodia and Gopal Rai, 
A A P  S p o k e s p e r s o n 
A s h u t o s h ,  N a t i o n a l 
Secretary Pankaj Gupta, 
as well as Punjab MP 
Bhagwant Mann spoke on 
the occasion, as were a large 
number of  AAP MLAs 
from Delhi and Punjab as 
well as AAP corporators 
from the national capital.

Hyderabad, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
A massive security cover will 
be thrown around the city with 
deployment of  over 10,000 
pol icemen as  the Global 
Entrepreneurship Summit 
(GES), being attended by US 
President Donald Trump’s 
daughter Ivanka Trump and 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, 
begins on Tuesday.

Telangana Director General 
of  Police M. Mahender Reddy 
told reporters on Saturday that 
all security arrangements have 
been made for the peaceful and 
smooth conduct of  three-day 
event, which will be attended by 
1,500 delegates from India, the 
US and other countries.

He said Ivanka will arrive at 
the Rajiv Gandhi International 
Airport at Shamshabad in the 
early hours of  November 28 
and will leave in the evening of  
November 29.

M o d i  w i l l  a r r i v e  a t 
Begumpet Airpor t  in the 
afternoon of  Tuesday and will 
reach Miyapur in a helicopter. 
After inaugurating Hyderabad 
Metro project and riding in 
the train to Kukatpally and 

back to Miyapur, he will leave 
for Hyderabad International 
Convention Centre (HICC), in 
a chopper.

The police chief  said after 
attending GES inaugural 
session, Modi, Ivanka and other 
delegates reach Taj Falaknuma, 
a palace hotel in the old city, to 
attend the dinner hosted by the 
Indian Government.

After the dinner, Modi 
will depart from the airport at 
Shamshabad.

The force which will be 
deployed by Telangana police 
include personnel from anti-
terrorist unit OCTOPUS, and 
anti-Maoist force Greyhounds.

The police chief said 50 dog 
squads and 40 teams for anti-
sabotage checks will be pressed 
into service.

Anti-sabotage checks, access 
control, road openings, CCTV 
surveillance system, security 
vetting of individuals and quick 
reaction teams will form part of  
security arrangements

Reddy said the security 
arrangements were made in close 
coordination with US security 
agencies and Special Protection 

Group (SPG) and as per the 
security and protocol guidelines 
of  the Indian Government for 
foreign dignitaries.

A command and control 
centre has been opened at 
DGP’s office to monitor security 
arrangements while a control 
room will work at HICC. 
The Police Commissioners of  
Hyderabad and Cyberabad will 
be incharge of  security in their 
respective jurisdictions.

B e s i d e s  t h e  a i r p o r t s, 
helipads, HICC, Falaknuma, 
Miyapur and Kukatpally Metro 
stations, tight security will also 
be in place at 21 hotels where 
the delegates will be staying and 
also at Golconda Fort, where 
the Telangana government is 
hosting a dinner for delegates on 
November 29.

Eleven senior officers have 
been made incharge of security 
at the venues, hotels, airports 
and other places.

The DGP denied reports 
that Telangana policemen 
were asked not to be in their 
uniforms. “They will wear 
uniforms wherever required,” 
he said.

Chandigarh, Nov. 26 (PTI): The 
three-day winter session of  the 
Punjab Assembly, which commences 
tomorrow, is likely to be a stormy 
affair with the Opposition set to 
target the Congress government on 
a host of  issues, including those of  
the farmers.

The Opposition AAP and the 
SAD-BJP combine are set to corner 
the Amarinder Singh government 
on the promises made to farmers 
before the assembly elections earlier 
this year.

“We have demanded for a 
longer winter session as we want 
to raise major issues concerning the 
state, including farmers’ woes, non-
implementation of  poll promises 
and development works coming to a 
standstill,” SAD leader Daljit Singh 
Cheema said.

O n  F r i d a y,  a  S A D - B J P 
delegation, led by former minister 
Ajit Singh Kohar and senior BJP 
leader Som Parkash, met Speaker 
Rana K P Singh and asked him to 
take note of  the summons issued 
to AAP leader and MLA Sukhpal 
Singh Khaira by a Fazilka court in 
a drug case.

SAD-BJP has said it would raise 
Khaira’s issue in the assembly.

The Opposition parties have 
also said they want the contents 
of  the proposed Punjab Control of  
Organised Crime Act (PCOCA) to 
be made public.

SAD is also likely to raise the 
issue of  renaming of  the Dyal 
Singh College, in Delhi, as Vande 
Mataram Mahavidyalaya.

Batting for longer sessions, AAP 
leader Sukhpal Khaira said the 
duration of  Vidhan Sabha sittings 
are decreasing every year and 
members get limited opportunities 
to express their views in the 
Assembly.

The AAP has extended support 
to sugarcane growers of  the state 
who have announced plans to 
gherao the Assembly tomorrow.

S u g a r c a n e  f a r m e r s  h ave 
demanded that the state-assured 
prices (SAP) of  cane be increased 
from Rs 290-300 per quintal to Rs 
350 per quintal.

AAP is also set to raise the issue 
of  Jagtar Singh Johal, who arrested 
in connection with targeted killings 
in Punjab.
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News IN BrIef
China digi t izes  historical 
Mongolian books
Beijing, Nov. 26 (IANS): Chinese researchers have 
launched several digital archive projects to preserve a 
number of  historical Mongolian books. Engraved on 
wood, a rare Mongolian version of the Tibetan Buddhist 
classic “Kangyur” has been scanned and photographed 
to make a digital copy, according to Qi Jinyu, deputy 
head of the Mongolian language and literature working 
group, Xinhua news agency reported. Published in 1720, 
the woodcut copy has 109 volumes and 50 million words. 
Its electronic edition is now available online. 

Seven killed in shootout in Rio de 
Janeiro
Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 26 (IANS): Seven suspected drug 
traffickers were killed in Brazil’s Rio de Janeiro city in 
two clashes with a rival criminal gang and the police, 
officials said. The shootout on Saturday took place in 
the favela (slum area) of Caju, close to the port of Rio de 
Janeiro, when a drug trafficking group tried to encroach 
on the territory controlled by a rival group, resulting in an 
intense firefight, Xinhua reported. Upon being notified, 
military police officers arrived on the scene, and took on 
both armed gangs. 

Erdogan, Macron discuss Syria 
situation
Ankara, Nov. 26 (IANS): Turkish President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan and his French counterpart Emmanuel 
Macron discussed the Syria situation and Sochi summit 
on phone, the media reported. Citing Anadolu Agency, 
Xinhua reported that during the phone call on Saturday, 
Erdogan told Macron about the trilateral Sochi summit 
held on November 22 with the participation of Turkey, 
Iran and Russia, underlining the importance of holding 
an independent and fair election in Syria. The two leaders 
stressed that Syria’s territorial integrity must be respected, 
and the region should be protected from other terrorist 
organisations after the defeat of Islamic State (IS). 

US drone kills five al-Qaeda 
operatives in Yemen
Aden (Yemen), Nov. 26 (IANS): A US drone killed five 
operatives of  the Yemen-based al-Qaeda offshoot in an 
overnight strike as they were travelling on a mountainous 
road in the southeastern province of  Shabwa, media 
reports said on Sunday. A Yemeni official based in Shabwa 
told Xinhua that missiles fired by unmanned US aircraft 
destroyed a vehicle and left five bodies badly burnt in the area 
late on Saturday. A tribal chief confirmed the strike, saying “a 
drone kept hovering for hours and then struck a car carrying 
five al-Qaeda operatives in Markhah area of Shabwa”. 

20 militants killed in Afghanistan
Kabul, Nov. 26 (IANS): Up to 20 militants were killed and 
33 injured in military operations across Afghanistan, the 
Defence Ministry said on Sunday. “The Afghan National 
Defence and Security Forces carried out 12 clean-up 
operations and 15 special operations in nine provinces in the 
past 24 hours, killing 20 insurgents and injuring 33 others,” 
Xinhua reported quoting the Ministry. The Afghan air force 
also launched airstrikes, destroying four militants’ hideouts 
over the period, the Ministry statement said, without 
elaborating about casualties on the side of the security forces.
The Afghan troops have beefed up military operations as the 
Taliban militants and Islamic State terrorists are attempting 
to capture territory and consolidate their positions ahead of  
winter in the mountainous country.

Massive blast in Chinese 
port city kills two, injures 30

US warns Pakistan of ‘repercussions’ 
if it fails to act against Saeed

Vladimir Putin signs 
foreign agent media law

Pray for victims of Egypt attack — Pope

Indonesia issues highest flight 
warning as Mt. Agung erupts

Merkel rejects snap elections after failed talks

Nine years on, a family in Israel 
prays for victims of 26/11

Beijing, Nov. 26 (PTI): A powerful 
blast in the port city of Ningbo in Chi-
na’s east Zhejiang province today killed 
two persons and injured over 30 others 
as the country’s worst industrial explo-
sion in three years destroyed nearby 
buildings and vehicles, officials said.

The area resembled a war zone as 
a video footage posted on social media 
showed enormous amount of devasta-
tion with floors of  several buildings 
blown off due to the explosion.

Ningbo is one of the major inter-
national cargo and container shipping 
ports in the country.

Scores of  vehicles parked in the 
area were damaged.

Rescuers were seen trying to pull 
people out of  the rubble from flats 
whose roofs were blown off.

Videos and pictures on a govern-
ment-run news portal showed plumes 
of white smoke above the city, Hong 
Kong-based South China Morning 
Post reported.

The accident took place at 8:50 AM 
(local time) in Jiangbei district, state-
run Xinhua news agency reported.

Several buildings saw their roofs 
collapse and windows shatter due to the 
blast whose cause was not immediately 
known.

Many residential communities 
were affected by the blast which shat-

tered windows of  buildings up to a 
kilometre from the blast site. The cause 
of the explosion was unknown.

Officials said that two persons were 
killed and more than 30 others taken to 
hospitals.

Fang, the owner of a restaurant at 
West Lijia road, said his that food joint, 
located a km from the explosion site, 
was damaged. He said the blast took 
place inside a roadside house that was 
used for commercial purposes and was 
due to be demolished soon.

A restaurant owner near the explo-
sion site, surnamed Dong, told the Post 
that his shop was about 500 metres 
away from the explosion site and all 
windows facing the scene of the blast 
had been damaged.

A staff at a hotel at about a kilome-
tre away from the explosion site said 
that “dozens of windows” were shat-
tered in the explosion.

China has suffered major industrial 
explosions in the course of its massive 
economic growth.

Two blasts in the port city of Tian-
jin in 2015 killed 173 people including 
firefighters and injured hundreds.

A majority of  those killed were 
firefighting crews who went to douse 
the flames.

The blasts also damaged 304 build-
ings, 12,428 cars, and 7,533 containers, 
incurring economic losses amounting 
to 6.87 billion yuan (USD 1.01 billion).

A year later, courts in Tianjin mu-
nicipality jailed 49 people, including 
25 government officials, for the deadly 
warehouse blasts.

Washington, Nov. 26 
(PTI): The US has demand-
ed the immediate re-arrest 
and prosecution of Mumbai 
terror attack mastermind 
Hafiz Saaed, warning Is-
lamabad that there would be 
“repercussions” for bilateral 
ties if it fails to take “decisive 
action” against the notorious 
terrorist.

The banned Jamaat-ud-
Dawah (JuD) head, who 
carries a USD 10 million 
American bounty on his 
head for terror activities, 
walked free on Friday after 
the Pakistan government de-
cided against detaining him 
further in any other case.

He was under house ar-
rest since January this year.

In a strongly worded 
statement, White House 
Press Secretary Sarah Sand-
ers yesterday said the US 
strongly condemns the re-

lease of the Lashkar-e-Taiba 
leader from house arrest and 
calls for his immediate re-
arrest and prosecution.

“If  Pakistan does not 
take action to lawfully detain 
Saeed and charge him for his 
crimes, its inaction will have 
repercussions for bilateral 
relations and for Pakistan’s 
global reputation,” Sanders 
said, reflecting the Trump 
administration’s outrage at 
Saeed’s release.

She said Saeed’s release, 
after Pakistan’s failure to 
prosecute or charge him, 
sends a “deeply troubling 
message” about Pakistan’s 
commitment to combating 
international terrorism and 
“belies Pakistani claims” 
that it will not provide sanc-
tuary for terrorists on its soil.

“As President Donald 
Trump’s South Asia policy 
makes clear, the US seeks 

a constructive relationship 
with Pakistan, but expects 
decisive action against mili-
tant and terrorist groups 
on Pakistani soil that are 
a threat to the region. The 
release of  Saeed is a step 
in the wrong direction,” 
she said.

She said the Pakistani 
government now “has an 
opportunity to demonstrate 
its seriousness in confronting 
all forms of terrorism, with-
out distinction, by arresting 
and charging Hafiz Saeed 
for his crimes.” 

The White House press 
secretary said LeT is a des-
ignated Foreign Terrorist 
Organisation responsible for 
the deaths of  hundreds of  
innocent civilians in terrorist 
attacks, including a number 
of American citizens.

Saeed himself is a noto-
rious terrorist who is accused 

of having masterminded the 
November 2008 Mumbai 
attack that killed 166 people, 
including six Americans, 
she said.

The JuD is believed to 
be the front organisation for 
the banned LeT which is 
responsible for carrying out 
the attack.

A clear international 
consensus exists regarding 
Saeed’s culpability as he 
was designated by the Unit-
ed Nations under UN Se-
curity Council Resolution 
1267 in December 2008, 
she said. 

The Department of the 
Treasury has designated 
Saeed as a Specially Des-
ignated Global Terrorist, 
and the US, since 2012, has 
offered a USD 10 million 
reward for information that 
brings Saeed to justice, Sand-
ers said.

Moscow, Nov. 26 (IANS): Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin 
has signed a law that allows the 
government to list any foreign 
media operating in the country as 
a foreign agent.

The bill, in retaliation for 
Kremlin-backed broadcaster RT 
being told to register as a foreign 
agent in the US, was earlier ap-
proved by the Parliament, BBC 
reported on Saturday.

At least nine US-funded 
broadcasters, including Voice of  
America and Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty could be hit.

RT is accused of  being part 
of  Russia’s alleged meddling in 
the US election. The broadcaster 
denies the claim.

The new Russian law affects 
foreign-registered media outlets 
which receive funding from out-
side Russia.

They are now subject to ad-
ditional requirements and failure 
to meet them could result in the 
suspension of their activities.

If  they are required to regis-

ter, they will have to say in their 
broadcasts and on their websites 
that they are foreign agents.

A similar law already exists 
targeting charities and other civil 
society groups.

Russia’s justice ministry can 
now decide which outlets the 
steps applied to and under what 
circumstances.

RT said last week it had regis-
tered as a foreign agent in the US 
following a request by the Depart-
ment of Justice.

The instruction came under 
the Foreign Agents Registration 
Act (FARA), adopted in 1938 to 
counter pro-Nazi agitation on US 
soil and applied to those engaged 
in political activity for a foreign 
government. The measure would 
require RT to label anything 
it produces, making it clear its 
reports are distributed on behalf  
of the Russian state. The broad-
caster said it would challenge the 
requirement in court. Russia has 
denied it interfered in last year’s 
US presidential election.

Bangkok, Nov. 26 (IANS): Authorities in the 
Indonesian island of Bali on Sunday raised the 
flight warning level to the highest -- from orange to 
red -- as the Mt Agung volcano continued to spew 
columns of ash up to 4,000 meters high, official 
sources said. Around twenty flights to and from 
Bali, the main tourist destination in Indonesia that 
records around 200,000 foreign tourists annually, 
were cancelled on Saturday night, stranding more 
than 2,000 people, Efe reported.

“The volcano and movement of ash cloud are 
highly unpredictable which means we may need to 
cancel flights at short notice,” Australian low-cost 
airline Jetstar said on its website.

On Sunday, Qantas and Jetstar had cancelled 
two flights, while over a dozen were delayed.

Several domestic flights to the nearby island of  
Lombok were also delayed or cancelled.

Low-cost carrier AirAsia had also announced 
on Sunday the cancellation of 32 flights to and 
from the Indonesian islands of Bali and Lombok.

Indonesia’s flagship carrier Garuda also an-
nounced that it was cancelling all flights on Sun-
day to and from Lombok.

Meanwhile, Sutopo Purwo Nugroho, director 
of information of the National Board for Disaster 
Management (BNBP), had said in a statement 
that the island was safe and the Gusti Ngurah Rai 
airport and the Lombok international airport were 
functioning as usual. The BNBP had also retained 
the eruption alert level at three and warned of ash 
rain in at least seven localities on the island.

On Saturday night, Nugroho had urged local 
people and tourists to remain calm and guard 
against the effect of the ash rain, adding that an 
exclusion zone established around the crater con-
tinued to remain at a radius of 6-7.5 km (3.7-4.7 
miles). The volcano, located in the eastern part 
of the island, in the Karangasem district, is away 
from a majority of the tourist attractions in Bali.

More than 25,000 residents of Karangasem 
district continue to be displaced owing to the 
eruption alert although the number had reached 
140,000 at the end of September.

Indonesia sits on the Pacific Ring of  Fire, 
a region that records high seismic and volcanic 
activities, and experiences thousands of tremors - 
mostly moderate - every year.

Berlin, Nov. 26 (IANS): Ger-
man Chancellor Angela Mer-
kel has rejected new elections 
and wanted to form a new 
government quickly, as a con-
sequence of the failed govern-
ment coalition talks with the 
Free Democratic Party (FDP) 
and the Greens.

“The people have voted, 
and I absolutely do not favour, 
if  we can’t do anything with 
the result, asking people to vote 
again,” Merkel said on Satur-
day at a party conference of her 

Christian Democratic Union 
(CDU) in Kuehlungsborn, 
northeast Germany, Xinhua 
reported citing Focus Online.

Merkel is facing the most 
serious political crisis since she 
assumed office 12 years ago 
after the breakdown of the gov-
ernment coalition exploratory 
talks on November 19.

The FDP decided to with-
draw the talks with the Greens, 
the CDU and the Bavarian 
Christian Social Union (CSU), 
for a new coalition government 

after the September 24 federal 
elections. 

Merkel told the party 
conference that she wants to 
“come quickly to a govern-
ment”, adding that Germany 
must have a stable government, 
“but also a government that 
really advances the country”.

The CDU leader also said 
talks with the Social Demo-
cratic Party (SPD) would have 
to be conducted on the basis of  
mutual respect, and the com-
promise is part of it.

German President Frank-
Walter Steinmeier has invited 
Merkel, SPD leader Mar-
tin Schulz and CSU leader 
Horst Seehofer for a meeting 
next week to discuss another 
“Grand Coalition”.

The SPD has repeatedly 
rejected to joint hands with 
the Union after its landslide 
failure in the federal elections. 
However, Schulz softened the 
stance on Friday as he said his 
party was willing to hold talks 
with the Union.

Vatican City, Nov. 26 
(IANS): Pope Francis on 
Sunday invited those gath-
ered in St. Peter’s Square 
to pray for the victims of a 
deadly attack on a mosque 
in Egypt’s northern Sinai 
Peninsula that left 305 peo-
ple dead and about 100 
injured.

He recalled that the vic-
tims had been praying at 
the moment of  the attack, 
and invited those gathered 
below to pray and observe a 
moment of silence in com-

memoration, Efe reported.
“The news of the mas-

sacre at a mosque in North 
Sinai caused me great pain,” 
said the Pope, adding that 
he continued to pray for 
the victims, the injured and 
the religious community to 
which they belonged.

The Pope also touched 
on his impending trip to 
Myanmar and Bangladesh, 
saying that he hoped his 
presence there would be 
a sign of  “closeness and 
hope”.

The Pontiff  acknowl-
edged the victims of  the 
Holodomor, or Great Fam-
ine (1932-33), in Ukraine, 
“the death by famine caused 
by the Stalinist regime, with 
millions of victims”, as the 
Eastern European nation 
observed a day of  remem-
brance.

“I pray for Ukraine, so 
that the strength of  faith 
can contribute to heal the 
wounds of the past and pro-
mote paths of  peace,” he 
said.

Jerusalem, Nov. 26 (PTI): Overwhelmed 
with emotion, Rabbi Shimon Rosenberg 
tried to avoid sharing his feelings. He had 
spent the past week remembering his loved 
ones who were killed by Pakistan-based LeT 
terrorists in a brutal attack in Mumbai nine 
years ago.

Rosenberg is the grandfather of Moshe 
Holtzberg, who was a two-year-old toddler 
when the 26/11 attacks happened and he lost 
his parents, Gavriel and Rivka. Little Moshe 
survived the terror onslaught because of his 
brave Indian nanny Sandra Samuels.

The attack by 10 heavily-armed LeT 
terrorists killed 166 people and injured 
more than 300. The terrorists launched co- 
ordinated shooting and bombing attacks at 
several landmarks in Mumbai, including the 
Chabad House at Nariman point.

Samuels, who now lives in Israel and was 
felicitated with an honorary citizenship by 
the Israeli government, escaped the brutality 
at Chabad House with baby Moshe.

She later moved to Israel to help in bring-
ing up the boy. “It was a moment that shook 
us all completely, and of  course also the 
Indians. This is a week when we try to keep 
to ourselves,” Rosenberg told PTI.

“We offered our prayers at the cemetery 
in Mt. Olives in Jerusalem on Sunday. Be-

cause for us that was the ninth anniversary as 
per the Jewish calendar. We paid our respects 
to the departed souls in Afula. It was a quiet 
and personal affair, limited to the family 
only,” he said.

Rosenberg appeared aware of  the re-
sponsibility he and his wife Yehudit share, 
in bringing up Moshe, after the attack dev-
astated their family. He said the family was 
determined to return to Mumbai to celebrate 
bar mitzvah for Moshe, now 11.

Bar mitzvah is a ceremony performed 
for Jewish boys at the age of 13. Some Israeli 
scholars compare it with upnayana, or the 
thread ceremony.

“Moshe celebrated his 11th birthday 
this week as per the Hebrew calendar and 
we talked about the plans for bar mitzvah in 
Mumbai. We want him to see where his par-
ents lived and worked. He feels a strong con-
nection with Mumbai,” said the grandfather.

In August, India issued 10-year multiple-
entry visas to Moshe and his grandparents 
to ease their travel to the country. Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi, during his maiden 
visit to Israel in July, had promised the family 
about the visas.

In an emotional meeting with Modi on 
July 5 in Jerusalem, Moshe had expressed 
his wish to be able to visit Mumbai.
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HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

Hill Star is thrilled to 
announce its valued 

HillStarCinema fans that 
the hall is now live at 

BookMyShowIN You 
can now BUY tickets 

online! 

10 am, 5.30 pm, 8 pm: 
Justice League (Eng 2D) 12.30, 3 pm: COCO (Eng 2d)

AP/PTI

 In this image from video run by China’s CCTV, firefighters and people, right, walk near dam-
aged buildings and vehicles following an explosion in Ningbo in east China’s Zhejiang province, 
Sunday, Nov. 26, 2017. A factory explosion in a port south of Shanghai knocked down buildings 
and left streets littered with damaged cars and debris, news reports said. 

Israel’s Health minister resigns over work on Sabbath
Jerusalem, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
Israel’s Health Minister, who 
heads a powerful ultra-Or-
thodox party, resigned on 
Sunday in protest of  con-
struction work on a rail on 
Sabbath, the day when all 
works are rigorously prohib-
ited under Jewish law.

Yaakov Litzman, head 
of  United Torah Judaism 
party, said in a statement 
that his resignation was 
handed to Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu be-
cause of public violations of  

the holy Jewish day, Xinhua 
reported. According to Litz-
man, the work, part of main-
tenance work of the national 
rail lines, was conducted on 
Saturday unnecessarily and 
could have been done on a 
different day.

He said the observance 
of the Sabbath through Jew-
ish history has always been a 
“supreme value”.

“We were raised to de-
fend the Sabbath from des-
ecration,” he said, adding 
that “as a minister in Israel, I 

cannot maintain the ministe-
rial responsibility” of being 
part of  a government that 
acts in contradiction to the 
“holy values of  the Jewish 
people”.

The ultra-Orthodox par-
ties have provided important 
support to Netanyahu’s oth-
erwise narrow coalition.

According to local me-
dia reports, Netanyahu may 
face a coalition crisis as 
other ultra-Orthodox par-
ties might raise demands to 
observe the Sabbath in other 

fields. However, Litzman’s 
party, for now, is remaining 
part of the coalition.

At the start of  Israel’s 
weekly Cabinet meeting, 
Netanyahu said he regrets 
Litzman’s resignation, adding 
he hopes to find a solution 
that will bring Litzman back. 

“The Sabbath is impor-
tant also to us as so does the 
needs of the general public 
in Israel, including the need 
to ensure a safe and consist-
ent transportation,” Netan-
yahu added.
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Actor Rance Howard dies aged 89
Actor Rance Howard, father of filmmaker Ron Howard and actor Clint Howard, 
died aged 89. Ron announced the death of his father demise on Saturday on Twitter, 
reports variety.com. “Clint and I have been blessed to be Rance Howard’s sons,” the 
filmmaker wrote. “Today, he passed at 89. He stood especially tall (for) his ability to 
balance ambition (with) great personal integrity. A depression-era farm boy, his pas-
sion for acting changed the course of our family history. We love and miss you Dad.”
Rance appeared in several of Ron’s movies, including “Apollo 13”, “A Beautiful 
Mind”, “Splash”, “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” and “Parenthood”. Rance is 
also grandfather to actresses Bryce Dallas Howard and Paige Howard. On the small 
screen, he appeared in several shows like “Seinfeld”, “Murder, She Wrote” and 
“Happy Days”. (IANS)

Trump mistaken about being 
named PoY — TIME Magazine

Lance Bass, Julia 
Louis-Dreyfus mock 
Donald Trump

Angeu releases debut single “Carry On”

Alobo Naga performs at Kuwait 

Miss World Manushi Chhillar 
gets glorious welcome in India

Harvey Weinstein 
accusers meet up 

Carey postpones more shows 
due to medical reasons

For most part of my 
life I was completely 
non-famous — Soha

Fame is “absolutely 
terrible’’ — Willow Smith

James Blunt makes Ed 
Sheeran godfather to his son

T
IME Magazine 
said on Saturday 
that US President 
Donald Trump is 
mistaken about 

how it chooses its Person of  
the Year, after he said that 
he turned down the honour 
when the publication told him 
he would probably be its pick.

“Time Magazine called 
to say that I was PROBABLY 
going to be named ‘Man 
(Person) of  the Year,’ like 
last year, but I would have 
to agree to an interview and 
a major photo shoot. I said 
probably is no good and took 
a pass. Thanks anyway!” 
Trump tweeted, Efe news 
agency reported.

The magazine answered 
the president a few hours 
later, also on Twitter: “The 
President is incorrect about 
how we choose Person of  
the Year. TIME does not 

comment on our choice until 
publication, which is Decem-
ber 6

Trump was named Person 
of  the Year by TIME in De-
cember 2016.

“It means a lot...I consider 
this a very, very great honor,” 
the magnate said at the time.

The magazine awarded 
this honor to the president-
elect for his “revolution” 
against the political establish-
ment and his growing influ-
ence on world events follow-
ing his unexpected victory in 
the November 2016 elections 
against the favorite, Democrat 
Hillary Clinton.

According to TIME, 
Trump’s win in the elections 
represented a “long-overdue 
rebuke to an entrenched and 
arrogant governing class” and 
reflected the powerful rise of  
populism worldwide.

IANS

S
inger Lance Bass, actress-comedienne Ju-
lia Louis-Dreyfus and more stars mocked 
US President Donald Trump’s Time 
Person of the Year “pass”.

Trump took to Twitter on Friday 
to claim that he had turned down the honour of  
Time magazine’s Person of the Year -- which Time 
quickly disputed. 

Bass, former member of band *NSYNC, 
tweeted: “Tiger Beat called and said I was probably 
going to be boybander of the year, but it was going 
to take a long photo shoot and interview. Unfortu-
nately, I have a long awaited appointment to frost 
my tips on the day of the interview so I turned it 
down! No thanks Tiger Beat!”

“Veep” star Louis-Dreyfus wrote: “@nytimes 
just called to say I was probably going to be named 
comedienne of the year but I would have to agree 
to an interview and a major photo shoot. I said 
probably is no good and took a pass. Thanks 
anyway!”

Eonline.com quoted tennis star Andy Murray 
as saying: “BBC just called to say I was probably 
going to be named sports personality of the year 
but I would have to agree to an interview and a 
major photo shoot. I said probably is no good and 
took a pass. Thanks anyway!” 

“Star Wars” actor Mark Hamill tweeted: 
“Time Magazine called to say that I was definitely 
going to be named ‘Man (Person) of the Year’ but 
I would have to agree to leak major #Ep8 spoil-
ers. I said ‘no problem’, but then they told me you 
turned it down and now I don’t want it anymore. 
Thanks anyway!”

On Friday, Trump wrote: “Time Magazine 
called to say that I was probably going to be named 
‘Man (Person) of the Year’, like last year, but I 
would have to agree to an interview and a major 
photo shoot. I said probably is no good and took a 
pass. Thanks anyway!” 

IANS

A
ngeu Disuang 
also known as 
Anio is a music 
enthusiast who 
started singing at 

the very early age. Coming from 
Christian setting, Anio would 
often sing in the church and in 
various other occasions. She 
was the finalist of Gospel Voice 
Hunt 2015, and she is also the 
winner of Naga Talents Promo 
title 2016 which pushed her to a 
higher echelon of fame. 

A press note mentions that 
the general picture about her 
debut single “Carry On” is to 
appeal every individual to be 
sturdy in times of adversity and 
carry on to find consolation in 

the long run. 
The song also pictures 

“Sometimes life is fill with sor-
row and you feel like you can 
go no longer but it says don’t 
give up”.

She drew inspiration from 
music genius like Celine Dion 
and Steelheart. Determining 
in chasing dreams to be a great 
Music Artist. She is currently 
pursuing vocal classes at School 
of Music and Art, Dimapur, 
Nagaland. 

The song is said to be 
recorded at Basement Studio 
Dimapur. The song is now 
available at Indihut and Sound-
cloud.

EMN

A
lobo Naga is currently 
at Kuwait for Transform 
Cities Tour performing 
across 11 different venues 
in Kuwait sharing his 

story and promoting his new album 
“Kini”. A press note issued by the 
singer mentions that this is his first tour 

to gulf region. 
Alobo quoted that he was so 

amazed to know that some people 
knew him and his songs in that part of  
the world. “It’s feels so good to hear 
foreigners singing my song and to top 
it all, a Naga folk song.” 

The singer is said to have released 
his new album “Kini” few months 
back from Mumbai Hardrock Cafe 
and that currently three of his songs 
are in Hungama Top 20 in India. His 
song “wolo” was at No.1 spot for two 
weeks. 

One can buy his new album  online 
from iTunes, indihut, Hungama music, 
Artistaloud, wynk, jiomusic etc. 

The release further mentions that 
instead of the traditional CD, this time 
he have released his album on a USB 
Pendrive smart card, which is siad 
to be first of its kind by any artiste in 
India. 

One can order the USB smart card 
and also his merchandise like T-shirts, 
Post cards etc. from www.ilandlo.com 
or get it from Fusion Store Dimapur, 
NCL Streetwear Kohima and Im-
manuel School Zunheboto.

EMN

M
anushi 
Chhillar, 
who broke 
the 16-
year jinx 

for India at the Miss World 
pageant last week, received 

a warm welcome from fans 
as she arrived here on late 
Saturday night.

She was greeted at the 
international airport here 
with numerous fans chant-
ing “India, India” as they 

A
ctress Rose 
McGowan, 
who had 
accused 
Hollywood 

producer Harvey Wein-
stein of rape, met fellow 
“survivors” and actresses 
Asia Argento and An-
nabella Sciorra.

On Saturday, Argento 
shared a photograph of  
her meeting McGowan 
and Sciorra. “You are my 
sister and I love you,” Ar-

gento wrote alongside 
the photo, reports 

people.com.
“May all 

your dreams 
come true. I 
want this for 
you. They are 
gonna come 
true,” she 
added.

McGowan 
shared the 
same photo 
on her Insta-
gram account 
and wrote 
that she had 
“magical mo-
ments” with 

Argento and Sciorra.
She also tagged Ronan 

Farrow in the image. He 
has written numerous 
exposés on Weinstein for 
The New Yorker.

In October, Argento ac-
cused Weinstein of forcibly 
performing oral sex on her 
during the late 1990s.

In a story for The New 
Yorker written by Farrow, 
Argento claimed that after 
reluctantly agreeing to give 
the producer a massage in 
his hotel room, he alleg-
edly pulled her skirt up and 
forced her legs apart before 
performing oral sex on her. 

In a separate New 
Yorker expose - also 
written by Farrow - Sci-
orra accused Weinstein of  
allegedly raping her and 
claimed he tried to perform 
oral sex on her. 

Weinstein is under 
investigation by police in 
New York, Los Angeles, 
Beverly Hills and the UK 
for sexual assault accusa-
tions. He has denied all 
claims of non-consensual 
sex.

IANS

S
inger Mariah Carey 
has cancelled more 
shows of her ‘All I 
Want For Christ-
mas Is You’ tour 

due to respiratory infection.
The “Hero” hitmaker 

had earlier cancelled the 
initial shows of her tour on 
doctors’ advice.

In a statement posted on her 
official website, Carey said, “Doc- tors 
have ordered a few extra days of rest before I can 
finally fly to New York and take the stage for my 
Christmas Tour.” 

“While this news disappoints me to share, I 
am grateful to be on the mend and for the support 
from all of you -- it means the world to me! See 
you from the stage soon darlings!” she added.

Carey’s tour will now start on December 2 in 
New York City’s Beacon Theatre and conclude on 
December 22 at the Colosseum at Ceasars Palace 
in Las Vegas. Carey will also be performing in Los 
Angeles on November 30th for a free concert in 
support of World AIDS Day.

PTI

D
espite hailing from 
an illustrious family, 
actor Soha Ali Khan 
says she has lived 
most of her life in the 

shadows of the arclights than bask-
ing in their glory.

The actor, who has turned 
author with her debut book, 
“The Perils of Being Moderately 
Famous”, says being a recognis-
able public figure, one’s experiences 
can be both equally frustrating and 
amusing. In her book, Soha talks 
about finding herself in different 
capacities - as legendary cricketer 
Mansoor Ali Khan Pataudi and 
veteran Bollywood star Sharmila 
Tagore’s daughter, and actors Saif  
Ali Khan’s sister and Kareena 
Kapoor Khan’s sister-in-law.

In an interview with PTI, 
Soha says, “I belong to a family of  
superstars. My parents achieved the 
highest level of success in their re-
spective professions. My brother is 
a very successful actor, my sister-in-
law is a superstar. Even Taimur (her 
nephew) was trending on Twitter 
even before he opened his eyes.

“There are all sorts of famous 
personalities. For most part of my 
life I was completely non-famous. 
My only identity was, I was a 
sibling or a daughter to these other 
famous people.”  Soha, however, 
is aware that being moderately fa-
mous has its own disadvantages.

“You’re recognised but a 
lot of people don’t know your 

name but they’ll know your sister-
in-law’s. ‘Oh we are big fans of  
Kareena Kapoor,’ they’d say. I have 
spoken a little bit about what that 
feels like, whether good or bad.

“I’ve also joked with people 
who’ve stopped me and said ‘Are 
you Saif Ali Khan’s sister? Can we 
have a picture?’ and I’ve said ‘only 
if you can tell what my name is’.

The actor says she does not 
regret being “moderately famous”.

Talking about constant com-
parisons with her mother as a actor, 
Soha says being a star kid, it is 
one of those things that cannot be 
controlled.

PTI

A
ctor Willow 
Smith said being 
the daughter of  
famous parents - 
actors Will Smith 

and Jada Pinkett Smith - she 
had an early run-in with fame 
and she despises it.

The 17-year-old actor said 
she initially struggled with all 
the spotlight, but ended up 
realising the acceptance was 
the only way to deal with it.

“I’m going to be com-
pletely and utterly honest, it’s 
absolutely terrible. You can’t 
change your face. You can’t 
change your parents. You can’t 
change any of those things.

“When you’re born into it, 
there are two choices that you 
have: I’m either going to try to 
go into it completely and help 
from the inside, or no one is 
going to know where I am and 
I’m really going to take myself  
completely out of the eye of  

society,” Willow 
told Girl Gaze 
Online.

The “I Am 
Legend” actor said 
social media has a 
negative impact on 
youngsters.

“I feel like most 
kids like me end up 
going down a spiral 
of depression, and 
the world is sitting 
there looking at 
them through 
their phones, 
laughing and 
making jokes 
and making 
memes at 
the crippling 
effect that 
this lifestyle 
has on the 
psyche,” 
she said.

PTI

S
inger Ed Sheeran 
has revealed that 
singer-musician 
James Blunt has 
made him the 

godfather to his son.
“James is like a brother 

to me, actually I’m not 
quite sure if I can say this, 
but I’m going to - he’s just 
made me god father to his 
son,” Ed told thesun.co.uk.

He added: “To be hon-
est, I think he’s only done it 

because he knows I’ve got 
a good idea of what sort 
of person he’d want him to 
be when he grows up - an 
absolute lad. We’re going 
to be brothers for life.”

Blunt previously named 
the late “Star Wars” actress 
Carrie Fisher as the god-
mother of his son, whose 
name has not been re-
vealed.Fisher passed away 
in December last year.

IANS

PTI
Miss World 2017 Manushi Chhillar on her arrival at the International 
Airport in Mumbai on Sunday. 

held up Indian flags and 
posters of Manushi. The 
posters read: “Welcome 
back Manushi Chhillar”, 
“Manushi Chhillar is 
Beauty with Brains, Miss 
World 2017”. “Feels great 
to be back home. Thank 
you India, for such a 
grand welcome,” Manushi 
tweeted.

Manushi, who hails 
from Haryana, won the 
Miss World 2017 crown in 
Sanya, China, becoming 
the sixth Indian woman 
to win the prestigious title. 
She was in Hong Kong and 
London in the past week.

When Manushi walked 
out of the airport here, she 
wore her bejewelled crown 
proudly, waving at her fans 
and even obliged to take 
pictures with them. She 
had to struggle to reach her 
car as the shutterbugs and 
fans couldn’t get enough 
of her.
Safeguarded by ample 
security, Manushi managed 
to rush through the pool of  
people.

IANS
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The biggest danger seemed to be from taking the painkillers in the 
middle stage of a pregnancy.
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MIRROR CROSSWORD 1662SUD0KU 1501 
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

SOLUTIONS TO CROSSWORD 1661

ACROSS
1. Guilty
6. People of northern Japan
10. Story
14. Zodiac sign
15. Having a coat thickly 

interspersed with hairs of 
another color

16. Ailments
17. Small quantities
18. Polishes or chafes
19. “Oh my!”
20. Shoulder blades
22. Combining hue and saturation
24. Periods
25. Narrow passage between 

buildings
26. Covered in short fine animal hair
29. Not closed
30. Margarine
31. Sunken vessels
37. Tropical plant with bright 

flowers
39. Cloth measure
40. Silly
41. Injudicious
44. Run at a moderate pace
45. Former football star ____ 

Christensen
46. Rotated fasteners
48. Adulterous arrangements
52. Hawaiian island
53. Matador
54. Annoys
58. Spicy meat stew
59. Sediment of wine
61. Curved slat

62. Look or bearing
63. Fine open fabric
64. Basic belief
65. Clumps of grass
66. Black and white sea birds
67. Paradises 
DOWN
1. Crow sounds
2. Pertaining to urine
3. Actresses Bonet, Eichhorn or 

Hartman
4. Found on most pizzas
5. Convince
6. Rich tapestry
7. Debts
8. Apprehend
9. Open a jar

10. Jeweled headpiece
11. Permit
12. Andes animal 
13. A short piece of writing on a 

given subject
21. Boys
23. French variant for Henry
25. Red delicious
26. Points from which light rays 

seem to proceed
27. ____ Bator, capital of 

Mongolia
28. Pull apart
29. Lubricated
32. Groups of cattle
33. Gave (something) over for 

protection or performance

34. Serious attention
35. Be cognizant of
36. Collections
38. In motion 
42. Whorl of petals
43. Russian emperor
47. Abstaining from sex
48. “Smallest” particles
49. Leaf of paper
50. Cooked in hot fat
51. Long periods of time
52. Fertile areas in deserts
54. Mild exclamation
55. Rational
56. Not odd
57. Puts in place
60. French for “water”

SOLUTIONS TO SUD0KU 1501

Using mouthwash regularly may trigger diabetes risk

New species can develop in just two generations—Study

T-Hub joins hands with Microsoft to launch accelerator
Aspirin in pregnancy may up 
cerebral palsy risk in babies

Brain demonstrates key difference 
between humans and primates

Negative school experiences 
may harm autistic kids

Houseflies could carry hundreds of harmful bacteria

London, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
Negative experiences that 
children with autism suffer 
in mainstream schools can 
increase their risk of  devel-
oping low self-esteem and 
mental health problems in 
the long run, researchers 
suggest.

Autism is a develop-
mental disorder that im-
pairs the ability to com-
municate and interact and 
this often leads to social 
and emotional exclusion in 
schools, which adversely 
affects how pupils with 
autism view themselves.

“Inclusive mainstream 
education settings may in-
advertently accentuate the 

sense of  being ‘different’ 
in a negative way to class-
mates,” said lead author 
Emma Williams, Professor 
at Britain’s University of  
Surrey.

The findings, based on 
the analysis of  17 previ-
ous studies, revealed that 
pupils with autism view 
themselves in regards to 
their perceptions of  how 
others treat and interact 
with them.

Fur ther,  such k ids 
also have a tendency to 
internalise the negative 
attitudes and reactions 
of  others toward them, 
which when combined 
with unfavourable social 

comparisons to classmates 
leads to a sense of  being 
“different” and more lim-
ited than their peers.

Negative self-percep-
tion can lead to increased 
isolation and low self-es-
teem making pupils with 
autism more susceptible 
to mental health problems.

On the other hand, 
children with autism who 
deve loped suppor t ive 
friendships and felt ac-
cepted by their classmates 
could alleviate their social 
difficulties and felt good 
about themselves, the re-
searchers said in the paper 
published in the journal 
Autism.

“We are not saying 
that mainstream schools 
are ‘bad’ for pupils with 
autism, as other evidence 
suggests they have a num-
ber of  positive effects, in-
cluding increasing aca-
demic performance and 
social skills,” Williams 
said.

“Rather, we are sug-
gesting that by cultivating 
a culture of  acceptance 
of  all and making small 
changes, such as creating 
non-distracting places to 
socialise, and listening to 
their pupils’ needs, schools 
can help these pupils think 
and feel more positively 
about themselves.”

N ew  Yo r k ,  N ov.  2 6 
(IANS): Most of  us are in 
the habit of  using mouth-
wash at least once or twice 
daily, as a part of  oral 
hygiene.
    But are you aware that 
your routine may spike the 
sugar level in your blood 
within no time?

People who use mouth-
wash at least twice daily 
are at approximately 55 
per cent higher risk of  
developing diabetes, when 
compared to less frequent 
users, found a new study.

The study, published in 
the journal Nitric Oxide, 
stated that most mouth-
wash contain anti- bacteri-
al ingredients, which could 
impact the production of  
oral microbes that may 
hamper the nitric oxide 
formation in the mouth.

This in turn might pre-
dispose to metabolic disor-
ders, cause major shifts in 
blood pressure levels and 
lead to an increased risk of  
diabetes, at the same time. 

“ O u r  a i m  w a s  t o 
evaluate the association 
between baseline over-
the-counter mouthwash 
use and development of  

pre-diabetes/diabetes over 
a 3-year follow-up,” said 
Kaumudi J Joshipura, re-
searcher at Harvard Uni-
versity.

“The indiscriminate 
routine use of  antibacterial 
mouthwash products may 
cause more harm than 
good, in light of  recent 
studies, and further sup-

New York, Nov. 26 (IANS): The human 
brain, which is the larger version of  the 
ancestral primate brain, demonstrates the 
dramatic difference between humans and 
other primates, a study has showed.

The findings based on comparative 
analysis of  human, chimpanzee and ma-
caque brains revealed that elements which 
make the human brain unique, includes 
cortical circuits underlying production of  
the neurotransmitter dopamine.

A gene, known as TH, involved in the 
production of dopamine -- a neurotransmit-
ter known for reward-motivated behaviour 
-- was found highly expressed in human 
neocortex and striatum but absent from the 
neocortex of chimpanzees.

“The neocortical expression of this gene 
was most likely lost in a common ancestor 
and reappeared in the human lineage,” 
said Andre M.M. Sousa, a postdoctoral 
researcher at the Yale University in Con-
necticut. 

“Our brains are three times larger, 
have many more cells and therefore more 
processing power than chimpanzee or mon-

key,” Sousa said.
“Yet there are also distinct small differ-

ences between the species in how individual 
cells function and form connections,” Sousa 
added, in the paper published in the journal 
Science. Despite differences in brain size, 
striking similarities between primate species 
of gene expression was found in 16 regions 
of the brain including the prefrontal cortex 
-- known to be the seat of complex cogni-
tive and social behaviour as well as decision 
making. Higher levels of expression of the 
gene MET, linked to autism spectrum disor-
der, was also found in the human prefrontal 
cortex compared to the primates’ brain.

Distinct differences were also found 
within regions of  the brain, even in the 
cerebellum -- one of  the evolutionarily 
most ancient regions of  the brain -- and 
therefore most likely to share similarities 
across species. In addition, the researchers 
found that a gene called ZP2, was active 
in only human cerebellum. This came as a 
surprise, because the same gene had been 
linked to sperm selection by human ova, the 
researchers said.

Hyderabad, Nov. 26 (IANS): T-
Hub, India’s largest technology 
incubator, has joined hands with 
Microsoft to launch its first accel-
erator programme which will allow 
start-ups to scale to the next level.

The 90-day accelerator pro-
gramme of T-Hub Microsoft Accel-
erator to be launched from February 
next year will enable entrepreneurs 
to access new revenue channels and 

help them figure out shortcomings 
in their distribution channels and 
fine-tune them.

Jay Krishnan, CEO, T-Hub, told 
reporters on Saturday that entrepre-
neurs from around the world can 
apply for the programme and 10 
of  them will be selected. The pro-
gramme will be conducted in three 
batches during 2018.

The partnership between T-Hub 

and Microsoft was announced on 
Saturday during ‘Road to GES’ 
organised jointly by T-Hub and Ink 
Talks.

Jay announced the tie-up in the 
presence of  T-Hub COO Srinivas 
Kollipara, Anil Bansali, MD, R&D, 
Microsoft and Navin Asrani, Direc-
tor, Products, Microsoft.

Later, Jay and Srinivas told re-
porters that Microsoft would make 

no investment in the accelerator but 
they could use their sales channels 
to help sell the products to outsiders.

They said T Hub, which com-
pleted two years recently, had been 
focusing on early stage start-ups but 
it now through accelerator it was 
looking at growth stage or startups 
that are beginning to take off. T-Hub 
also runs its own proprietary nano 
accelerator programme.

New York, Nov. 26 (IANS): A 
study of  birds, which live on the 
Galapagos Islands in the Pacific 
Ocean, has shown direct genetic 
evidence that new species can arise 
in just two generations.

The findings, published in the 
the journal Science, are based on 
a study of a “strange” bird that ar-
rived on a remote island in the Gala-
pagos archipelago 36 years ago.

“The novelty of  this study is 
that we can follow the emergence 
of new species in the wild,” said B. 
Rosemary Grant from Princeton 
University in the US. 

The researchers said that the 
newcomer belonging to one species 
mated with a member of  another 
species resident on the island, giv-
ing rise to a new species that today 
consists of roughly 30 individuals.

The study comes from work 

conducted on Darwin’s finches, 
which live on the Galapagos Is-
lands. The remote location enabled 
researchers to study the evolution of  
biodiversity due to natural selection.

The direct observation of  the 
origin of this new species occurred 
during field work carried out over 
the last four decades by Rosemary 
and Peter Grant, two scientists from 
Princeton, on the small island of  
Daphne Major.

“Through our work on Daphne 
Major, we were able to observe the 
pairing up of two birds from differ-
ent species and then follow what 
happened to see how speciation 
occurred,” Rosemary Grant said.

In 1981, a graduate student 
working with the Grants on Daph-
ne Major noticed the newcomer, a 
male that sang an unusual song and 
was much larger in body and beak 

size than the three resident species 
of birds on the island.

The researchers took a blood 
sample and released the bird, which 
later bred with a resident medium 
ground finch of the species Geospiz 
fortis, initiating a new lineage. 

The research team followed 
the new “Big Bird lineage” for six 
generations, taking blood samples 
for use in genetic analysis.

In the current study, researchers 
from Uppsala University in Sweden 
analysed DNA collected from the 
parent birds and their offspring over 
the years. 

The offspring were also repro-
ductively isolated because their 
song, which is used to attract mates, 
was unusual and failed to attract 
females from the resident species. 

The offspring also differed from 
the resident species in beak size 

and shape, which is a major cue 
for mate choice. As a result, the 
offspring mated with members of  
their own lineage, strengthening the 
development of the new species, the 
researchers said.

Researchers previously assumed 
that the formation of a new species 
takes a very long time, but in the 
Big Bird lineage it happened in 
just two generations, according to 
observations made by the Grants 
in the field in combination with the 
genetic studies.

One of the most striking aspects 
of  this study is that hybridization 
between two distinct species led to 
the development of  a new lineage 
that after only two generations 
behaved as any other species of  
Darwin’s finches, explained Leif  
Andersson, Professor at Uppsala 
University.

N ew  Yo r k ,  N ov.  2 6 
(IANS): Flies may be 
more than pesky picnic 
crashers as researchers 
have found that they could 
also carry hundreds of  
bacteria harmful to hu-
mans and play a role in 
spreading diseases.

Because flies often live 
close to humans, scientists 
have long suspected they 
played a role in carrying 
and spreading diseases, but 
this study, published in the 
journal Scientific Reports, 
adds further proof  of  that 
threat.

“We believe that this 
may show a mechanism 
for pathogen transmission 
that has been overlooked 
by public health officials, 
and flies may contribute 
to the rapid transmission 
of  pathogens in outbreak 
situations,” said Donald 
Bryant, Professor at Penn-
sylvania State University 

ported by findings from 
this study,” the researcher 
was quoted in an interview 
to the Telegraph.

The researchers stud-
ied over 1,206 overweight 
individuals aged between 
40 and 65 years, but with-
out the prevalence of  any 
major cardiovascular dis-
eases or diabetes. 

It was found that 43 
per cent of  the participants 
used mouthwash at least 
once daily and 22 per cent 
used mouthwash at least 
twice a daily. Both the cat-
egories of  population were 
at a higher risk of  high 
blood sugar problems.

The finding showed 
that mouthwash use lower 
than twice daily showed 
no association, suggesting 
a threshold effect at twice 
or more daily.

in the US. 
The researchers exam-

ined microbiomes of  116 
houseflies and blowflies 
from three different conti-
nents. They found that in 
some cases, these flies car-
ried hundreds of  different 
species of  bacteria, many 
of  which are harmful to 
humans. 

“The legs and wings 
show the highest microbial 

diversity in the fly body, 
suggesting that bacteria 
use the flies as airborne 
shuttles,” said Stephan 
Schuster from Nanyang 
Technological University, 
Singapore.

Blowflies and house-
flies -- both carrion fly 
species -- are often exposed 
to unhygienic matter be-
cause they use feces and 
decaying organic matter to 

London, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
Babies whose mothers con-
sumed aspirin during preg-
nancy may be at more than 
double the risk of  develop-
ing cerebral palsy, says a 
new finding.

Cerebral palsy is a neu-
rological disorder that de-
velops in early childhood 
and permanently damages 
the speech, movement and 
posture, vision and learn-
ing disabilities of  a child.

The findings showed 
that babies born to mothers 
who took aspirin were al-
most two-and-a-half  times 
more likely to develop the 
life-long and incurable con-
dition.

While babies exposed 
to paracetamol were 30 per 
cent more likely to have 
overall cerebral palsy and 
50 per cent more likely to 
have it on one side. Ibupro-
fen had little or no impact, 
the Daily Mail reported.

The biggest danger 
seemed to be from taking 
the painkillers in the mid-
dle stage of  a pregnancy 
— a crucial time for brain 
development.

This is because drugs 

nurture their young, where 
they could pick up bacteria 
that could act as pathogens 
to humans, plants and ani-
mals. 

The study also indi-
cates that blowflies and 
houseflies share over 50 
percent of  their microbi-
ome, a mixture of  host-re-
lated microorganisms and 
those acquired from the 
environments they inhabit. 

Surprisingly, flies col-
lected from stables car-
ried fewer pathogens than 
those collected from urban 
environments, the findings 
showed.

The researchers found 
15 instances of  the Helico-
bacter pylori, a pathogen 
often causing ulcers in the 
human gut, largely in the 
blowfly samples collected 
in Brazil. 

The known route of  
transmission of  Helico-
bacter has never consid-

ered flies as a possible 
vector for the disease, said 
Schuster. Flies may not 
be all bad, however. The 
researchers suggest they 
could turn into helpers 
for human society, per-
haps even serving as living 
drones that can act as an 
early-warning system for 
diseases.

“For one, the envi-
ronmental sequencing of  
flies may use the insects 
as proxies that can inform 
on the microbial content 
of  any given environment 
that otherwise would be 
hard or impossible to sam-
ple,” said Schuster. 

“In fact, the flies could 
be intentionally released as 
autonomous bionic drones 
into even the smallest spac-
es and crevices and, upon 
being recaptured, inform 
about any biotic material 
they have encountered,” 
Schuster added.

such as paracetamol and 
aspirin could trigger toxic 
conditions in the develop-
ing brain that lead to per-
manent damage, or could 
disrupt the normal level 
of  a mother’s hormones 
needed to regulate brain 
development.

“The safety of  these 
drugs now needs to be fur-
ther evaluated and women 
should be further cautioned 
about their use in preg-
nancy,” said researchers 
the from the University of  
Copenhagen in Denmark

For the study, pub-
lished in the International 

Journal of  Epidemiology, 
the researchers examined 
1,85,617 mothers and their 
babies.

Around 5,000 of  the 
women took aspirin and a 
similar number took ibu-
profen. Nearly 90,000 — 
almost half  — admitted 
taking paracetamol while 
expecting.

The team found 357 
babies went on to develop 
brain-related problems – 
and those born to mothers 
who took aspirin were at 
the higher risk of  develop-
ing cerebral palsy on both 
sides of  the body.



N. Apeto Assumi and tournament officials with winners at the culmination of the meet on Saturday.
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Wins for D Khel United and R.S Challengers

P.V. Sindhu of India poses at the presentation ceremony after being 
defeated by Tai Tzu Ying of Taiwan in the final of the women's 
singles during the Yonex-Sunrise Hong Kong Open Badminton 
Championships 2017 in Hong Kong on Sunday.

AP/PTI

India's captain Virat Kohli is greeted by Rohit Sharma after his 
double-century during Day 3 of the 2nd cricket test match against 
Sri Lanka in Nagpur on Sunday.

PTI

FC Pune city midfielder Rohit Kumar (17) celebrate with teammates after 
scoring a goal during the ISL match against ATK in Kolkata on Sunday evening.

PTI

Gold medal winner Jyoti of India with other medallists at the prize 
distribution ceremony of the 51kg category bout at the AIBA Youth 
Women's World Boxing Championship in Guwahati on Sunday.

PTI

Sindhu loses to Tai in Hong Kong Open final

1st Dzukou open shooting c’ship from Dec. 5ISL: FC Pune City ride Marcelinho brace to trounce ATK

India claim 5 gold, become champions at World Youth Boxing

Kohli breaks world & natl 
records on same day

AASA annual meet concludes

Offroad Maestro 2017 concludes

Sri Lanka trail by 384 runs 
after India's 610/6d on Day 3
Nagpur, Nov. 26 (IANS): 
Skipper Virat Kohli's 213 
took India to 610/6 de-
clared in their first innings 
as Sri Lanka reached 21/1 
in their second innings, 
trailing by 384 runs on the 
third day of  their second 
Test here on Sunday.

Kohli shared a 173-run 
stand for the fifth wicket 
with Rohit Sharma (102 
not out), who slammed his 
first Test century in four 
years. Kohli also shared a 
183-run stand for the third 
wicket with overnight cen-
turion Cheteshwar Pujara, 
who got out just before 
lunch for a well-made 143.

Kohli also surpassed 
former Australian captain 
Ricky Ponting (9) and for-
mer South African skipper 
Graeme Smith (9) in re-
cording the most number 
of  international centuries 
in a year by a captain.

After India declared at 
610/6 with a first-innings 
lead of  405 runs, Sri Lanka 
lost Sadeera Samarawick-
rama (0), who was bowled 
by paceman Ishant Shar-
ma as he left the delivery 
hoping it will move away 
but the ball moved in after 
pitching in the first over.

Dimuth Karunaratne 
(11 not out) and Lahiru 
Thirimanne (9 not out) 
were at the crease at the 
end of  the day at the Vi-
darbha Cricket Associa-
tion Stadium.

Earlier, resuming the 
day at 312/2 and a lead 
of  105 runs, India rode on 
Kohli, who had an over-
night score 54. The Delhi 

Hong Kong, Nov. 26 
(IANS): Indian shuttler P.V. 
Sindhu lost to top seed Tai 
Tzu Ying of Chinese Taipei 
in a repeat of the 2016 final 
of  the Hong Kong Open 
Superseries here on Sunday.

World No.1 Tai played 
a compact and complete 
game to earn a 21-18, 21-18 
triumph in 45 minutes to 
pocket her third Hong Kong 
Open title.

It was Asian champion 
Tai's fifth Superseries crown 
of  2017 after triumphing 
at All England, Malaysia, 
Singapore and France.

Tai, who had a healthy 
7-3 advantage in career 
head-to-head records com-
ing into this match against 
Sindhu, dominated the In-
dian from the beginning. 
She quickly opened up a 
7-2 lead in the first game. 
But Sindhu made a strong 
comeback by notching up 
four consecutive points.

Tai went to the mid-
game break holding an 11-8 
advantage. Afterwards, even 
though Tai kept bagging 
points, Sindhu didn't allow 
her to run away, keeping 
herself in the game.

Tai, however, thanks to 
a combination of  aggres-
sive strokes and cunning net 
game, took a 18-15 lead. But 
Sindhu refused to surrender. 
Capitalising on a couple of  
unforced errors from Tai, 
the 2016 Olympic silver 
medallist, urged on by a vo-
ciferous and sizeable Indian 
crowd, equalised 18-all.

But Sindhu made two 
line judgment mistakes at 
the critical moment as Tai 
pocketed the first game 21-
18. In the second game, 
Sindhu took a 4-1 lead but 
Tai hit back with three con-
secutive points, making the 

most of  her fiery smashes. 
However, Sindhu went into 
the mid-game break holding 
a slender 11-10 lead.

But after the break, Tai 
upped the ante and turned 
the heat on Sindhu, who 
had spent a lot of energy in 
containing the Taiwanese. 
Tai stamped her authority 
by playing ruthless and ag-
gressive badminton, making 
the most of acute angles.

Sindhu looked flabber-
gasted at the way Tai dictat-
ed the pace of the game. Tai 
grabbed six points in a row 

to sit at a 18-12 advantage. 
Sindhu tried to catch Tai 
but the latter ran away the 
winner with a 21-18 victory 
in the second game.

Three - t ime  Wor ld 
Championships medal-
list Sindhu has now lost to 
the 23-year-old Tai for the 
fourth consecutive time.

Sindhu, who was aim-
ing for her third Superseries 
title of the year after wins in 
India and South Korea, had 
to settle for the $15,200 prize 
money, while Tai got richer 
by $30,000.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The 4th edition 
of Offroad Maestro 2017 organised by As-
sociation of Offroaders Nagaland (AON) 
concluded successfully on Nov. 25. The three 
days event was held at Shalom Resort, Gaili.

The closing ceremony was graced by 
former Chief Secretary Alemtemshi Jamir 
who congratulated all the participants and 
also acknowleged AON for promoting mo-
torsports in the state. He also gave away the 
prizes to the winners.

Shan Kerswer and Mawjong of Megha-
laya bagged the 1st position. The 2nd posi-
tion went to Miranjit Choudhury and Purba 

Joyti Choudhury of  Arunachal Pradesh 
while Balajied Dorphang and Kitbok 
Kyndhian of Meghalaya got the 3rd place. 

Yanrenthung Lotha, the youngest par-
ticipant of Nagaland was placed in the 4th 
position.

The AON Raffel winners are as follows;
1st No.239
2nd No.444
3rd No. 185
Consolation prizes: 471, 157, 482, 087 

and 017.
The winners are requested to claim their 

prizes on or before Dec. 10.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): The 1st Dzukou 
Open Shooting Championship 2017, organ-
ised by the Dzukou Rifle Shooting Club, 
Kohima and Aries Rifle & Pistol Shooting 
Academy, Dimapur, under the aegis of the 
Nagaland Rifle Association, Dimapur, will 
be held at the Aries Shooting Range, Ko-
hima from Dec. 5 till the 9th in small arms as 
per the National Rifle Association of India 
(NRAI) Match Book Rule 2016 informed a 
press note.

The competition is open to all gender 
from Nagaland and will be conducted in 
10 meter events under .177 Peep Sight Air 
Rifle, Open Sight Air Rifle and .177 Air 
Pistol. Shooters will need to make their own 
arrangements for Open Sight Air Rifles and 
Pellets. It also stated that .177 peep sight air 
rifles and air pistols will be available at the 

shooting range. Shooters will be allowed 
to participate in all three matches and the 
competitions in each match will be open 
for both men and women of all age group 
above 12 years.

The top eight scorers of the qualification 
round will compete in the final round (ISSF) 
where the winner of each final round match 
will be awarded cash prize of INR. 5,000. 
The entry fee for the competition is INR. 
1000 and the last date for submission of  
entry forms is Dec. 2. National Rule (NR) 
and International Shooting Sport Federation 
(ISSF) shooters will be allowed to participate 
only in achieving the Minimum Qualifying 
Score (MQS) added the note. Entry forms 
will be available at the shooting range or 
one can call +919485243252. Matches will 
start at 10 am.

Dimapur, Nov. 26 (EMN): 
The 32nd annual meet of  
Ato Area Sports Associa-
tion concluded on Saturday 
at Nikhekhu village with 
N. Apeto Assumi, former 
president, Western Sumi 
Kukami Hoho gracing the 
closing function as the guest 
of honour and gave away the 
awards and trophies to the 
winners.  Delivering a short 
speech, the guest of honour 
urged the players and event 
organisers to strive hard to 
achieve higher.
       He reminded them that 
discipline is most vital in 
achieving higher goals in 
life. The 32nd GBs' Football 
Trophy, 29th Lt. Nikhekhu 
and Lt. N. Yihoto Zhimo 
Memorial Volleyball Trophy 

(men and women) and 4th 
Shekuto Suu Memorial Bad-
minton Trophy (men and 
women) were played during 
the five days event.

Results of the meet:
Football

Champion - Loyir 
1st runner up - Toshiho 

2nd runner up - Nikhekhu
Best player - Akiho of  

Hozukhe
Highest scorer - Meren of  

Loyir
Best defender - Theja of  

Loyir
Best goalkeeper - Omega of  

Nikhekhu 'C'.
Men's volleyball

Champion - Viheto 
1st runner up - Sukhato 
2nd runners up - Loyir
Best player - Shikaho of  

Viheto
Women's volleyball

Champion - Hozukhe 'B'
1st Runner up - Nikhekhu 
2nd runner up - Toshiho

Best player - Piholi G. Jimo 
of Hozukhe

Men's badminton
Champion - Viheto

1st Runner up - Loyir
2nd Runner up - Loyir

Best player - Atimong of  
Loyir

Women's badminton
Champion - Nikhekhu
1st runner up - Loyir

2nd runner up - H. Khe-
hovi 

Best player - Rosy Zhimo 
of Nikhekhu

Best Disciplined Team of  
the meet - Ghokuto Village 

team.

right-hander scored the 
bulk of  the runs for India 
in the morning session as 
Pujara added only 22 runs 
to his overnight individual 
score of  121 not out.

While Pujara was all 
about patience, Kohli was 
at ease, taking on the Sri 
Lankan bowlers at will. 
He found scoring easy as 
the Sri Lankans opened up 
the field, feeling the need 
to restrict the boundary 
shots. It meant that singles 
and doubles were always 
available for the Indian 
batting pair.

Facing the 130th deliv-
ery of  his innings, Kohli 
flicked a delivery from 
paceman Suranga Lakmal 
to the mid-wicket to bring 
up his century, his second 

in as many matches.
Pujara was a perfect 

partner for Kohli as the 
former gave stability to the 
innings, especially in the 
morning session which 
was important to deter-
mine the expansion of  In-
dia's lead. The Saurashtra 
right-hander was finally 
dismissed three overs be-
fore the end of  the lunch 
session.

He was late to react to a 
yorker-length delivery from 
pacer Dasun Shanaka as 
the ball rattled his stumps. 
His knock was studded 
with 14 fours out of  the 
362 balls he faced.

Ajinkya Rahane (2) 
fell cheaply, shortly post 
lunch, off  Dilruwan Per-
era's delivery handing an 

Kolkata, Nov. 26 (IANS): Brazilian 
Marcelinho scored a fortuitous brace 
on either side of  half-time to help FC 
Pune City beat defending champions 
ATK 4-1 in the Indian Super League 
(ISL) tie at the Vivekananda Yuba 
Bharati Krirangan here on Sunday.

Rohit Kumar (51st minute) and 
Emiliano Alfaro (80th) scored the 
second and fourth goal for the visitors 
as Marcelinho (13th, 60th) continued 
from where he had left last season, 
finishing top-scorer for Delhi Dy-
namos, by getting on the scoresheet 
twice albeit riding luck.

The first goal was set up for him 
on a platter by striker Alfaro, while a 
big deflection from ATK skipper Jordi 
Montel helped him bag the second.

For the home side, who drew 
0-0 in the last match as well away to 
Kerala Blasters, Bipin Singh (50th) 
netted a sublime free kick in front of  
32,816 spectators.

The result saw Pune bag their first 
three points after losing 2-3 against 
Delhi at home. ATK remained on just 
one point from two games. The open-
ing exchanges saw both teams getting 
early corners, both wasted.

Just when ATK looked the likelier 
of  the two sides to take the lead, Pune 
surged ahead against the run of  play.

Former Manchester United cen-

easy catch to Karunaratne 
at backward point.

Later, incoming bats-
man Rohit complemented 
the skipper to maintain the 
flow of  runs. The Mumbai 
batsman looked at ease 
from the onset, rotating 
the strike and dealing in 
boundaries to maintain the 
momentum.

Kohli raced to 200 runs 
in just 260 deliveries. A 
single towards long-on off  
Perea brought up his fifth 
double-century in Tests. 

He lost his wicket while 
trying to force a big shot 
off  Perera towards long-
on. The ball ballooned in 

the air before landing in 
the hands of  Karunaratne, 
with India at 583/5. Kohli 
plundered 17 fours and 
two sixes. Rohit, however, 
continued hammering and 
scored a brisk century -- his 
third in the five-day format 
-- in just 160 deliveries.
Brief scores: Sri Lanka: 
205 all out and 21/1 (Di-
muth Karunaratne 11 not 
out; Ishant Sharma 1/15) 
vs India: 610/6 declared 
in first innings (Virat Kohli 
213, Cheteshwar Pujara 
143, Murali Vijay 128, 
Rohit Sharma 102 not out; 
Dilruwan Perera 3/202) 
on Day 3.

Nagpur, Nov. 26 (PTI): In-
dia captain Virat Kohli was 
on a record breaking spree 
on the third day of  the 
second cricket Test against 
Sri Lanka as he reached a 
number of  milestones en-
route his 19th hundred in 
longest format.
The  most  s ign i f i cant 
among them is the world 
record of  most interna-
tional hundreds in a calen-
dar year as a captain -- 10. 
Kohli hit six ODI and four 
Test hundreds in 2017.
Twice former Australian 
captain Ricky Ponting had 
hit nine hundreds across 
two formats in 2005 and 
2006, while former South 
Africa skipper Graeme 
Smith also had nine inter-
national hundreds to his 
credit once.

On the national front, Koh-
li now has most number of  
hundreds by an Indian cap-
tain -- 12 in all, breaking 
Sunil Gavaskar's previous 
record of  11.
As an international cap-
tain with minimum 10 
hundreds in Tests, Kohli 
has the best conversion 
rate -- even better than Sir 
Don Bradman and Mi-
chael Clarke.
In 31 Tests, where Kohli 
has been the captain, he 
has crossed 50-run mark 
16 times and converted 
them into three figures on 
12 occasions. This makes 
it a staggering 75 per cent 
conversion rate.
Both Bradman and Clarke's 
conversion rate from 50 to 
100 as captains has been 
66.66 per cent.

Guwahati, Nov. 26 (PTI): 
It was gold rush for In-
dia at the AIBA World 
Women's Youth Boxing 
Championships with the 
country's pugilists grab-
bing five top positions to 
finish overall champions 
for the first time, here to-
day.

Nitu (48kg), Jyoti Gu-
lia (51kg), Sakshi choud-
hury (54kg), Shashi Cho-
pra (57kg) and Ankushita 
Boro (64kg) won gold med-
als for an Indian sweep 
in the finals, which were 
halted for 45 minutes by 
a minor fire mishap in the 
spectator stands.

Of  these, Jyoti also 
qualified for next year's 
Youth Olympic Games in 
Argentina courtesy her top 
finish and the fact that she 
was born after 1999.

Adding to the tally 
were two bronze medals 
secured by Neha Yadav 
(+81kg) and Anupama 
(81kg), making it India's 
best ever performance at 
the marquee age group 
event.

Local girl Ankushita 
was adjudged the boxer 
of  the tournament. The 
country had won just one 
bronze medal at the previ-
ous edition of  the event 

and had not won a gold 
since 2011 when Sarjubala 
Devi secured the yellow 
metal.

"You are seeing the 
probable Olympic medal-
lists for India at the Tokyo 
Olympics here. It has been 
a fantastic performance 
and Guwahati has been 
a fabulous host," Boxing 

Federation of  India Presi-
dent Ajay Singh told PTI.

He announced a cash 
prize of  Rs two lakh each 
for all the gold-medallists.

Up against Kazakh-
stan's Zhazira Urakbayeva, 
Nitu was the first to walk 
into the ring for India today 
and she had it rather easy 
against the Kazakh, whose 

footwork was all over the 
place and she struggled to 
keep her balance.

"It was an easier final 
compared to the semifi-
nals. I did not find it too 
tough to break through," 
said Nitu, one of  the four 
Haryana finalists at the 
event.

Nitu took her time to 
get a measure of  her rival 
but once she was done 
with it, the Indian had 
no trouble connecting her 
straight punches.

Jyoti's bout against 
Russia's Ekaterina Mol-
chanova was fought on 
an even keel. In a excit-
ing contest, both the box-
ers matched each other 
punch for punch and had 
the packed stadium on its 
feet with their exchanges.

The tal ler  Russian 
seemed hardly perturbed 
by the vociferous support 
that her opponent was get-
ting but the Indian was a 
shade better in connect-
ing her blows. The Indian 
fetched a unanimous vic-
tory, leaving the Russian 
boxer in tears and her 
coaches irate.

Similar was contest 
between Sakshi and Eng-
land's Ivy-Jane Smith.

Smith seemed more 

dominant but could not 
find favour with the judges, 
who were 3-2 in awarding 
the bout the home favou-
rite.

Shashi, however, did 
not face much of  a con-
test from Vietnam's Ngoc 
Do Hong even though the 
judges ruled it 3-2 in her 
favour.

The lanky Indian, rec-
ommended into the camp 
by boxing's national ob-
server and former Com-
monwealth Games gold-
medallist Akhil Kumar, 
put her height and reach 
advantage to good use and 
was decidedly the more 
aggressive of  the two in all 
the three rounds.

"This was the toughest 
bout of  this tournament for 
me. It took a lot out of  me," 
said the teenager, who was 
in tears at the end of  the 
contest.

The last bout of  the 
day was Ankushita tak-
ing on Russia's Ekaterina 
Dynnk and egged on by 
a vociferous crowd, the 
local girl, whp had been 
laid low by chicken pox 
before the tournament, 
pulled through for a 3-2 
victory. The championship 
was held in India for the 
first time.

tral defender Tom Thorpe erred in clearing the ball with Emil-
iano Alfaro pouncing on it to dart inside the box and square for 
Marcelinho who stabbed home from close range. Clearly missing 
marquee signing Robbie Keane who was watching the game from 
the stands, Portuguese midfielder Zequinha made a solo run 

before taking aim at the goal with a 
powerful shot from outside the box.

Pune keeper Kamaljit Singh 
failed to collect cleanly but Hitesh 
Sharma could not control the re-
bound.

In the first half  added time, 
Diego Carlos wasted a gilt-edged 
chance with keeper Debjit off  the 
line.

Five minutes into the second 
period, Bipin curled in a sumptu-
ous free kick which rammed off  the 
crossbar to go in.

Within seconds of  drawing par-
ity, the hosts were behind again. 
Marcelinho swung in a corner which 
Rohit headed in.

There was more misery in store 
for Teddy Sheringham's side when 
skipper Jordi Montel deflected a 
Marcelinho shot into his own net.

Substitute Robin Singh -- who 
replaced Hitesh in the 58th minute 
-- came close to making it 3-2 but 
Kamaljit pulled off  a top save diving 
low to his left.

Marcelinho turned provider for 
Alfaro late in the second essay, rob-
bing ATK full back Keegan Pereira 
in a dangerous area to tee up the 
former NorthEast United marks-
man who slammed the ball past an 
outstretched Debjit.


